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This research was focused on developing an interactive 
simulation package for analyzing flexible manufacturing 
systems. The research consisted OL tnree pnases. The first 
phase consisted of identifying and defining the current 
status of flexible manufacturing systems as tney exisc in 
industry. In the second phase, the characteristics and 
capabilities of simulation languages were examined. The 
third phase then integrated the information obtained from 
phases one and two to provide the actual software. The 
software consists of over 100 subroutines for model 
description, model editing, model simulation, and system 
reporting. 
The results of the research were quite promising in che 
sense that a very useful tool was developed. Also, as is 
the case with most new software, several areas for aadition 
and improvement were identified. Two of these areas were 
possibly adding graphics capabilities and aacting a 
statistical analysis module. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Purpose 
In recent years the economic structure of American 
industry has deteriorated. The major reason for this 
decline is the inability of American industry to keep 
abreast of new developments in technology. An area of 
technology that is currently receiving a great deal of 
attention is the area of information processing. 
Specifically, engineers and managers are interested in 
gathering and analyzing information about the performance of 
production operations. A popular method for analyzing the 
inter-relationships in a manufacturing environment is 
computer simulation. 
The area of computer simulation is relatively new and 
still a bit primitive in some aspects. One area of 
simulation that is lacking is the area of analyzing 
manufacturing systems. This research is focused on three 
objectives: first, to identify the reason why simulation 
methodology is out of phase with manufacturing technology; 
secondly, to identify the strengths and weaknesses of 
computer simulation in the area of manufacturing systems; 
and finally, the main objective is to develop a simulation 
1 
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language that addresses current strengths and weaknesses in 
simulation methodology to provide manufacturing analysts 
with a state of the art tool. 
Introduction 
Information in business exists almost without bound. 
Every day more and more information is generated concerning 
all aspects of a business. Consequently, everyone from 
first line supervisors to chief operating officers is 
becoming buried in the flood of information. To combat this 
situation new tools for gathering and analyzing information 
are needed. These new tools should utilize the speed and 
accuracy of the digital computer. 
In the United States, firms engaged in the 
manufacturing of consumer goods, such as automobiles, are 
very concerned with the performance of their daily 
operations. To assess the performance of manufacturing 
operations, whether existing or proposed, a firm must employ 
certain information gathering and analysis techniques. A 
technique that has recently become popular for gathering and 
analyzing information about manufacturing systems is 
computer simulation; specifically, discrete event 
simulation. Discrete event simulation is used since a large 
portion of the items produced in the United States are 
described in discrete units of measure. Also, the 
activities undertaken by most manufacturing firms are 
measurable in discrete terms. 
3 
Current State of Simulation 
Discrete event simulation has been present in the 
academic domain for approximately 30 years. However, it has 
not been until the past five to ten years that it has gained 
recognition in the industrial environment. Simulation has 
proven to be a useful tool in analyzing the structure and 
performance of manufacturing environments, both.proposed and 
existing conditions. However, the manufacturing environment 
is undergoing rapid change due to the increased competition 
from domestic sources and the international markets. 
Consequently, many of the early simulation languages have 
become somewhat obsolete. In addition to not maintaining 
pace with the changes in manufacturing, simulation languages 
have not maintained communication with the computing world. 
Many simulation languages on the market today were not 
designed to be both effective and efficient. The 
effectiveness of a language is how well it can be used as a 
decision-making tool. A good simulation language should 
provide the engineer or production analyst with a tool for 
gathering and analyzing information about a specific system. 
The efficiency of a language is two dimensional. In the 
first respect, an efficient language should allow the user 
to achieve a quick and accurate estimate of system 
performance. Secondly, an efficient language should 
minimize the amount of computer resources necessary to 
acquire the desired information about the system. 
The area of computer simulation needs to monitor the 
4 
needs of manufacturers and advances in computer science. 
Many of the simulation languages available today were 
designed by the so-called experts. The result of the 
designs are such that the users of the languages must 
possess advanced skills in simulation. Another aspect of 
many languages is that they employ only simple data 
structures and data manipulation techniques. Consequently, 
these simulation languages use a lot of computer resources 
unnecessarily. Simulation languages seem to have fallen 
into a pattern of design that has led them in a direction 
away from the needs of manufacturers and developments in 
computer science. 
The design of future simulation languages should 
provide the practitioner with an easy to use tool for 
analyzing the structure and performance of manufacturing 
systems. A simulation language should not require a user to 
possess advanced skills in simulation methodology. Also, 
any new languages should attempt to employ advanced 
techniques in computer science. Obviously, it would be 
impossible to use the most recent developments since new 
developments are made with such a high frequency. 
Current State of Manufacturing 
Many manufacturers in the United States are taking 
great steps toward becoming competitive again. The advances 
being made in manufacturing are occurring rather rapidly. 
However, the general direction of manufacturing is quite 
5 
predictable. It appears the era of giant factories 
producing large quantities of similar items has passed. The 
future of manufacturing lies in producing smaller quantities 
of goods with a large variety. Consequently, firms are 
employing a method of production called flexible 
manufacturing. 
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) are a network of 
machines and transfer mechanisms. A flexible manufacturing 
system can be as simple as a robot loading and unloading two 
numerical control lathes. On the other hand, a flexible 
manufacturing system could be as complex as fifty machine 
cells, similar to the aforementioned example, all linked 
together by a system of automatic guided vehicles. Koren 
(18) defines a flexible manufacturing system as a network of 
machine cells. He also goes on to state that a machine cell 
is a combination of computer numerical control (CNC) 
machines and robots. In practice, machine cells would 
probably contain regular numerical control machines, 
conventional machine tools, and transfer systems other than 
robots. In a more detailed description of flexible 
manufacturing systems, Groover (12) identifies three basic 
elements: the machine tools, the material handling system, 
and the computer control system. He also identifies two 
types of flexible manufacturing systems: dedicated and 
random. 
The design and structure of flexible manufacturing 
systems are such that they can be viewed as a network of 
6 
elements. These elements can be an entire machining cell or 
simply a direct numerical control (DNC) lathe. The elements 
within a flexible manufacturing system either contain 
various material handling devices, or are joined by them, or 
both. The FMS environment is a natural application for 
simulation modeling due to the relationships between the 
machines, transports, and entities that pass through the 
FMS. 
Summary 
The previous discussion of flexible manufacturing 
systems shows that simulation could indeed be a valuable 
tool for analyzing such systems. However, languages 
currently available in the industrial domain do not meet the 
criteria established previously. The lack of a good 
simulation language for analyzing flexible manufacturing 
will provide the basis for this research project. 
Specifically, this research project will focus on developing 
a good simulation language for the analysis of flexible 
manufacturing systems. The language should include features 
mentioned previously along with those presented in the next 
section. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
This chapter is divided into two main sections. The 
first section deals with literature specific to simulation 
methodology. It will be focused on general and specific 
characteristics of simulation languages. The second section 
will present the literature associated with flexible 
manufacturing systems. This section will provide 
definitions and specific characteristics intrinsic to 
flexible manufacturing systems. It will also provide a 
basis for the scope of this research. 
The Simulation Literature 
The area of computer simulation is a relatively new and 
rapidly growing field of study. Computer simulation began 
in its earliest stages on analog computers. However, with 
the development of digital computers simulation entered a 
new era. Another advancement in the computer industry that 
aided in the early growth of simulation was the development 
of high level programming languages such as FORTRAN and 
PL/I. According to Shannon (25), early simulation models 




Once modelers were adept at using the general purpose 
programming languages or base languages, such as FORTRAN, 
they began to notice some similarities between models. 
These similarities formed the early basis for constructing 
specialized languages for building simulation models. Even 
though simulation methodology had made another improvement 
with the development of specialized languages, there are 
still some disadvantages. Shannon (25) points out that the 
early simulation languages were developed by individual 
companies and were not readily available to the commercial 
market. 
The basic function of a simulation language, as 
identified by Gordon (10), is to provide a data structure to 
form the problem into a model. A simulation language should 
provide the modeler with the vocabulary and syntax for 
constructing a model. Shannon (25) identifies the following 
seven features of simulation languages as compared to 
general purpose or base languages: 
1. Reducing the programming task; 
2. Providing conceptual guidance; 
3. Aiding in defining the classes of entities in the 
system; 
4. Providing a means of differentiating entities by 
characteristics; 
5. Providing the flexibility for change; 
6. Describing the relationship of entities to one 
another and to their environment; 
9 
7. Adjusting the number of entities according to 
changes in the status of the system. 
Shannon also points out that a specialized simulation 
language can provide a good method for communicating and 
documenting a model. This can be a critical point during 
model validation, especially when presenting the model to 
non-technical personnel. 
In the previous discussion, several common attributes 
' of simulation languages were presented. However, the common 
characteristics mentioned are quite general and not 
exhaustive. Emshoff and Sisson (5) list seven specific 
functions of a simulation language {Table I). This list of 
functions is by no means exhaustive; however, it does 
provide a starting point for comparing the usefulness of 
different simulation languages. 
TABLE I 
SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS OF SIMULATION LANGUAGES 
Create random numbers on the interval Uniform (0,1). 
Create random varieties. 
Provide a time keeping mechanism. 
Collect statistics throughout the simulation. 
Perform statistical analysis on the output. 
Provide output in predetermined formats. 
Detect and report logic and syntax errors. 
specific Design Criteria for 
Simulation Languages 
10 
The comparison of different simulation languages is 
multidimensional. In order to effectively present the 
different design criteria and identify the important 
criteria, the analysis of design will begin at a macroscopic 
level. The analysis will then progress to a very detailed 
level, addressing such items as sorting and searching event 
lists. 
DiLLg~~n~i~~ing_~hg~"NQ~ig_Yi~~~. A simulation 
language is only useful when the problem cannot be easily 
formulated using a base language, such as FORTRAN. Once the 
decision has been made to use a simulation language instead 
of a base language, there are several design criteria that 
can be used to select the appropriate language. The first 
criteria in selecting a simulation language is the type of 
"world view" that is employed by the language. The term 
"world view" refers to whether the system will be modeled 
using a discrete, continuous, or combined discrete-
continuous framework. The areas of continuous and combined 
discrete-continuous simulation modeling are very 
interesting; however, this research is focused on the area 
of discrete simulation modeling. 
In discrete simulation modeling, there are three 
additional views: event orientation, activity scanning, and 
process orientation. According to Pritsker (23), in the 
11 
event-oriented world view a system is modeled by defining 
the changes in the system that occur at event times. The 
modeler is then faced with the tasks of determining the set 
of events that can change the system, and developing the 
associated logic. This logic is usually in the form of 
FORTRAN subroutines. 
The activity scanning orientation determines which 
activities in the system entities can engage in. The 
modeler must then prescribe the conditions which will cause 
an activity to begin or end. Pritsker (23) states that this 
view is somewhat inefficient since each activity must 
be scanned at every time advance. He also states that this 
method is not widely used; however, many languages employ 
some feature for determining activity times based on system 
status. 
In the process view of discrete simulation, systems are 
modeled using a set of predefined elements. These elements 
consist of such items as queues and servers. The system can 
then be described by a set of formatted statements 
corresponding to one of the predefined elements. The coded 
statements are then executed automatically by the simulation 
language. The process orientation will often employ both 
the event and activity scanning orientations. 
Comparison of world Views 
The three different world views within discrete 
simulation have appropriate applications within different 
12 
modeling schemes. The event orientation is by far the most 
flexible of the three views. However, it also requires the 
highest level of simulation skills. The activity scanning 
orientation is appropriate when activity times are 
indeterminant. The use of activity scanning is limited by 
the inefficiencies of computer resources. Also, activity 
scanning is limited by the small range of physical 
applications. The process orientation of discrete 
simulation does not provide the flexibility of event 
orientation; however, it does have more practical 
applications than activity scanning. Process orientation 
also requires less programming effort than the event 
orientation. 
Additional Design Criteria 
The selection of a discrete event simulation language 
is an important decision to a company. To make an 
intelligent decision the firm must consider the inherent 
design characteristics of the available languages. The 
major categories of design considerations mentioned by 
Pritsker (23) are presented in Table II. 
The items in Table II provide a comprehensive list for 
evaluating a simulation language. However, within each 
category there are several tradeoffs to be considered. 
Amount of_l'.1.:ti.ni...n.g_B..e.SJ,l~.Q. The amount of training 
required to use a simulation language is a function of the 
world views employed. If a language were only to employ the 
13 
TABLE II 













Ease of learning the language 
Ease of problem conceptualization 
Ease of coding, including random 
sampling and numerical integration 
The degree to which code is self 
documenting 
Language availability on new or existing 
computers 
The degree to which a language supports 
different modeling concepts 
Built-in statistics gathering 
List processing capabilities 
Ability to allocate core memory 
Ease of producing standard reports 
Ease of producing user generated 
reports 
Ease of debugging 





process orientation, the ease of learning would be 
straightforward. Also, the ease of conceptualizing systems 
would be relatively straightforward. On the other hand, a 
language that employs the event orientation would require 
more training and would not provide straightforward model 
conceptualization. However, the capabilities associated 
with event orientation are numerous. The amount of training 
required for the activity scanning orientation would be 
similar to that for the event orientation. 
~.ruiing Considerat.i.Q.n.g. The ease of coding is again a 
function of the world views employed by a language. The 
process orientation would be the best in both categories 
under coding considerations. The reason for this is that 
the process orientation relies strictly on a set of 
predefined statements, whereas the activity scanning and 
event orientation are dependent on the base language being 
used. 
Langusg.e.~.t_gbj..lJ...t~. The computer explosion of the 
last three years has diminished the importance of this 
design er i ter ia. Any simulation language with a base 
language of either COBOL, PL/I, or FORTRAN would be highly 
transportable. 
Language Flexibility. The degree to which a language 
supports different modeling concepts is dependent on the 
world view(s) employed and the purpose of the language. 
Some languages on the market today employ more than one 
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world view whereas others do not. Also, certain languages 
on the market are designed to simulate special type systems. 
The tradeoff in flexibility is realized by determining the 
types of models that are needed and determining the set of 
capabilities needed to construct the models. For example, a 
manufacturer of engines that employs both assembly line and 
job shop production methods might require a general purpose 
simulation language with more than one world view. Two of 
these languages are SLAM (23) and SIMAN (22). In another 
instance a firm may need a specialized language with one 
world view such as GPSS (23). 
The area of language 
processing considerations is divided into five categories. 
These five categories provide the majority of important 
design criteria. The first category is concerned with how 
easily a language allows statistics collection within the 
model. The statistics gathering function can be further 
divided into those statistics which are collected 
automatically and those which are requested by the modeler. 
Any well designed simulation language should provide both 
types of statistics generation. 
The list processing capabilities of a language refers 
to the queueing disciplines allowed and the internal data 
structures employed to implement the different event 
manipulations. A well designed language should allow 
numerous queueing priorities to facilitate the modeling of a 
16 
variety of situations. From the internal list processing 
viewpoint, the algorithms used should be both effective and 
efficient. An effective list processing algorithm is one 
which accomplishes the task with certain economical coding 
considerations. In other words, the algorithm should be 
complex enough to perform the task accurately without 
requiring a lot of coding time. The efficiency of an 
algorithm is measured by both the execution speed and the 
memory requirements. 
The ability of a simulation to control the amount of 
core memory allocated during a specific model execution is 
critical. The cost of computer resources is very high and 
can often be a limiting factor in the development of 
simulation models. Consequently, core memory must be 
allocated and de-allocated as needed. 
The last two categories are concerned with report 
generation. The availability of standard and user written 
reports is an important element in a well designed 
simulation language. A new aspect of computing is the area 
of interactive report generation. This idea will become a 
standard in future simulation languages. 
Debugging and Reliability. The debugging capabilities 
of a language are very important to the end user. Also, the 
debugging capabilities of a language are closely related to 
the ease of learning the language. A good simulation 
language should differentiate errors and provide accurate 
and detailed messages. The messages should also indicate 
17 
possible causes and the associated corrections for the error 
types. 
The reliability of a language is related to the number 
of cases which the compiler and language can handle. Also 
included in this is the issue of language documentation. 
How well are the features of the language documented and how 
accurate is the documentation? 
Run Time Considerations. The run time considerations 
associated with a language are divided into two categories: 
compilation speed and execution speed. The well designed 
compiler for a simulation language should convert the model 
statements into the executable form rapidly and accurately. 
Also, the compilation and execution speeds will be a 
function of model size and complexity. However, a good 
language should provide an economical use of computer 
resources. 
The Flexible Manufacturing Literature 
Defining a Flexible Manufacturing system 
The manufacturing environment in the United States is 
in the process of switching to a method of production known 
as flexible manufacturing. In an article written by Hegland 
(14), it is stated that by the year 1990, more than 50 
percent of the machine tools produced will find no 
independent use, but will be part of flexible manufacturing 
systems. He also states that by 1985 on-line optimization 
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of entire plants, controlled by a central computer, will be 
a fact of life. The definition of a flexible manufacturing 
system as given by Kearney and Trecker (16) is as follows: 
An FMS is a group of NC machine tools that can 
randomly process a group of parts having different 
sequences and process cycles using automated 
material handling and central computer control to 
dynamically balance resource utilization so that 
the system can adapt automatically to changes in 
part production mixes and levels of output (p. 
53) • 
The definition given by Kearney and Trecker is a 
general one and needs some clarification. In an article 
appearing in Manufacturing Engineering (6), two specific 
definitions of flexible manufacturing systems are presented. 
The first definition given is for the classical FMS and is 
as follows: 
This form of FMS ••• is an automa tea production 
system for the manufacture of midvolume, 
midvariety workpieces, consisting of a number of 
machine tools (usually machining centers, head 
changers, head indexers, etc.) tied together by an 
automated workpiece handling system, all 
controlled by a central computer. The central 
computer down loads NC programs to individual 
machine tools in the system, controls workpiece 
flow, and generates performance reports (p. 4 9). 
The second definition given describes a new type of 
flexible manufacturing as a stand-alone unit. The system 
usually is comprised of a single machining center or CNC 
lathe equipped with carousels or rotary tables for part 
storage. This definition of flexible manufacturing appears 
only to be a subset of the previous one. Therefore, it will 
not be addressed further. The definition given by 
Manufacturing Engineering is more specific than the 
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definition given by Kearney and Trecker. However, there are 
a couple of terms that need clarification. 
The definition of midvolume was not given in the 
Manufacturing Engineering article. However, Hegland (13) 
and Klahorst (16) state that the production levels may range 
from 5000 to 100,000 parts annually. In reference to the 
variety of workpieces processed, the numbers range from one 
to fifty. The case where only one type part is processed by 
the FMS is identified as a dedicated FMS by Groover (12). 
In the case when the number of different workpieces exceeds 
one, this is classified as a random FMS by Groover (12). 
This section has presented a definition of flexible 
manufacturing. In the next sections the structure of a 
flexible manufacturing system will be discussed, along with 
the information and material flows within an FMS. 
The FMS Structure 
In this section major components of a flexible 
manufacturing system will be identified. Also, a discussion 
of the specific characteristics of each component and the 
interactions between components will be presented. 
The major components of a flexible manufacturing 
system, as identified by Groover (12), are the machine 
tools, the material handling system, and the computer 
control system. As previously mentioned, an FMS may be 
either dedicated or random. In the case of a dedicated FMS 
the machine tools employed will be more specialized in 
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nature. The reason for this is that a known product with 
known processing requirements will be manufactured for some 
time frame. In contrast, the machines employed in a random 
FMS will be more general, thereby allowing greater 
flexibility in the variety of workpieces that can be 
processed. The machines employed in either type of FMS will 
be similar in the sense that they will all be computer 
controlled. The use of manual controlled machines in an FMS 
is very limited. 
Processing Considerations 
The number of machines present in an FMS usually does 
not have an upper limit. However, the average number of 
machines used in the flexible manufacturing systems 
currently in use is around fifteen. Klahorst (16) presents 
three rules concerning the number and selection of machine 
tools for use in an FMS environment. First, he states that 
a true FMS requires a minimum of four machines. Any less 
than four machines would be considered a stand-alone or 
phase I manufacturing cell. Secondly, Klahorst (16) states 
that special process machinery should not be considered 
unless it can do the work of two machining centers in the 
system. His reasoning behind this rule is that the 
objective is to be as flexible as possible for as long as 
possible. Also, the capital should only be dedicated when 
the economics of scale are present. The third and final 
rule presented is that any positional tolerance less than 
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0.001 inches should not be performed using the FMS. Also, 
any tolerance below 0.002 inches will require special 
processing considerations in order to maintain size. These 
tolerances are a result of the large number of variables 
with which the FMS must contend. 
Workpiece Movement Considerations 
A flexible manufacturing system usually contains two 
types of material handling systems. The first type is for 
moving parts between work centers. The second type, which 
is really a subset of the first type, are mechanisms used 
for moving parts within work centers. These material 
handling devices, referred to as shuttles by ElMaraghy (4), 
provide buffer stocks of parts between the work centers and 
the main material handling system. Shuttles may consist of 
such devices as rotary tables and robots. In contrast, the 
types of material movement devices found in the primary 
material handling systems are conveyors, stacker cranes, 
tow-carts, and guided vehicles. The material handling 
system employed within a flexible manufacturing system must 
meet certain operating characteristics as defined by Groover 
Cl 2). The first attribute Groover mentions is that the 
material handling system must provide for random, 
independent movement of palletized workparts between work 
stations. The term "random" signifies that parts must be 
able to flow from one station to any other station. It is 
assumed by Groover that all parts will be attached to some 
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type of fixture during movement. The term "independent 
movement" means that a palletized load must be able to move 
independent of other pallet loads. The second attribute of 
the material handling system is that is should provide 
temporary storage of work parts. This attribute is similar 
to the idea of a shuttle presented by ElMaraghy (4). The 
third attribute is that the material handling system should 
provide easy access for loading and unloading parts. Again, 
this idea relates to the shuttle concept. The use of manual 
load/unload stations is included in this third attribute. 
The last two relevant characteristics presented by Groover 
are that (1) the material handling system must be compatible 
with computer control, and (2) the system must be expandable 
on a modular basis. The compatibility of the material 
handling system with computer control will be addressed in 
the subsequent section. 
The Computer Control System 
The computer control system is probably the most 
critical element in the structure of an PMS. The computer 
control system's main function is that of system 
coordinator. Associated· with the function of system 
coordinator Hegland (14) identifies four tasks performed by 
the controlling computer. 
The first function Hegland (14) mentions is that of 
data distributor. This task involves the bi-directional 
transfer of data between the machines and the central 
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computer. He mentions that the data is usually in the form 
of NC part programs or operator messages. Closely related 
to the data distributor is the task of traffic coordination. 
According to Hegland, the task of traffic coordination 
involves controlling the movement of workpieces between work 
centers. The remaining two functions of the central 
computer are those of the tool manager and of work 
preparation. The tool manager stores and updates data files 
regarding tool life and compensation characteristics. The 
work preparation task is concerned with the sequence of 
events necessary to load a pallet(s) into the system. 
The areas of data distribution and traffic coordination 
can be further sub-divided by different functions according 
to Groover (12). The data distribution has two functions 
according to Groover, which are the same two as identified 
by Hegland (14). However, in the area of traffic 
coordination Groover mentions three functions which Hegland 
does not. The first area is that of traffic control. This 
function is concerned with monitoring and controlling the 
flow of individual workpieces in the primary material 
handling system. The control of the material handling 
system is accomplished by dividing the system into "zones". 
A zone is a section of the primary material handling system 
that is defined by two work centers as the starting and 
ending points. The control is established by allowing only 
a certain capacity of pallets into a zone at any time. The 
central computer can activate switches and shuttles to 
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control the flow into and out of zones in the primary 
system. The second function of traffic coordination 
mentioned by Groover (12) is that of shuttle control. 
Shuttle control involves controlling the material handling 
devices associated with a specific machine. Finally, the 
third function is that of work movement monitoring or pallet 
control. This involves keeping track of the location of 
each and every pallet. This function is necessary since 
each pallet is fixtured to handle only certain varieties of 
parts. 
Data Control and System Reporting 
In this section the relevant data files used by the 
central computer in an FMS are discussed. These files are 
the routing file and the pallet reference file. Also 
included in this section is a discussion of the reports and 
information provided by the central computer with respect to 
system performance. All of the information appearing in 
this section was drawn from Groover (12), Mize (21), and 
McCollom (20). 
The routing file for a given FMS contains the primary 
work stations where a part is to be processed. This file 
will also contain alternatives to the primary routing. The 
computer can then select the proper sequence for a part to 
follow given the status of the system. The decision to go 
to a particular machine other than the primary machine is 
determined using a specific machine dispatching rule. An 
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example might be as follows: Select the machine with the 
largest amount of idle time. These dispatching rules are 
based on machine availability, queue sizes, and system 
congestion. At each specific machine part selection rules 
are employed. An example of these rules are shortest-
processing-time-f irst and first-in-first-out. The pallet 
reference file maintains the data for all pallets used in 
the system. It maintains the number of each pallet type 
available for a given part type. 
In the area of system reporting there are three main 
reports that are of interest: the utilization report, the 
production summary report, and the status report. The 
utilization report provides information on the usage of 
individual machining centers and of the entire FMS. 
Production summary reports provide information concerning 
output quantities by individual part type and for the system 
as a whole. The system status report provides instantaneous 
values of system utilization and system parameters. 
Summary 
In this chapter a review of the literature relevant to 
both computer simulation and flexible manufacturing is 
presented. The simulation literature provides a background 
for developing basic design criteria for simulation 
languages. Also, the simulation literature provides a 
method for comparing the different features associated with 
a language. The flexible manufacturing literature provides 
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insight as to the structure of a flexible manufacturing 
system. The literature identifies four main components ot a 
flexible manufacturing system: the work centers, the 
material handling system, the computer control system, and 
the workpieces. The literature also provides a knowledge 
base for understanding the logical structure of an FMS. The 
logical structure involves the transfer of information and 
data within the system. 
The information derived from the literature review will 
be collated and integrated to develop a new simulation 
language for analyzing flexible manufacturing systems. The 
design criteria and language boundaries will be presented in 
the next chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
DEFINING THE RESEARCH SCOPE 
Introduction 
In this chapter the proposed simulation language will 
be described. To determine the scope of this new language a 
definition of flexible manufacturing systems specific to 
this research will be presented. This definition will 
provide the parameters for the new language and the 
boundaries for this research. After the new language has 
been presented it will be compared to several existing 
languages in order to illustrate the contribution of this 
research to the field of simulation. 
Flexible Manufacturing Redefined 
The definition of a flexible manufacturing system for 
the purposes of this research will be derived from the 
definition previously given by Manufacturing Engineering 
(6). However, to make their definition feasible as a basis 
for designing a new simulation language, some quantitative 
measures must be included. The first detail that will be 
included in the definition will be setting an upper limit on 
the number of different workpieces that can be processed by 
a flexible manufacturing system. The upper limit for this 
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research will be set at 20 different workpieces. This value 
will provide enough flexibility for practical purposes 
without making the initial design and development overly 
complex. The number of machine tools will have a minimum of 
one and a maximum of 25. The lower limit violates the rule 
given by ElMaraghy (4); however, if the limit were higher it 
would restrict the language unnecessarily. The maximum 
value for the number of machine tools should provide enough 
flexibility for practical applications. The material 
handling system definition will be divided into two 
categories: the primary system and the secondary system. 
The primary material handling system will be used to move 
pallets of workpieces between stations. The primary system 
will be divided into zones as defined by Groover (12). Each 
zone will be a segment of the primary system with two 
machining centers as its starting and ending points. There 
will be only one primary material handling system per FMS. 
The second category of the material handling system will be 
the shuttles. The shuttles will act as the load/unload 
mechanisms for a machine center. They will also provide 
buffer points for wo~kpieces at any given machine center. 
The number of shuttles is limited to 75. This number allows 
the modeler to assign two shuttles per machine center with 
some extra for miscellaneous tasks. The shuttles will have 
one or more queues associated with them. Within each queue 
there will be several queueing disciplines available. Some 
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of the possible queueing disciplines are presented in Table 
III. 
TABLE III 






First in=> First out 
Shortest processing time first 
Last in=> First out 
Least number of remaining operations 
SPT/FIFO (a) Shortest processing time first when the 
queue size is less than "a"; otherwise 
use First in=> First out 
The preceding discussion provides the necessary 
information to develop a definition of flexible 
manufacturing specific to this research. The FMS definition 
for this research is as follows: 
A flexible manufacturing system is an 
automated production system designed to 
manufacture from one to 20 different workpieces 
using from one to 25 NC machining centers or 
manual work stations. The workpieces will be 
transported between work centers by a single 
primary material handling system (usually 
conveyors or carts) and transported in the work 
centers by shuttles. Each work center in the FMS 
will have two shuttles, one for input and one for 
output, each having one or more queues for 
workpieces. The primary material handling system 
will be divided into zones between each work 
center with a capacity on the number of pallets in 
a zone specified. The entire FMS will be 
controlled by a central computer which sequences 
the workpieces according to static dispatching and 
queueing rules. Also, the computer will collect 
and interpret data on system performance. 
A New Simulation Language: FMS 
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The name chosen for the proposed language is Flexible 
Manufacturing Simulator, or FMS. The new language will be 
developed on the Digital Equipment Corporations VAX-11/780 
series computer. The reason for selecting this machine over 
the IBM 30810 is that the VAX is an interactive computer and 
the IBM is not. Also, the IBM will not allow a program to 
create permanent files maintained on peripheral storage 
during execution. It was decided to use PL/I subset Gas 
the base language for FMS. The reasoning behind this was 
that the use of structures in PL/I greatly reduces the 
programming task while increasing the flexibility. The 
world view selected for designing FMS was that of a network 
or process view. This approach was intuitively suggested by 
the physical and logical relationships that exist in the 
flexible manufacturing system structure. The level of 
detail employed in creating models with FMS will be similar 
to that of existing languages. Machine centers will be 
described by the number of parts that can be processed in 
parallel at a given time. The duration of processing times 
may be either constants or random variables drawn from known 
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distributions. Likewise, the travel times between stations 
and the load/unload times may be either constants or random 
variables. The new language will not address the detailed 
differences between the movement capabilities of a five-axis 
robot and a six-axis robot. These two entities would be 
shuttles, each operating with known transfer times that may 
be constant or random variables. 
Major Language Features 
The Flexible Manufacturing Simulator will offer three 
main features that facilitate cost effective model 
development and system analysis. The 
important feature of FMS is that it 
first and most 
is completely 
interactive. There are clear and accurate menus with easy 
to understand instructions. Users would not have to be 
extremely adept at using the computer in order to develop a 
model. The syntax and validity of parameters are checked 
immediately upon input. Consequently, the modeler does not 
have to try and execute the model to find out that a keyword 
was misspelled. In addition to all model input being 
entered interactively, the input parameters, model 
statements, and output reports generated by FMS are stored 
in user named files. The second attractive feature of FMS 
is the ability to generate flexible manufacturing system 
oriented reports. FMS will generate the following four 
types of reports at the request of the modeler: 
1. Utilization Report 
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2. Production Summary Report 
3. Queue Summary Report 
4. Breakdown Summary Report 
The Utilization Report will provide a breakdown by 
machine center the time spent on each part type and other 
items such as idle time; it will also provide information on 
the overall system utilization. The Production Summary 
Report will provide information on production rates by 
individual part type and for the entire system. The Queue 
Summary Report provides information on the behavior of input 
and output queues associated with the machining centers. 
The Breakdown Report summarizes information associated with 
any service interruptions at the machine centers. 
The third feature of FMS is the ability to construct 
models in a modular fashion. This feature is possible since 
each component of a model, machine centers, shuttles, and 
workpieces, are all input and maintained independently 
within FMS. As an example, after testing a certain model, 
the modeler decides to change a dispatching rule for some 
workpiece. The modeler must simply enter the FMS edit mode 
and change one parameter for 9ne part to evaluate the new 
model. 
Machine Center Description 
The Flexible Manufacturing Simulator will support 
models developed using from one to 25 machine centers. 
Within FMS no differentiation is made between NC machines 
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and manual machines. The reason for this is that the actual 
operation is not modeled but rather the delay experienced by 
a workpart when it is processed at a work center. 
In FMS there will be three distinct types of work 
centers: regular work centers, load centers, and unload 
centers. Regular work centers, abbreviated WC in FMS, are 
where all part processing will occur. A load station CL) 
designates the work center where parts will enter the 
system. Conversely, unload centers CUL) are where parts 
exit the system. In any given model there must be only one 
load center and one unload center. 
Shuttle Description 
The purpose of shuttles is to provide secondary 
material handling either as input/output for a machine 
center or as input/output to another material handling 
device. Each shuttle in a model will have associated with 
it one or more queues. 
queueing discipline. 
Each queue w il 1 in turn have its own 
The modeler must specify the work 
center with which a shuttle is associated. Also, the size 
of the queue, the queueing discipline, and whether the 
shuttle is for input or output must be specified. The 
default value for queue size is infinite with the default 
queueing discipline being FIFO. However, if the shuttle is 
not specified as input or output an error will occur. 
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Workpiece Description 
Each part or workpiece that is to be processed by the 
Flexible Manufacturing Simulator will have a certain machine 
routing. In FMS routings will be determined by operation 
sequence and dispatching rules. The modeler will specify 
the order in which individual operations are to be 
performed. This sequence will then be used as the routing 
sequence. As previously mentioned, each operation may have 
one or more machines where the operation may be performed. 
Using the operation sequence and the set of feasible 
machines a routing will be determined using the dispatching 
rules. The possible dispatching rules are presented in 
Table IV. The processing times at a machine center for a 
given operation may be either constants or a sample from a 
random variable distribution. It is assumed that the 
processing times at stations within a feasible operation set 
will be equivalent. 
Material Handling System Description 
The material handling system is dependent upon the 
placement of work centers and shuttles. Each item that is 
to be joined by the material handling system can be 
described by specifying the starting point and then 
providing the distances between each point in the system. 
The segment of the material handling system that lies 
between two points will be referred to as a zone. A zone 
can provide material flow in one direction or two 
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directions. The rate of flow for each zone is specified by 
the modeler. The second item within the primary material 
handling system which affects its performance is the pallet 
specifications. The modeler will specify the number of 







POSSIBLE DISPATCHING RULES 
Definition 
Select the machine with, the smallest 
number of parts in the queue(s). 
Select the machine with the largest amount 
of idle time. 
Select a machine at random. 
Select the machine that has the least 
amount of processing time in the queue(s). 
Breakdown Descriptions 
Any manufacturing system which employs machine tools as 
a means of production will experience interruptions in 
material flow due to machine failures. In FMS, machine 
failures will be handled by specifying three items: the 
machine name, the breakdown frequency, and the downtime 
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duration. Also, if desired, the modeler may enter up to a 
five line description of the breakdown scenario. 
Miscellaneous Model Input 
In all simulation models there is a certain amount of 
information associated with the model that cannot be 
assigned to any one module. This information consists of 
items such as the modeler's name, the project name, and the 
current date. Also included in this section of parameter 
input will be the starting and stopping times for the TRACE 
option and the model execution segment. The selection of 
summary reports and the time frame for collecting statistics 
may also be specified in this input segment. 
Comparing FMS with Existing Languages 
The industrial environment is abundant with simulation 
languages. In this section FMS will be compared to five of 
the more popular languages currently being used in industry. 
The five languages that are to be used in the comparison are 
SLAM (23), SI MAN (22), GPSS (23), SPEED (15), and GEMS (9). 
The characteristics used to make the comparison will be as 
follows: 
1. Mode of operation (interactive or batch). 
2. Level of user computer skills required. 
3. Types of systems designed for. 
4. Ability to model large scale systems. 
In order to facilitate the comparison a language 
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characteristic matrix was developed. This matrix is 
presented in Table V. The comparison of computer skills 
necessary to model in a particular language was based on two 
criteria. The first criteria dealt with the language 
requiring the user to be knowledgeable in a programming 
language such as FORTRAN. The second criteria compared the 
relative amount of training a user would require in order to 
use a certain simulation language. The scale used to 
determine the ranking is presented in Figure 1. 
TABLE V 
LANGUAGE CHARACTERISTIC MATRIX 
Simulation Mode of Level of Types of Model 
Language Operation Skill Systems Large 
Required Systems 
SIMAN Batch 4 to 6 GMS Yes 
SLAM Batch 4 to 7 GPS Yes 
GPSS Batch 3 to 5 QS No 
GEMS Batch 4 to 6 GMS Yes 
SPEED Batch 3 to 6 GMS Yes 
FMS Interactive 2 to 4 FMS No 
GMS ==> Generalized Manufacturing Systems 
GPS ==> General Purpose Systems 
QS ==> Queueing Systems 
FMS ==> Flexible Manufacturing Systems 
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Low Intermediate High 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Low level ==> No prior training in a programming language. 
Simulation language could be self taught. 
Intermediate==> Some training in a programming language 
required. Some formal training required 
to learn simulation language. 
High level ==> Must be proficient in a programming 
language. Training courses required in 
order to learn the simulation language. 
Figure 1. Ranking Criteria for Level of Computer Skills 
The new language, FMS, fills an important gap in 
available features among the more popular simulation 
languages. Although FMS is not capable of modeling large 
scale systems, it does provide the practicing engineer with 
a good tool for analyzing flexible manufacturing systems. 
Summary 
This chapter has described the specific characteristics 
associated with a new simulation language named Flexible 
Manufacturing Simulator or FMS. The types of flexible 
manufacturing systems which FMS will address was derived 
from the definitions given by Groover (12) and Manufacturing 
Engineering (6). These definitions provided the basis for 
defining the language characteristics of FMS. 
The specific characteristics developed are aimed at the 
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number of different workpieces that can be processed, the 
number of work centers, the material handling system, and 
the computer control system. In FMS up to 20 different 
workpieces can be processed through as many as 25 different 
work centers. The material handling system is divided into 
the primary and secondary systems. The primary system moves 
parts between work centers, whereas the secondary system 
moves parts within the work centers. The computer control 
system is emulated by specifying dispatching and part 
selection rules in the system. FMS links the descriptions 
of the four flexible manufacturing components into a model 
to gather information about system performance. 
CHAPTER IV 
MODEL FORMULATION IN PMS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the method 
for translating the system description of a flexible 
manufacturing system into an executable model using the PMS 
language. In addition, this chapter will first provide an 
overview of the functional relationships of the PMS 
language. It will also include the description of the model 
editing capabilities of FMS. The language overview 
presented in this chapter will serve as a reference point 
for Chapter V: Model Execution and System Reporting. 
Language Overview 
The FMS simulation language can be divided into six 
main modules as shown by the FMS Main Menu in Figure 2. 
This chapter will discuss modules 1, 2, 5, and 6 shown on 
the main menu. Modules 3 and 4 will be discussed in Chapter 
v. 
Model control Parameters 
Module 1 can be subdivided into three smaller modules 
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and Project Information is where the user can attach labels 
to a specific model such as the project title and modeler's 
name. The Header and Project Information module also 
contains a sub-module entitled Model Execution Parameters. 
In this module, the user would enter the starting and ending 
simulation times along with the start and stop times for the 
TRACE option and the time to clear statistics. Also 
included in this module are the specifications for the 
maximum number of parts allowed in the system and the 
maximum number of material handling carriers available in 
the model. 
The Part Information module is where all of the part 
parameters such as processing times, dispatching rules, and 
routings are entered. The third module entitled Statistics 
Gathering Information is where the user may select one or 
more of the summary reports to be formatted at the end of 
the simulation run. 
Model statement Modules 
Module 2 in PMS, Enter Model Statements, contains the 
actual system description, whereas module 1 provides inputs 
to the model. The model statement module can be divided 
into four sub-modules as shown in Figure 4. The work center 
descriptions involve specifying the name, type, and capacity 
of a work center. The shuttle descriptions are used to 
provide a load and unload mechanism for the work centers. 
Also, the shuttle descriptions link the part queues to their 
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respective work centers. The material handling description 
provides the model with the characteristics for the primary 
workpiece movement system, whether it is a system of wire 
guided carts or an overhead conveyor. The breakdown 
descriptions provide information concerning the frequency, 
duration, and causes for failures at work centers. 
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Figure 4. Model Statement Modules 
Execution of Simulation Module 
The third module of PMS, Execute Model Statements, is 
where the actual simulation is carried out. The model 
statements and the control parameters are processed through 
an eight stage error checking routine. If critical errors 
are detected then no attempt is made to execute the model. 
In the other case where zero critical errors are detected, 
then PMS builds an internal list of pointers to form the 
model elements into a network. After the network building 
phase the filing system, the statistics structures, and the 
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model are initialized to conduct the simulation. Finally, 
the simulation is executed after the initialization phase. 
When errors are encountered, whether minor or critical, FMS 
pages the error messages on the terminal screen and then 
pauses for the user to read them. Once all error messages 
have been displayed the model will continue, in the case of 
minor errors, or will return to the main menu, in the case 
of critical errors. 
Reviewing the output Reports 
In this module the user will view the statistics that 
were collected from the simulation in a set of formatted 
screens according to the reports selected in module 1. If 
the user desires to have one or more reports saved in a file 
to obtain a ha rd copy, he or she must simply answer YES to 
the save question before moving to the next report. 
Editing the control Parameters and 
Model statements 
Modules 5 and 6 contain routines to make changes in 
each of the sub-modules contained in the first two main 
modules of FMS. Each of the routines for editing modules 
is menu driven, thereby relieving the user of memorizing 
numerous commands. The main menus for the two edit modules, 
Control Parameters and Model Statements, are presented in 
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Figure 5. Edit Control Parameter Menu 
1 EDIT WORK CENTERS 
2 EDIT SHUTTLES 
3 EDIT MATERIAL HANDLING PATHS 
4 EXIT 
Which module do you wish to edit? 
Figure 6. Edit Model Statement Menu 
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Description of Control Parameter Input 
General Project Titles 
The input module entitled General Project Titles 
contains three input parameters. The three parameters are 
the project title, the modeler's name, and the current date. 
All three of these items are treated as character strings by 
FMS. The reasoning behind this was to allow the user the 
freedom to enter any combination of ASCII characters to form 
a label. As is the case with other languages, titles are 
restricted to a small set of characters when forming model 
labels. The length of the labels in FMS is limited to 
strings less than 80 characters. 
These three input items are included in the software as 
a convenience to the user for the purposes of model 
identification. They are not essential to creating or 
executing a model with FMS. Consequently, no error checking 
is performed on these parameters and they may be omitted 
when creating models. 
Model Execution Parameters 
The set of model execution parameters consists of five 
items: the starting and ending clock times, the starting 
and ending times for the TRACE option, the time to clear 
statistics, the maximum number of parts allowed in the 
system, and the maximum number of material handling carriers 
available. The starting and ending clock times, the maximum 
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number of parts allowed in the system, and the maximum 
number of carriers are essential to model creation. If any 
one of the three sets of parameters is omitted, a critical 
error will result. In the case of a model that does not 
contain a material handling system, the maximum number of 
carriers would be zero. 
The parameters in this section are all numeric; 
consequently, when the values are input they must contain 
only numerals and possibly a decimal point. When the user 
is asked to input the values, the variables are initially 
read as character strings and are then converted to the 
numeric values one character at a time. If an invalid 
character is encountered, processing on the input is stopped 
and an error message is generated. The user is then asked 
to re-enter the value. Cases of invalid characters would be 
two decimal points, a letter or symbol, or a minus sign. 
The set of model execution parameters with their constraints 
is presented in Table VI. 
The bounds on the starting and ending times for the 
TRACE option, and the time for clearing statistics are 
dependent upon the starting and ending clock times. 
Consequently, the first item the user is asked to enter in 
the module is the starting and ending clock times. This 
allows the validity of the other times to be verified 
immediately after performing the syntactical check. In the 
case where the value entered is too large for the system, an 
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error message is generated and the user is asked to re-enter 
the value. 
TABLE VI 


















Start of trace 
End of trace 
Time to clear 
statistics 
Maximum number of 
parts in the system 











In this section information concerning the number of 
different parts and their associated process plans and 
production schedules is formulated. The modeler is allowed 
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to enter information concerning from 1 to 20 parts. 
Associated with each part is a part name, an operation set, 
and an operation sequence. The part name may be any 
sequence or combination of letters, numbers, symbols, and 
blanks less than 31 characters in length. This should allow 
the user a great deal of flexibility in customizing the part 
information. 
The operation set may contain from 1 to 50 different 
operations. An operation is defined to be any activity that 
has a non-negative duration and takes place at a work 
center. The exception to this definition is the loading of 
a part into the system, which is performed automatically by 
FMS. As an example, assume there is a system with three 
work centers excluding the load station. Also, assume that 
a part, named PART-ONE, needs to be processed at stations 
one, two, three, and then at station two again. PART-ONE 
would then have four operations in its operation set, since 
it visits four work centers with each operation consuming an 
amount of time greater than zero. 
The operation set for a part will contain additional 
information about each operation. Specifically, the 
operation set will contain a processing distribution for 
each operation, a dispatching rule, and a list of work 
centers where the operation can be performed. The possible 
distributions for processing times are presented in Table 
VII. The dispatching rules that are available in FMS are 






AVAILABLE STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS 







Mean, standard deviation 
Mean, standard deviation 
Mean, standard deviation 
Upper and lower limits 
Lower limit, mode, upper limit 
Any constant 
TABLE VIII 
AVAILABLE DISPATCHING RULES 
Definition 
Select the machine with the smallest 
number of parts in the queue(s). 
Select the machine with the largest amount 
of idle time. 
Random Select a machine at random. 
LAPT Select the machine that has the least 
amount of processing time in the queue(s). 
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to select a work center from the list of feasible work 
centers for an operation. The work center list contains 
from 1 to 10 work center names where an operation can be 
performed. The syntax rules for work center names will be 
discussed in a later section of this chapter. The 
combination of dispatching rules and feasible work centers 
will form the basis for part routings. The operation 
sequence will serve as the third parameter in determining 
the routing sequence for a part. The operation sequence is 
a linear list of operation numbers arranged in the order 
that the operations are. to be performed. Consequently, when 
FMS is given a set of ordered operations and work centers 
where each operation can be performed, a finite set of 
routes through the system can be enumerated. However, with 
the use of dispatching rules, the path or route a part 
follows through the system will be dynamically determined at 
each step in the operation sequence. FMS will find the next 
operation to be processed and then select the work center 
where the operation is to be performed using the dispatching 
rule that was specified by the modeler. FMS will then 
determine how to move.the part from the current work center 
to the next work center via a shuttle or material handling 
path. If a link to the next work center cannot be found, 
FMS will select a new work center disregarding the first one 
selected. It would be impossible for FMS not to find at 
least one feasible work center, since this condition is 
tested for in the error checking modules before execution. 
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The manner in which FMS tests for this error will be 
explained in Chapter V. 
Part Description Input Seguence. The part description 
input sequence begins by asking the user if he or she would 
like to see the instruction set. If the user answers "YES" 
then the instructions are displayed on the user's terminal 
screen. Once the instructions are printed or if an answer 
of "NO" was entered, the user will be asked to enter a part 
name. Next the user will be asked how many operations there 
are for this particular part. After specifying the number 
of operations the user will be prompted to enter the 
processing distribution and the dispatching rule, separating 
the parameters by a comma. If either parameter is invalid 
the user will be informed of this and asked to re-enter the 
invalid parameter Cs). Once the distribution has been 
verified by the system, the user will be asked to enter the 
appropriate numeric descriptors for the distribution. For 
example, if the user specified the Normal distribution, then 
the system would prompt for the mean and standard deviation. 
The next step is to ask the user to enter the valid 
work centers for the operation one at a time. When the user 
is through entering work center names, he or she must type 
"STOP" to terminate the input sequence. FMS will then 
prompt the user for information concerning the remaining 
operations. 
The last segment in the part description input sequence 
is to specify the operation sequence. The user will be 
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given a short example on what information is needed in this 
segment. Then the user will be asked to enter the 
operation numbers in the order that they are to be processed 
as the part moves through the flexible manufacturing system. 
Finally, after the operation sequence has been entered for 
the current part name, the user will be asked to enter a new 
part name or "QUIT". If a new part name is entered then the 
cycle will repeat itself; if "QUIT" is entered the user will 
be asked if there are any changes to be made. The user must 
respond "YES" or "NO" to this question. A "YES" reply will 
invoke the Part Editor; otherwise the user will enter the 
Production Scheduling input sequence. 
Production Scheduling Input Description. The product-
tion schedule is a list of part names with an associated lot 
size and input or load frequency. The part name must 
conform to the syntax rules presented previously and they 
must also match the part names that exist in the part 
descriptions. If the user enters an invalid part name, the 
set of part names currently existing in the part 
descriptions is displayed on the screen. The lot size must 
be an integer between 1 and 32,767. If an invalid entry is 
made the user is asked to re-enter the lot size. If by 
chance, the user enters a real valued lot size the value 
will be converted to its integer component and a message 
will not be generated. The load frequency must be one of 
the previously mentioned statistical distributions. The 
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production lots should be entered in the order that they are 
to be processed. 
Producti.Q.n Schedu 1 ing In.ru;i_t Seguenc..e.. The user is 
first queried to enter a part name for the first production 
lot. The validity of the name will be checked and if it is 
a valid name the user will be prompted to enter the lot size 
and the input frequency, separating the parameters by a 
comma. After the validity of both parameters has been 
checked and found to be legal, the user is prompted for the 
distribution descriptors. As was previously mentioned, if 
any parameter is in error, the user will be immediately 
asked to re-enter the erroneous parameter. After the user 
has entered the lot size and the distribution name with its 
descriptors, the input cycle repeats itself by asking for a 
new part name. When the user wants to terminate the input 
sequence he or she must type the word "QUIT". 
In this input 
segment the user is asked which, if any, of the four types 
of reports should be formatted at the end of the simulation 
run. The four types of reports are as follows: 
1. Production Summary Report 
2. Utilization Summary Report 
3. Queue Summary Report 
4. Breakdown Summary Report 
The production report includes the work in process 
information. Also, the utilization report actually consists 
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of three summary reports for work centers, shuttles, and the 
material handling system. 
The advantage of selecting the summary reports in 
advance is that as soon as the simulation run is complete, 
the required statistics are stored in a memory resident 
buffer. Consequently, when the output facility is entered 
the time to format the reports on the screen is reduced. 
This time reduction will probably not be noticed during 
slack usage periods. However, the user will not notice 
much, if any, delay in formatting the reports during peak 
computer usage periods. 
A second advantage to the statistics collection 
procedures in FMS is that just because a report is not 
selected in this section does not mean the modeler cannot 
request it later in the output facility. This option is 
possible since all relevant statistical information is 
collected and stored during the model execution phase. 
However, only the requested statistics will be computed 
prior to entering the output facility. The implication of 
this feature is that the modeler does not need to execute 
this module in order to run a model. 
Description of Model Statement Input 
work center Descriptions 
The work center descriptions consist of three 
descriptors per work center which fully describe it. The 
three descriptors are the work center name, the capacity of 
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the work center, and the work center type. The work center 
name can consist of any combination or sequence of letters, 
symbols, numbers, or blanks. If a name greater than 30 
characters is entered it will be truncated and the user will 
not be notified. The ability of the modeler to create names 
for individual work centers provides both flexibility and 
uniqueness to any model. The flexibility is realized by the 
modeler not having to remember rigid work center types or 
naming conventions. The uniqueness of a model is possible 
since an almost infinite number of models could be created 
without any work center names being duplicated. An 
additional advantage to allowing user named work centers is 
that a model consisting entirely of customized work center 
names will be easier to communicate to other personnel, both 
technical and non-technical. 
The capacity of a work center is defined as the number 
of parts that can be processed in parallel by the work 
center. The capacity of any given work center is limited to 
25 parts. This limit does not restrict the language 
unreasonably for developmental purposes;_ however, a 
commercial version of FMS would probably need to allow at 
least 50 parallel processors per work center. 
The work center types can be classified into one of 
three general categories: a load station, an unload 
station, and a regular work center. In FMS the modeler must 
include one load station and one unload station. If either 
one or both of these two types are omitted in the work 
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center descriptions an error will result. The modeler must 
then modify the current work center descriptions or add a 
new work center to alleviate the deficiencies. The bulk of 
the work center descriptions will be regular work centers. 
The reason for classifying work centers into the three types 
was to provide a structure for specifying the system input 
Ca load station), the system output Can unload station>, and 
the system work centers (regular work centers). 
~ork Center Pe~iptions Input seguence. The work 
center descriptions may be entered in one of two modes. In 
the first mode the modeler may create a new set of work 
center descriptions by typing the information in via a 
terminal. In the second mode the modeler may read a 
specific file where a set of existing descriptions resides. 
The modeler may choose either mode by replying to the 
question: "Would you like to use NEW or EXISTING work 
center descriptions?" The replies are either "NEW" to 
create new descriptions or "OLD" to use existing 
descriptions. If the "OLD" option is chosen the PMS Filing 
System is invoked. The PMS Filing System will be discussed 
later in this chapter. 
The "NEW" option allows the modeler to create a set of 
work center descriptions containing from 2 to 25 work 
centers. However, before the modeler begins creating the 
descriptions there are two questions requiring replies which 
the modeler will be asked. First, the modeler will be asked 
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if he or she would like to see the instruction set. The 
valid responses are "YES" and "NO". A response of "YES" 
will cause the instruction set to be printed on the terminal 
screen. If a response of "NO" was entered, or after the 
instructions are finished printing, the second question that 
will be asked is how many work centers there are in the 
system. The valid responses to this question are integer 
values between 2 and 25. If an invalid work center value is 
entered, the user is informed of this and is asked to re-
enter the value. 
Once the user has provided an appropriate response to 
the above questions, the actual work center descriptions can 
be entered. The user is given a prompt asking for the 
description of each work center by number beginning with 
work center one. The order of inputs required is the work 
center name first, the work center capacity second, and the 
work center type last. The three parameters should be 
entered on one line, separating each item by a comma. When 
the user has completed the input sequence, he or she will be 
asked if the newly created work center descriptions are to 
be saved in a file. If they are, then the PMS F.iling System 
is called and the user must specify a file name where the 
descriptions are to be stored. In the case where the 
descriptions are not to be stored, control of the program is 
transferred back to the main program. 
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shuttle Descriptions 




name, capacity, queueing rule, queue number, 
link, the shuttle type, and the movement 
The shuttle name is subject to the same 
syntax rules as the work center names. The reasoning behind 
allowing user defined shuttle names was the same as for the 
work centers. The capacity of the shuttle is defined as the 
maximum number of parts that can be transported in a single 
movement. The maximum allowable capacity is 128 parts, 
which should provide the ability to model a majority of 
transfer devices. The method for reading numeric input is 
the same throughout FMS in that all numerical values are 
first read as character strings and then converted to the 
numbers if possible. If the conversion is not made, then an 
error message is issued and the user is asked to re-enter 
the value. Again the reason for doing this is to avoid all 
types of overflow and conversion errors. 
The queueing rule is the mechanism which will specify 
how arriving entities will be placed in the queue associated 
with the shuttle. The available queueing rules are 
presented in Table IX. The queue number is simply the queue 
where the shuttle being described will receive or deposit 
parts. The queue number is a numeric value and must have a 
value greater than zero and less than 101. The work center 
link is the name of the work center that is serviced by the 
shuttle. Again the work center link must follow the syntax 
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rules established earlier. Should a typographical error 
occur in the work center link, it will go undetected until 
the modeler tries to execute the model. At this time the 







AVAILABLE QUEUEING RULES 
Definition 
First in=> First out 
Last in=> First out 
Stored at random in-the 
Shortest processing time 
queue 
first 
In FMS there are two types of shuttles: input and 
OU tpu t. Input shuttles are designated by entering the 
letter "I" and output shuttles are designated by entering 
the letter 11 0 11 • The logic associated with specifying a 
shuttle to be input or output is determined by the type of 
relationship that is necessary with the work center link. A 
shuttle name may appear more than once in the list of 
descriptions; however, this should only be done when a 
shuttle serves more than one work center. The movement 
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distribution for a shuttle can be any one of the valid 
statistical distributions shown in Table VII. To designate 
a distribution, the user must enter either the first letter 
of the distribution or the entire name. 
shuttle oes~iptions ID.!2~~-~~s~~n~~- The initial 
segment of the shuttle input sequence is identical to the 
work center input sequence except for the information 
contained in the instruction set; consequently, it will not 
be discussed further. The shuttle input sequence is 
different from the work center input sequence in that it 
does not ask how many shuttles there are in the system and 
proceed sequentially. Instead, the input sequence begins by 
asking the user to input a shuttle name or the key word 
"QUIT". If the user enters the key word then the shuttle 
input sequence is terminated. If the user enters a 
character string other than the word "QUIT", he is prompted 
to enter the remaining six descriptors on the next line, 
separating the parameters by commas. The six descriptors 
are to be entered in the following order: 
1. Shuttle capacity 
2. Queueing rule 
3 • Queue number 
4. Work center link 
5. Shuttle type 
6. Movement distribution 
Each of the parameters is examined to determine the 
validity of the entry. If an invalid entry is encountered, 
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the user is informed of this and asked to re-enter the 
corresponding parameter. The queue capacity and the 
parameters for the distribution selected will be asked for 
after the validity of the queue number and the distribution 
name have been verified. This cycle of input will continue 
until the user has entered 100 shuttle descriptions or the 
word "QUIT" is entered when the prompt for a new shuttle 
name appears. 
The design logic behind not asking the number of 
shuttles and performing the input in a linear fashion is due 
to the fact that there may be more logical shuttles in the 
system than physical shuttles. An example of this situation 
would be a robot guided on rails loading three parallel work 
centers. In the physical sense there is only one robot in 
the system; however, from the logical viewpoint there are 
three robots in the system. This illustration also brings 
to light the need to specify the shuttle as either an input 
or output device for a work center. The advantage of 
dividing a shuttle into its logical components allows the 
user to evaluate what portion of the shuttle's different 
functions comprise its total utilization. 
In FMS, the technique used by the modeler to divide the 
shuttles into their logical functions is to enter one 
description for every task that is to be performed by the 
shuttle. This design allows the modeler greater freedom and 
power in assigning queues and movement distributions. As an 
example, suppose a robot performed two completely different 
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tasks. If the two tasks had to be described by one movement 
distribution, some of the modeling detail would be lost. 
However, in FMS the modeler may break down the tasks and 
assign a unique movement distribution to each movement. 
Material Handling Descriptions 
The material handling description is divided into 100 
zones or paths. A zone is the basic element in the material 
handling system; it can be described by four 
characteristics. These are the starting point, the ending 
point, the zone distance, and the travel rate. The starting 
and ending points must be valid work center names and must 
follow the syntax rules presented earlier. The distance of 
a zone or the path length must be a positive number less 
than 2,147,483,648. Finally, the travel rate must be one of 
the aforementioned statistical distributions. 
The structure of the material handling descriptions 
allows the modeler a great deal of flexibility in modeling 
various material handling systems. The specification of 
path lengths and travel rates allows the modeler the ability 
to adjust and experiment with spatial relationships as well 
as material flow rates. When the ability to vary the number 
of available carriers is considered, as previously 
mentioned, one can begin to grasp the amount of flexibility 
available when modeling the material handling section of a 
flexible manufacturing system. 
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Material Handling Input Segue n c e. The mater i a 1 
handling input sequence begins by first checking to see if 
the work center descriptions have already been entered. If 
they have not, then the user is asked to enter the work 
center descriptions before entering the material handling 
system. The reason for this is to allow the validity of the 
starting and ending points for each zone to be checked as 
soon as they are entered. In the case where the work center 
descriptions have already been entered, the user is next 
asked if he or she would like to use "OLD" or "NEW" material 
handling descriptions. After the proper reply the program 
either passes into the FMS Filing System or the user is 
asked if he or she would like to see th~ instruction set. 
Upon either viewing the instructions or bypassing them, the 
user enters the main material handling input loop. This 
loop starts with the first work center and progresses 
sequentially through the work center descriptions asking how 
many paths emanate from the work center. If the user enters 
a positive valued integer, then a second loop is entered. 
Inside this inner loop the user specifies the ending point, 
the path length, and the movement distribution for each path 
emanating from the work center. Upon termination of this 
inner loop, control of the input sequence is returned to the 
main loop, whereupon the work centers are incremented and 
the loop starts over. If there are not any paths emanating 
from a given work center, the user must simply enter a zero 
when prompted. 
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Once the user has completed the material handling input 
loop, he or she will be asked if the material handling 
descriptions are to be saved in a file. If they are, the 
filing system is invoked; otherwise, control of the program 
is returned to the model statement input menu. 
Breakdown Descriptions 
The breakdo~n description for a work center consists of 
four items: the work center name, the frequency 
distribution, the duration distribution, and a textual 
description of the breakdown. The work center name must 
follow the same rules as previously discussed. The 
frequency distribution and the duration distribution must be 
one of the statistical distributions mentioned earlier. The 
textual description of the breakdown can be any sequence of 
ASCII characters up to 400 characters or 5 lines. 
The design of FMS with respect to breakdowns is such 
that the user may specify one or more breakdowns for a given 
work center. The frequency distribution describes the time 
between occurrences of an individual breakdown. The 
dµration distribution describes the amount of time that an 
individual occurrence will last. In the case where more 
than one breakdown description is present for a work center, 
FMS will allow only one to occur at any time. As an 
example, suppose WORK-CENTER-ONE is subject to random tool 
failures and scheduled maintenance. FMS would not allow a 
tool failure to occur during scheduled maintenance. If a 
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work center is already in the "DOWN" state, FMS will simply 
disregard the second breakdown event and reschedule it for a 
new time. Also, the occurrence of a new breakdown is 
scheduled after the completion of the breakdown duration. 
The result of this is that the next occurrence for a tool 
failure will not be scheduled until the end of the repair 
event. 
~i:.e..a.kdQ~o Descripti.Qn-I.n,ruit Seguen~. The breakdown 
input sequence begins by asking the user if he or she would 
like to see the input instructions. If the user requests 
them, they are then printed on the terminal screen; 
otherwise, the user is prompted for the first breakdown 
description. The information should be entered with the 
work center name first, the frequency distribution second, 
and the duration distribution last. Each of the input 
parameters should be separated by a comma. After entering 
the first three parameters, FMS performs the usual validity 
check. If any of the parameters are in error, the user will 
be asked to re-enter the bad parameter. 
The numeric parameters that correspond to the two 
statistical distributions will be asked for after the 
distribution names have been verified. Then the user will 
be asked if he or she would like to input a description of 
the breakdown. When the prompt appears, the user is allowed 
to enter up to five lines of text describing the breakdown 
scenario. If the user desires to end the text input, he or 
she must type the capital letter "X". After the text 
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description, the user is prompted for the next breakdown; 
the cycle will repeat itself until the user enters the word 
"QUIT" when the new breakdown prompt appears. 
Description of Support Routines 
for Model Formation 
The FMS Filing System 
The FMS Filing System is divided into two operating 
modes: reading files and creating files. In the read mode, 
the filing system is called to read a file that contains 
some information concerning a specific module of a model. 
However, before a file can be read it must exist in the 
directory. If the user specifies a file name that does not 
exist, FMS will detect the undefined file condition upon 
execution of the open statement. In the undefined file 
condition, the filing system will inform the user of this, 
then print all of the valid file names on the terminal 
screen. If the file does exist, the filing system will read 
the header record which designates the contents of the file. 
If the file contents match the type of descriptions 
requested, the entire file is read. Otherwise, the user is 
informed of the type mismatch and the valid file names will 
be displayed on the screen. 
In the create mode, the filing system first opens the 
file with the appropriate record length and block sizes for 
the descriptions being stored. The next step is to write a 
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header record containing a label specifying the type of 
model descriptors that are contained in the file. Finally, 
the model descriptions are written into the file and the 
file is closed. The types of files created by the filing 
system are keyed sequentially. The key that is used is the 
record number. 
Queue Selection Information 
In FMS there are two items that describe a queue: the 
queueing discipline and the queue capacity. The queueing 
disciplines available in FMS were presented in Table IX. 
The queue capacity must be an integer value between O and 
32,767 inclusive. Since the queue number and the queue 
discipline are specified in the shuttle input statements, 
only the queue capacity will be entered from an external 
procedure. This external procedure is called from the 
shuttle input procedure and from the shuttle editor. The 
user is prompted for the queue capacity which is then 
checked to ensure that the value entered is indeed 
legitimate. 
In the case where the user references a queue more than 
once during the shuttle input sequence, he or she is 
informed of this and asked if any of the existing queue 
descriptors should be changed. If they are to be modified 
the user is allowed to enter the data; otherwise, the 
existing queue descriptors are kept. 
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FMS Editing Capabilities 
In this section the editing capabilities of FMS will be 
presented. The editing features are divided into two 
sections: one section for editing the control parameters 
and one for editing the model statements. The two sets of 
editors will be presented in the following sections and will 
only be discussed in a general sense. The reason behind 
this is that within each of the two editor types the logic 
employed is very similar and straightforward; therefore, a 
great amount of detail is not necessary to understand the 
logic. 
Editing control Parameters 
The user has the ability to edit the general project 
titles, the model execution parameters, and the part 
descriptions. If the user elects to edit the project 
titles, he or she is given a new menu asking which title is 
to be changed. The user may then select one or more titles 
to change by simply entering the new text string when 
prompted. 
The editor for the model execution parameters is not 
really an editor. Instead of editing the control 
parameters, the user is asked to re-enter the whole set of 
parameters. On the surface this redundancy appears to be 
somewhat inefficient. However, the time required to re-
enter the set of parameters is less than one minute. This 
time is quite small when compared to actually invoking a 
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full-fledged editor, making the changes, and then saving 
them. The time required to re-enter the parameters is 
significantly less than if the user were operating in a 
batch mode from a card deck and had to find a key punch and 
re-punch one or more cards. 
The part editor allows the user to perform three main 
operations on the part descriptions. First, the user can 
add a part to the descriptions. Second, the user can delete 
a part from the description set, and finally, the user may 
modify an existing piece of information about a part. The 
part descriptors that may be modified are the part name, the 
operation sequence, or a specific operation. Also, an 
operation may be added or deleted from a part description. 
The procedure for adding a part is identical to the part 
description input routine and will not be discussed further. 
The method for deleting a part is to first ask the user 
which part name is to be deleted. After the user provides a 
valid part name, the part name and its associated operations 
and operation sequence are removed from the descriptions. 
If the user does not provide a valid part name, all of the 
currently valid part names are printed on the terminal 
screen. 
The routines used to modify a part description are 
subsets of the routines used in the part input sequence. 
The user is again prompted for a valid part name. Once the 
part name has been verified the user is asked which 
particular descriptor is to be modified, such as the name, a 
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specific operation, or the processing time for a specific 
operation. After the user has selected the specific data 
item to be modified, he or she will be asked to enter the 
new data item. FMS will then perform the appropriate data 
verification according to the type of data, and inform the 
user if there is an error and allow re-entry of the data. 
Model statements Editing 
The structure of the model statement editor allows the 
user to edit the work center descriptions, the shuttle 
descriptions, and the material handling descriptions. The 
structure of the individual module editors is identical. 
The user is allowed to either add an element, delete an 
element, or modify any one of the descriptors associated 
with a particular element within a module. In the add mode 
a check is performed to ensure that there is sufficient 
space in the particular structure for the new element. If 
there is not enough space, the user is informed of the 
condition and told to either delete an element first or 
simply return to the main menu. In the case where the space 
is available, the routines used for adding an element are 
the same as the corresponding module input routines. 
The second function in the model statement editors, 
deleting an element, is very straightforward. The user is 
asked for a valid element name in the case of the shuttles 
and work centers, or for the start and end points for a 
material handling path. Then the existence of the element 
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is verified. As always, if the user enters an invalid 
element, he or she is informed of this and is provided with 
the list of valid elements. Upon entry of a valid element, 
the deletion from the appropriate descriptions is made. 
In the third edit function, modify an element, the user 
is first asked to provide the shuttle name, the work center 
name, or the start and end points for a material handling 
path, depending upon which module is being edited. After 
the element has been verified as existing, the user is 
provided with a choice of the possible descriptors of that 
element which can be modified. The user may then select one 
or more of the descriptors to modify. When the user has 
completed the necessary modifications the program will 
return to the primary edit menu. 
Summary 
In this chapter the methods for creating a model of a 
flexible manufacturing system using FMS was presented. The 
techniques used by FMS to interpret both the physical and 
logical relationships were presented along with numeric 
bounds on the size of the system that can be modeled using 
FMS. To create a model using FMS the modeler must analyze 
the interaction of the shuttles, work centers, and material 
handling system. FMS facilitates this analysis by providing 
the modeler the ability to construct the functional rules 
for the model from each element's basic tasks. An example 
of this collection of basic tasks into a functional rule 
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would be a shuttle providing output for work center A and 
input for work center B. Also, the description of material 
handling paths between points A and B would serve as a 
collection of tasks defining a functional rule. 
This chapter also presented the editing capabilities of 
FMS. Within FMS the modeler is allowed to edit the model 
statements and the execution parameters. In addition, the 
modeler may edit the part descriptions as necessary. This 
is an important feature since the part descriptions are a 
major variable in determining system performance. The 
information presented in this chapter demonstrates that to 
create a model in FMS, the modeler must have adequate 
knowledge of the system. However, the level of interface 
between the modeler and the computer amounts to simply 
answering questions about the system. The amount of 
simulation knowledge required is minimal. The only segment 
where an exposure to simulation would be helpful would be in 
the execution parameter input module. 
CHAPTER V 
MODEL EXECUTION AND SYSTEM REPORTING 
Introduction 
This chapter is divided into four major sections: FMS 
Error Checking and Execution Sequence, FMS Output Facility, 
Language Verification, and Test Models. The error checking 
and execution section will present the logic ot the error 
routines, along with possible causes and corrections for the 
associated errors. Also presented in this section is a 
detailed discussion for the internal workings of the FMS 
control of event routines. The second section in the 
chapter, FMS Output Facility, will discuss how the reports 
are generated and the options that are available in the 
output subsystem. The third section, Language Verification, 
will compare the results obtained from three queueing models 
to three models developed in FMS. Finally, the last section 
will present four basic models of common flexible 
manufacturing configurations in order to demonstrate the 
features of FMS. 
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FMS Error Checking and Execution Sequence 
Error Checking 
The FMS error checking procedure consists of eight 
stages or steps. Each of the first six steps performs 
checks on the validity and logic of each input module. The 
last two steps in the process build the actual network and 
then test the logic of the entire network. At the end of 
each step any error messages generated in that step are 
printed on the user's terminal to be interpreted. Once a 
full screen of messages has been displayed the user must hit 
a carriage return to continue. This allows the user to view 
the error messages leisurely without the program controlling 
the user. The function of each step will be presented 
individually in the order that they are performed by FMS. 
Error Stage I. The first stage in the error checking 
sequence involves verifying that the work center 
descriptions contain one load station, one unload station, 
and at least one regular work center. If the minimum 
conditions are not satisfied, an error message is issued and 
the fatal error condition is raised. However, even though 
the error condition is raised, the error sequence will 
complete its cycle. If the work center descriptions contain 
either an extra load or an extra unload station or both, 
they will be disregarded by FMS. In this case the fatal 
error condition will not be raised. 
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Error Stage II. The second stage uses the list of work 
centers from stage one to verify that every work center has 
an input and an output shuttle. If the user has specified 
more than one input shuttle or one output shuttle per work 
center, an error message is generated and the fatal error 
condition is signaled. Likewise, if a work center is 
missing either an input or output shuttle or both, a message 
is issued and the error condition taken. 
Error Stage III. The third stage of the error checking 
verifies that the material handling paths are acceptable. 
The material handling paths will not pass the error check if 
one or more paths have start and end points that are equal. 
If this situation arises, the standard action of issuing a 
message and signaling the fatal error condition is taken. 
Error st~ge IV. In the fourth stage of the error 
checking routine, the elements in the breakdown descriptions 
are cross referenced with the work center descriptions. In 
the breakdown descriptions, if the user enters a work center 
name that is not in the list of work centers developed in 
stage one, an error message is generated. FMS will then 
ignore the invalid references to this breakdown and exclude 
it further from the model. The fatal error condition will 
not be signaled, thereby allowing processing to continue 
excluding previous errors. 
~QI-.S.t~-Y· The fifth stage performs two related 
checks. First, the model is examined to make sure that the 
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part descriptions and the production schedule were entered. 
If they were omitted the user is informed of this condition 
and the fatal error condition is raised. In the second 
segment of this stage, each work center list within each 
operation within the part descriptions is examined to verify 
that there is at least one valid work center in each list. 
As usual, if there is not one valid work center, the error 
condition is raised and an error message generated. 
Error stages VII and Vl..ll.. In the final two error 
stages the actual network used in executing the model is 
constructed and tested for logic errors. However, if the 
fatal error condition is set to true in any one of the 
previous stages, then this step will not be attempted. 
Instead, FMS will bypass this step and proceed directly to 
the model echo routines and then return to the main program. 
The network construction is performed by first 
determining the size of the network. The network size is 
the sum of the number of material handling paths, the number 
of work centers, and the number of shuttles. All other 
items such as queues, breakdowns, and distribution 
parameters are maintained outside the network since they 
provide only control of input to the network. The next step 
after determining the size of the network is to locate the 
start and end points or the load and unload stations. 
The actual network construction begins by starting at 
the unload station and performing a backwards pass, similar 
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to CPM methodology, until the load station is reached. The 
first step in the backwards pass is to make the unload 
station the "current" station and to add it to the stack of 
network elements. Next, all material handling paths that 
have the "current" station as an end point are traversed to 
find their start point. As each start point is located, it 
is added to the "to-be-processed" ~lement stack. After the 
material handling paths have been evaluated, a search is 
made to find all work centers linked to the "current" 
station by a shuttle. All of these stations are also added 
to the "to-be-processed" stack. As each of the material 
handling paths and each of the shuttles are processed to 
find their originators, they are added to the stack of 
resolved elements. The current step of the backwards pass 
ends when all incoming material handling paths and shuttle 
links have been evaluated. The "to-be-processed" stack is 
queried for the next element to initiate another step in the 
cycle. If the stack is empty, the loop is terminated and 
the cross check of the network elements is initiated. 
The element cross check consists of comparing all of 
the elements in the work center structure, in the shuttle 
structure, and the material handling structure to see if 
they exist in the network stack. If there are any 
discrepancies, such as work centers that were not located in 
the backwards pass, then the error condition is raised and 
the extraneous elements are listed with possible causes for 
the problem. The error checking sequence will then either 
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pass control of the program to the execution sequence, or 
return to the main procedure to allow the user to correct 
any model deficiencies. 
Model Execution Seguence 
The model execution sequence consists of simulating the 
model description that was received from the error checking 
stages. In order to perform the simulation, PMS must create 
and process entities with certain attributes. The control 
program uses ten discrete events to create and process these 
entities according to the structural and logical 
relationships defined in the model description. The 
discrete events have associated with them one or more 
procedures for queue manipulations, statistics collection, 
and event calendar manipulations. The PMS logic for 
executing a model will be presented by first defining the 
entity attributes and how they are interpreted, and secondly 
discussing each discrete event and its associated logic. 
The procedures used for queue manipulations, statistics 
collection, and event calendar manipulations will be 
presented. Finally, the logic for executing a model will be 
traced to summarize the logic flow for executing a model. 
Attribut~efinit.i.Q.n. Each entity or part created 
during the model execution phase will carry with it seven 
attributes. These are presented with their definitions in 
Table X. The mark time, attribute one, is used to calculate 
the time-spent in the system when the part reaches the 
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unload station. The remaining attributes are used to 












Definition and Purpose 
Mark time or time of creation. Used to 
calculate time in the system. 
Work center number for next operation. 
Value for specifying position in the queue. 
Work center number of where current operation 
is to be performed. 
Current operation number. 
Duration of operation for the part at the 
current work center. 
Number of remaining operations for the part. 
Provides method for queue ranking on the 
least number of remaining operations. 
~t Definiti...Q.rua. In the FMS control routine there 
are ten discrete events used to evaluate and control the 
logic of the simulation model. Each of the ten events with 
their definitions is presented in Table XI. In the control 
routine, events 1 through 6. and event 9 have external 
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procedures to evaluate their logic. Events 7 and 8 cause a 
logical variable to be set to "true" and "false" 
respectively. The logic of event trace will be presented in 
a later section. The logic of events 1 through 6 and event 













DEFINITIONS OF FMS DISCRETE EVENTS 
Definition 
Load a part into the system. 
End of movement by a shuttle, or an arrival 
to a work center. 
End of movement by a material handling 
carrier, or an arrival to a work carrier. 
End of processing for a part at a work 
center. 
Occurrence of a breakdown. 
End of breakdown duration or repair time. 
Set trace flag to true to initiate event 
trace. 
Set trace flag to false to end event trace. 
Clear the statistical arrays. 
Terminate the simulation routine and return 
control of the program to the main 
procedure. 
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L.Q.fil1ing a Part: Enti..t.~L~.t..i.Qn. The part loading 
procedures contain six main steps. Associated with each 
step may be one or more intermediate steps. The first step 
is to check and verify that there is room in the system for 
the part. If there is not room, the procedure jumps to step 
six and schedules the time to load another part. If there 
is room in the system, step two is executed to see if a part 
changeover is needed. The part changeover consists of 
checking for the next production lot and resetting the parts 
counter to zero. If the next production lot does not exist, 
then the schedule is repeated starting with lot one. At the 
completion of the schedule changeover, control is returned 
to step three. 
The third step consists of using the dispatching rule 
for the first operation to select the first work center 
where the part will be processed. The fourth step is to 
determine which method of movement will be used to transport 
the part from the load station to the first work center -
either a shuttle or a material handling carrier. The fifth 
step will actually determine the disposition of the part by 
checking the availability of the movement device. 
In the case where the part is to be transported by a 
shuttle, the status of the shuttle is checked to see if it 
is busy or idle. If the shuttle is idle, the part is loaded 
onto the shuttle and the arrival at the next work center or 
the end of the shuttle movement is scheduled. In the case 
where the part is to be moved by a material handling 
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carrier, the availability of a carrier is checked. If a 
carrier is available the part is loaded onto the carrier and 
the arrival at the work center is scheduled. In case the 
shuttle is busy or material handling carrier is unavailable, 
then the part is placed in an output queue and a request is 
logged into the logic controller for the part to be removed 
as soon as possible. The FMS logic for responding to 
request for movement devices places a higher priority on 
removing parts from output queues, then loading parts. The 
reasoning behind this was that traffic blockage would be 
minimized by allowing parts to be unloaded to progress 
through the system. 
Event~alendar Manipulation§. The event calendar is 
maintained by two separate routines called NEW-EVENT and 
UPDATE. The routine NEW-EVENT is called to place an event 
on the calendar. Conversely, UPDATE is called to advance 
the simulation to the next event. The value of the 
simulated time is stored in the variable TIME. The list of 
scheduled events or event calendar is maintained in a data 
structure called CALENDAR. Each record in CALENDAR contains 
four data items for each event: the event time, the event 
code, the element pointer, and the part attributes. The 
records within the calendar are arranged in an ordered list 
such that the first record is always the next event. 
The algorithm used for manipulating the calendar is a 
modified HEAPSORT. The conventional HEAPSORT as presented 
by Baase (1) arranges records in nonincreasing order. The 
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algorithm employed within FMS will arrange records in 
nondescending order. The algorithm employed by FMS is an in 
place sort which precludes the use of external storage. 
Also, the algorithm employed by FMS outperforms doubly 
linked lists which are used by several other languages. The 
efficiency of the HEAPSORT is on the order of log2N where N 
is the number of items in the list. The efficiency of the 
double linked list is on the order of N where N is again the 
number of elements in the list. This large discrepancy 
becomes very important when evaluating a complex system. 
End of Shuttle Movement. The movement of a shuttle can 
be classified into two types of movement: input to a work 
center and output from a work center. When an input shuttle 
completes movement of a part, the part will either be 
scheduled for an end of service on the appropriate work 
center or it will be filed in the input queue if the work 
center does not have any available capacity. After the part 
has either been filed or scheduled on a machine, the input 
shuttle will perform three checks to see if another part 
transfer is necessary. First, if the current shuttle has 
any output responsibilities for a work center then the 
highest priority request will be serviced. This case might 
arise in the situation where a robot serves as input and 
output for multiple machines. Requests for a shuttle are 
assigned priorities with output taking precedence over input 
and FIFO being the rule within a specific mode of operation 
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(input or output). 
In the second check performed by the shuttle, any 
incoming material handling paths will be polled for requests 
to unload a part from a waiting carrier. The part will then 
be removed from the carrier and scheduled for an end of 
movement on the current shuttle. The carrier will 
immediately be freed to respond to outstanding requests. 
Once the second check has been completed and been bypassed 
the shuttle will check to see if there are any parts that 
can be loaded into work centers with available capacity. If 
all three checks by the shuttle prove negative then the 
shuttle is set to idle. As the checks are performed 
corresponding statistics are collected. As an example, if 
the shuttle removes a part from a carrier then an end of 
movement is scheduled for the shuttle. The number of 
available carriers would be incremented causing statistics 
to be collected on carrier and path utilization. Also, 
statistics would be collected on the state of the shuttle. 
A detailed discussion of the FMS statistics collection 
procedures will be presented in a later section. 
The end of movement for an output shuttle will cause a 
very similar chain of events as the end of movement for an 
input shuttle. First, the disposition of the part must be 
determined. The current part will either be placed on a 
material handling carrier, filed in the output queue, or 
placed in service at the next work center in the operation 
sequence. The part will only be placed in the output queue 
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if a carrier is required and one is not available. If the 
output queue is full then the shuttle will become blocked 
until a part is removed from the output queue. If the part 
can travel to the next work center via the output shuttle 
but the work center is full then the part will be filed in 
the input queue for the work center. 
Once the disposition of the part has been determined 
then the shuttle will check for any unload requests. 
Second, it will check for any carriers to be unloaded. 
Finally, it will check for any load requests. Obviously, 
the shuttle will only proceed to these checks if it has 
disposed of the current part. 
End o.f_MQJL.e.m..e.nt by the Material Handling system. The 
end of movement by the material handling system is the event 
of a material handling device, possibly an AGV cart, 
delivering a part to a work center. Although the part is 
being delivered to a particular work center the services of 
the input shuttle for the work center are required. 
Consequently, the first check is to verify the status of the 
specific shuttle that is required. If the shuttle is 
unavailable then the material handling path becomes blocked 
and a request is logged for the shuttle. 
If the shuttle is free then the part is scheduled onto 
the shuttle and the carrier is freed to reply to any 
outstanding requests. Finally, relevant statistics for this 
event are collected before returning to the executive 
routine. 
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End of Processing at a Work Center. The end of 
processing at a work center requires that the part causing 
the event be transferred to the next work center in the 
operation sequence or that it exit the system. To determine 
the disposition of the part the number of completed 
operations is incremented [Attribute (5)1. The next work 
center is located by calling subroutine INCOPS. Subroutine 
INCOPS uses the dispatching rule and the list of feasible 
work centers for the operation number whose value is stored 
in Attribute (5) to determine where the part is to be 
routed. The location of the next work center is stored in 
Attribute (2). The processing time for the next operation 
is updated and stored in Attribute (6). The next task is to 
check the output shuttle. If the shuttle is busy then the 
part is put in a request file and the work center becomes 
blocked. If the shuttle is free then the part is scheduled 
onto the output shuttle. 
The final step in the end of processing routine is to 
check for the existence of more parts awaiting processing at 
the current work center. If there are parts available and 
the shuttle is free then the first part is scheduled onto 
the input shuttle. This final step is only performed if the 
work center had not previously become blocked. 
Breakdown Occurrence. The occurrence ot a oreakdown at 
a work center will cause all parts currently being processed 
to be stopped until the breakdown is over. The method used 




a duplicate structure of the event calendar is 
The second step is to go through a loop once for 
every event currently on the calendar. As this loop is 
processed the first event on the true calendar is removed. 
At this time a check is made to see if this event needs to 
be delayed until the end of the breakdown. The event is 
then filed onto the duplicate calendar. The result of this 
step is that at the end of the loop the duplicate calendar 
will contain all events with the effects of the breakdown. 
The third step is to unstack or remove the events from the 
duplicate calendar and file them back into the true 
calendar. Finally, the last step is to set the work center 
to "down" and collect relevant statistics. 
The end of breakdown routine 
performs two tasks. First, the next occurrence of that type 
breakdown is scheduled. The second task is to set the 
machine to "up" and collect relevant statistics. 
Trace Events and Clear statistics. The occurrence of 
event type seven will cause the trace facility to be 
enabled. Conversely, event type eight causes the trace 
facility to be disabled. Internally FMS handles this by 
setting a logical variable to true for event seven and false 
for event eight. The actual trace routine is called 
immediately after updating the simulation clock if the trace 
facility is enabled. 
The trace facility prints the event code, the element 
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pointer, all part attributes, and the current value of TIME. 
The output is double spaced and placed 25 lines per page. 
An event type nine resets the statistical collection 
arrays to zero. The routine that is used to do this is the 
same routine that is called by INITIALIZE at the beginning 
of the simulation. The time of statistics clearing is reset 
to the current value of TIME. 
FMS Queue Manipulations 
In FMS there are three structures used to maintain 
entities in queues. The first structure contains the 
ranking criteria, the maximum size, and a pointer to the 
head of each queue. The other two structures are closely 
related since they are where the queued parts reside. The 
second structure is the FILES structure and the third is the 
SPACE structure. Both the FILES and SPACE structures are 
dimensioned to "partmax." Each node within the structures 
is made up of three data items. The three data items are 
the "key" value, the attributes list, and the "link." The 
link points to the successor node in the queue. The key 
value is how the entities are inserted in a specific queue. 
Internally FMS ranks each queue or file based on the 
lowest value of key first. Consequently, before an entity 
can be filed a key value must be obtained. A queue that is 
ranked on FIFO uses the time of arrival to the queue as the 
key. The LIFO rule is the negative of FIFO. To accomodate 
the SPT rule Attribute (6) is used as the key. Finally, the 
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RAND rule is handled by generating a random number on the 
interval U[0,11. The advantage of manipulating the queues 
in this fashion is that all queues are physically treated as 
stacks. Also, the space structure is physically treated as 
a stack. Algorithms for manipulating stacks are readily 
available. Although the efficiency of manipulating a stack 
is not that of a binary tree or a hash table, this 
application does not warrant a more complex data structure. 
The reason being that in an FMS there will not be a large 
number of parts in the system due to the desire to minimize 
work in process. 
FMS statistics Collection 
All statistics were collected in one routine and 
maintained in a structure for each statistics classi-
fication. A statistical classification might be work center 
statistics or queue statistics. In total there are 12 
statistics classes. When the collection routine is called 
it will be passed a code corresponding to the class of the 
statistic to be updated. Also, the routine will be passed 
the element pointer and the new value. The element link is 
used to identify the correct work center or shuttle. A call 
is placed to the collection routine every time an item such 
as utilization or down time is encountered in an assignment 
statement. 
The statistics collected within FMS are all time 
average statistics except in a couple of instances. The 
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exceptions are statistics based upon observation and are 
average breakdown duration, the time a part spends in the 
system, and the average production rate. 
PMS Output Facility 
The PMS 01,1tput Facility consists of six separate 
reporting modules. The primary menu for selecting the 
individual report modules is presented in Figure 7. The 
user may select any one of the six reports to review. 
However, as previously mentioned, if the statistics had not 
been requested previously in the Header/Project Information 
module then the formatting of the report will be slowed. 
Each report consists of one or more pages depending upon the 
amount of information present. 
the report one page at a time. 
The user is presented with 
After the user has finished 
reviewing a particular page then he or she must hit a 
carriage return to continue. When the entire report has 
been displayed the user is asked if the report should be 
saved in a file. The user may obtain a hard copy of all of 
the reports that.were saved by typing in the command REPORTS 
after exiting the PMS program. Each of the six types of 
reports available in PMS will be presented in the following 
sections. 
Work Center utilization summary Report 
The work center utilization report provides information 
concerning the percent utilization, percent blockage, and 
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percent downtime for each work center. A work center will 
experience blockage when it is prevented from unloading a 
part due to either a full queue or the output shuttle being 
unavailable. The downtime statistics will reflect the 
occurrence of machine failures in the model. The percent 
utilization statistics will be a multiple of the work center 
capacity. To obtain the actual percent of time the work 
center was busy the average utilization should be divided by 
the capacity. Each of the three statistics will provide the 
mean utilization and the variance. An example of the work 












Shuttle Utilization Report 
Material Handling Utilization Report 
Work in Process and Production Report 
Queue Summary Report 
Breakdown Summary Report 
Exit 
Which report would you like to see? 
Figure 7. FMS Output Menu 
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Figure 8. Work Center Utilization Report 
Work in Process and Production 
summary Report 
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The work in process (WIP) and production report is 
divided into three sections. The first two sections present 
information on the overall system work in process and system 
production. The third section provides production 
information by individual part types. Sections one and two 
are presented on the first page of the report. The 
individual part production information is presented on page 
two. 
The work in process information consists of the average 
number of parts in the system and the associated variance. 
The production information for the system consists of the 
average time a part spends in the system and the variance. 
Also, the mean and variance of the part production per unit 
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of time is presented in the second section. The individual 
part production information consists of the average time in 
the system, the variance, and the number of parts produced. 
A sample WIP and production report is shown in Figure 9. 
Uork in Process and Productioa Report 
Uorlc in Proc.e.aa 
Average nuaber or parts in the syste• • 
Uarianc.e 
Systea Produc.tton 
Average Ti•e in the Syste• • 
Uariance 
Part Produc.tion per unit tiae • 
Uariance 













Figure 9. Production and Work in Process Report 
Shuttle Utilization summary Report 
The shuttle report provides information on the mean and 
variance of the percent of time the shuttle was busy and the 
percent of time it was blocked. A shuttle will experience 
blocking when the queue is full. In addition to the 
statistics the report designates which queue a shuttle is 
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linked to and its type. The shuttle statistics are 
presented with 20 shuttles per page. An example of the 

















































Figure 10. Shuttle Utilization Report 
Material Handling utilization Report 
The material handling report is divided into two 
sections. The first section provides the mean and variance 
for the utilization of each path in the material handling 
system. This group of statistics is useful when evaluating 
the load on the material handling system between two work 
centers. The second section of the report provides 
statistics on the utilization of the carriers in the 
material handling system. The carrier utilization 
statistics that are provided are the mean number of carries 
utilized and the variance. The material handling report is 









,,_~erial Handling Utiliza~ion Report 
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Figure 11. Material Handling Utilization Report 
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Queue Summary Report 
The queue summary report provides four statistics for 
each queue in the model: the mean and variance on the queue 
size, the minimum, and maximum queue size. The queue 
statistics are presented with 20 sets of statistics per 
page. An example of the queue report is provided in Figure 
12. 
Queue su ... ary Repori 
MX Queue Avera;• Variance "IN 
Hu•ber Size 
1 9,88 e,998 9 9 
2 0.ee e.ee0 9 • 3 ·8,H e.et8 9 e 
... e.ee 0.eee 8 8 
s 0.ee e.eee e e 
6 e.ee e.ee0 8 e 
7 e.ee 8,888 8 e 
8 8,8GI 0.ee0 8 8 
9 8,88 0.eee e e 
18 8,H 0.ee0 8 8 
Figure 12. Queue Summary Report 
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Breakdown summary Report 
The breakdown summary report provides two statistics 
for each breakdown. The first statistic that is provided is 
the average duration for each breakdown. The second 
statistic that is provided is the frequency of occurrence of 
that breakdown with respect to time. The breakdown report 
is shown in Figure 13. 
Breakdown Summary Report 
Breakdown Average Frequency 
Number Element Downtime per unit time 
1 MACHIN El 9.027 40.000 
2 MACHINE2 14.072 133.333 
3 MACHINE3 16.015 30.000 
4 MACHINE4 13.795 133.333 
Figure 13. Ereakdown Summary Report 
Language Verification 
In this section three simple queueing models developed 
in FMS will be compared to the same queueing models 
developed in SLAM (Simulation Language for Alternative 
Modeling). The purpose of this comparison is to show that 
models developed in FMS will produce reasonable results when 
compared to the results from models in another language. 
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The comparison is not intended to be a measure of 
superiority of one language over another since the modeling 
purposes of SLAM and FMS are different. 
The three queueing systems that are to be used as test 
models are a single server with an infinite queue, a set of 
three parallel servers with a single infinite queue, and a 
set of tandem or serial servers each with an infinite queue. 
The interarrival and service distributions will all follow a 
Markovian process. Each of the three test models were 
solved analytically to provide a baseline for comparing the 
results from the FMS and SLAM simulation models. 
Test Model I 
The first queueing model consisted of a single server 
with an infinite queue size as previously mentioned. Also, 
the system was assumed to have an infinite calling source. 
The mean interarriv~l time was exponentially distributed 
with a mean of 1.20 minutes. The mean service time was set 
at 0.75 minutes and was also exponentially distributed. The 
measures of performance used for comparing the analytical 
model and the two simulation models were as follows: 
average server utilization, expected queue length, expected 
number of entities in the system, and expected time in the 
system. The values for the measures of performance from the 














in the System 
2.00 
The two simulation models were each run three times for 
400 minutes per run. Also, different random number streams 
were used for each run. The results from the FMS model are 
presented in Table XIII and the SLAM results are presented 
in Table XIV. Also, the summary reports from SLAM and FMS 
are presented in Appendix A. 
TABLE XIII 
TEST MODEL I FMS RESULTS 
Run Server Number in Avg. Queue Avg. Time 
Number Utilization System Size in System 
1 0.68 1.84 1.16 2.153 
2 0.61 1.47 0. 86 1. 919 
3 0.68 1.73 1.05 2.016 
Average 0.66 1.68 1.02 2.029 
% Difference 4.96 .0. 77 1.73 1.45 
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TABLE XIV 
TEST MODEL I SLAM RESULTS 
Run Server Number in Avg. Queue Avg. Time 
Number Utilization System Size in System 
1 0.643 1.478 0.835 1.676 
2 0.564 1.23 0.666 1.555 
3 0.667 2 .093 1.426 2.513 
Average 0.648 1.600 0.976 1.915 
% Difference 3.68 4.01 15.86 4.25 
The results indicate that both of the methods performed 
reasonably well in approximating the analytical model. The 
results would probably improve with longer run times and a 
better selection of random number streams. However, the 
results show that FMS performed very well in comparison to 
the analytical model. The FMS results indicate that the 
language is capable of producing valid estimates of Test 
Model I. 
Test Model II 
The second test model involved expanding the service 
channels to allow three parallel servers. The queue size 
was allowed to be limitless as was the calling source. The 
mean interarrival time was changed to 0.444 minutes and the 
mean service time was changed to 1.0 minutes per entity. 
The arrival and service processes were still assumed to be 
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Markovian. The results of the analytical case are presented 
in Table XV. The two simulation models were both run in 
groups of three with different random number streams 
selected for each run. The results of the FMS model and the 













TEST MODEL II FMS RESULTS 
Expected Time 
in the System 
a.a 
Expected Expected 
Run Server Number in Queue Time in 
Number Utilization System Size System 
1 2.42 4.65 2.24 2.016 
2 2.24 3.29 1.04 1. 435 
3 2.29 3.63 1.34 1.542 
Average 2.32 3. 86 1.54 1.664 
% Difference 3.1 14.15 4.55 7.4 
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TABLE XVII 
TEST MODEL II SLAM RESULTS 
Expected Expected 
Run Server Number in Queue Time in 
Number Utilization System Size System 
1 2. 20 9 3.370 1.609 1.575 
2 2.250 4.630 2.377 2.108 
3 2.312 3.827 1.514 1.572 
Average 2.256 3.942 1.833 1.752 
% Difference 0.26 2.17 2.50 2.52 
In the second test case FMS did not perform as well as 
in the first case •. However, the results are still within 
acceptable differences. It appears that SLAM and FMS traded 
approximation capabilities in simulating the second test 
model. The difference in the outputs of both SLAM and FMS 
on the first and second test models could be attributed to 
random number streams. The reports from the second test 
model are in Appendix B. 
Test Model III 
The third test model involved extrapolating the first 
model to include a second queue and server in series with 
the first queue and server. The measures of performance for 
this test will be somewhat different. The comparisons will 
be based on the utilization of both servers, the size of 
both queues, and the time spent in the system. The 
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analytical solution to the tandem queueing system is 
presented in Table XVIII. The mean interarrival rate was 
set at 0.667 minutes. The mean service rate for both 
servers was 0.5 minutes and was exponentially distributed. 
TABLE XVIII 
TEST MODEL III ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
Server Utilization Average Queue Size 
1 2 1 2 
0.75 0.75 2.25 2.25 
TABLE XIX 
TEST MODEL III PMS RESULTS 
Run Server Utilization Average Queue 
Number 1 2 1 2 
1 0.76 0.74 1. 87 1.44 
2 0.76 0.82 2.71 3.88 
3 0.75 0.78 3.20 2.30 
Average 0.757 0.78 2. 5 9 2.51 














TEST MODEL III SLAM RESULTS 
Run Server Utilization Average Queue Size Time in 
Number 1 2 1 2 System 
1 0.777 0.811 2.611 3.025 4.465 
2 0.784 0.808 1.917 2. 87 9 4.036 
3 0.675 0.627 1.054 0.947 2.342 
Average 0.745 0.749 1.86 2.28 3.614 
% Difference 0.64 0.13 17.33 1.33 7.24 
The FMS and SLAM simulation models were run three times 
a piece similar to the first two test models. The output of 
the simulation models was very similar. Both FMS and SLAM 
estimated the server utilizations well, with the SLAM 
estimates somewhat better than FMS. Conversely, neither the 
FMS model nor the SLAM model estimated the average queue 
sizes or the time spent in the system very well; except in 
the case of the size of queue two, SLAM estimated this 
measure reasonably well. The large differences between the 
simulation models and the analytical model can be attributed 
to two factors. First, the length of the simulation runs 
was probably not long enough to overcome the initial bias 
caused by starting the run. This problem could be 
alleviated by either clearing statistics or making longer 
runs. However, the purpose of the comparisons was to show 
that FMS will yield approximations similar to another 
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language. The second factor that could be causing the large 
differences is the random number streams. The third test 
model results are in Appendix C. 
conclusions from Test Models 
The three test models show that PMS will perform 
similar to another more established language. Also, the 
tests showed that as the system complexity increases the 
ability of the simulation model to approximate it will be 
hindered. The hindrance can be alleviated by clearing 
transient statistics and making longer runs. 
PMS Example Models 
In this section four examples of models developed using 
PMS will be presented. The four models will be divided into 
two pairs with each pair describing two different systems. 
Each model was formulated to illustrate specific features of 
PMS. The models do not represent actual flexible manufac-
turing systems; however, they do represent reasonable 
substitutes. Also, the presentation of the examples is not 
oriented towards system analysis, consequently each model 
will be run once for the equivalent of one day of operation. 
The parameters used for processing and movement times are 
f icti tional. 
system r 
System Description. The first system consists of four 
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work centers linked by four transfer devices. Also, there 
are four queues between the work centers. A schematic of 
the system is presented in Figure 14. The load station is a 
dummy station and does not generate statistics. The system 
will process one part type for the first model and will be 
expanded to two parts for the second model. 
Model I. The first model is focused at emphasizing two 
language features: the flexibility of naming conventions 
and the modeling of shuttle linkages. The flexibility of 
naming conventions can be viewed by looking at the input 
screens which are presented in Section I of Appendix E. The 
capability of modeling shuttle links is illustrated by 
having a shuttle provide output functions for one work 
center and input functions for another. In a more complex 
system any given shuttle could have more than two tasks 
associated with two or more work centers. This is an 
example of how a shuttle is modeled according to its logical 
tasks. 
The output from the first model is provided in Section 
II of Appendix E. 
Model II. The second model of System I was changed to 
illustrate how more than one type of part can be described 
to the model. Also, the manipulation of the production 
schedule to process the parts is a feature of FMS that is 
demonstrated. The production schedule and new part 
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production schedule contains a part named CHANGE_OVER with a 
lot size of one. This is not really a part but, rather an 
entity that will pass through the system to emulate a 
changeover time for tooling and software. The purpose of 
this utility is to allow a lag in the system to represent 
preparation for the new part batch. The output reports for 
Model II are presented in Section II of Appendix F. 
system rr 
~~m Description. The second system to be modeled 
will consist of six work centers. All six work centers will 
be connected via an oval AGV system. There will be three 
types of parts that are processed by the system. Two of the 
parts will require processing at all of the work centers and 
the third part will require processing at only three of the 
work centers. Also, a tool change entity will be required 
for every 50 parts at the NC_DRILL station. A schematic 
diagram of System II is presented in Figure 15. 
~odel III. The third example will be a model of System 
II. The primary feature of FMS presented in this model is 
the emulation of an AGVS within a flexible manufacturing 
system. Intrinsic to this feature is the capability to 
specify the number of carts and to vary their travel rate 
along individual paths. The input screens are presented in 
Section I of Appendix G and the output from the model is in 
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Model IV. The fourth model will represent a change in 
the AGV system that allows for crossover paths in the loop. 
Also, instead of using parts in batchs, the production 
schedule will be modified to load one part at a time from 
each group. This feature illustrates how a variety of parts 
can be in process in the system at one time. The last 
change for the fourth model will be to add a three station 
call to the system where some parts will require processing. 
This feature will illustrate the ability to model machinery 
cells linked by an AGV system. The input and output screens 
are in Sections I and II of Appendix H. 
Summary 
This chapter has presented the error checking and 
execution logic along with the output capabilities of FMS. 
Also, FMS was compared to an established language to verify 
that logical results can be achieved from FMS models. The 
last item in the chapter presented four example models of 
two flexible manufacturing systems. 
The error checking logic of FMS proceeds through each 
major module to verify that the input data is logically 
correct. The error check verifies that each model element 
is correctly referenced. Part descriptions are checked for 
invalid routings or work centers. The final check is to 
f orrn the modules into an executable network. In the error 
checking stage there are two types of errors: fatal and 
non-fatal. Fatal errors prevent any attempt at executing 
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the model. Non-fatal errors simply generate messages. The 
execution segment takes the input network and simulates the 
system according to the model execution parameters. 
The output capabilities of FMS include six different 
reports. Three of the reports provide information on the 
utilization of the system components. The fourth report 
provides information on production and work in process. 
Statistics on the size of in process queues is provided in 
report five. Finally, report six provides statistics on 
breakdowns. 
The language verification section compared the 
performance of FMS and SLAM in modeling three queueing 
systems. This comparison showed that FMS can easily produce 
reasonable results for simple systems. The last section in 
the chapter demonstrated several features of FMS by modeling 
two different versions of a flexible manufacturing system. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Research Problem Restated 
The primary goal of this research was to develop an 
interactive simulation language that would address flexible 
manufacturing systems. The proposed language would not 
require the user to posses a large amount of knowledge. 
Also, the language should be production oriented in 
reporting statistics and terminology. The types of flexible 
manufacturing systems that were to be addressed were those 
containing a mixture of robots and transfer mechanisms 
moving parts between work centers. Also, the flexible 
manufacturing systems may contain a main material movement 
system such as an AGV system. The language however, should 
not address the details between 5-axis robots and 6-axis 
robots. Internally the language should utilize efficient 
and effective data manipulation techniques. 
Research Summary 
The result of this research was the simulation language 
Flexible Manufacturing Simulator or FMS. The language 
allows the modeler to describe the elements in a flexible 
manufacturing simulator in terms of the delay experience by 
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a part moving through the system. Model elements such as 
work centers were assigned user defined names to aid in 
model communication. Work centers are described according 
to the number of parallel spindles and have associated with 
them input and output shuttles and queues. The work centers 
are joined in the system by shuttles or the material 
handling system. To add validity to a model the user may 
specify breakdowns and repairs to one or more work centers. 
The reporting facilities in FMS allow for both 
interactive report reviewing and hard copy. Within FMS four 
types of reports are developed: utilization reports, 
production reports, queue reports, and breakdown reports. 
Included in the utilization reports are utilizations for 
work centers, shuttles, and the material handling system. 
The internal data manipulation techniques employed by 
FMS are superior to the conventional techniques employed by 
existing languages. The efficiency of event calendar 
manipulations in FMS outperforms the conventional double 
linked list by a factor of 2x, where xis the performance of 
the FMS algorithm. This performance is proportional 
log2 (YN), where N is the average calendar size and Y is the 
average number of events in the simulation. The source 
listing for FMS is presented in Appendix D. 
Suggested Further Research 
There are three main areas of research that would 
improve the current research. The first area to continue 
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would be developing better reporting capabilities. This 
area would involve developing new measures of performance 
along with expanding the statistics currently available. 
Also included in this area would be the possibility of 
graphical results and/or trace facilities. The second area 
of extended research would include letter editing and input 
capabilities. A feature that would enhance model 
formulation would be graphically building the model using 
the current set of statements •. This feature would present 
the graphical version of the model as it is being created. 
The third and final area would be to include advanced logic 
modeling. This feature would develop complex scheduling 
policies and possibly emulating scheduler/controller logic. 
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2.2-1 0.96-1 
8 lock age 
MEAN lJ'1R H1Nt:£ 
0.01} 0.000 
=~ Dot..ir1 
l'lE.AN I.IHP IF11'1Cf: 
0.(10 0.0~0 




ME'1tl VAR J ANC E 
" ()~1,i,1n 
rlEAII VflR l ~NC[ 
0.00 e.ee0 0.00 0.001:1 c.oo 0.000 
H1t a c.err1age return to continue. 
Y~rk renter Ut1\1:11t1on Pe~ort 
WorL c~nLer UC! 




u. 00 0. 1<'00 0.00 0.000 
York Center WC2 
Ut1 l u;aL1-on 
l'IEAli VAR IANC.E 
B,cd:11ge 
ME Ali ~•AR IANt E 
2.29 0.948 0.00 0.00e 












% r.o .. r, 
ME Ali \}HR! AU•~E 
0.00 e.000 
li: Do .. n 
NEAii VARIANCE 
0.00 u.00e 
:c .. ... 
CP :I ,, . l'IC 
O i!~ 
DI -., .. ., N ... CII 
" !'"" <ti CP '  Cl • -o 
CP l>;, 
-, CP ::z 








:, ::2 OD ,.. -.. 0 
:, 0 
r: ,.. 




















Al> ... n., :z ... --N 
c ,:;."' c 
0 :r,..- c. ., ,s,~ .. .. 
~ ... o :...-
.)() :r,::, 
(") w:z n 
" WO " ;, ,,., ::, .... .... 
" ,1 ., ., 
CS> 
J 
c C!) ,.., E: 
(") OJ> n 








































::;:: .,, -0 
I' 



















































Yor~ in Pr~ce~5 and Production Report 
LJorJ.. 1n Pt oc:e55 
Average n~"'ber of parts in the sy5lem • 
1Jar1ance 
Sysle~ Pr~duct1on 
Average T1Me 1n the System• 
'J"r 1ance 






Uor~ 1n P1·oces~ and FrJducL1on Report 
I.lot J.: 1n Prol·e.•:, 
f••Jer'39e ,i11mber or p11rt:c, 1n the !">:J',tt;m • "j .29 
'J.~r 1 an.:1-~ !; • ]4 
System Produtt1on 
A·1er-!qt: T1ir.~ 1n lhc Sy!>lem 1. 4;5 
Var l l!, n•:t? 1. 2•;s 
Part Production per ~n1L l!me 0,69(. 
lforic. 1 n Pr-:ces;0; and Produc ti or Report 
U~rY. in Process 
rlverage nijmber oi µarls in lh~ ~ystcm, 
Variance 
5yslem Production 
Averag~ lime 1n the Sy~lem • 
Uar!anc.e 
Part Production per ~nit t1me • 
Queue Summary Rep~rt 
tiucue A,·er;,ae 1Jar11,nce l'iHI 
Number ~1~e 
! 1.34 3.786 0 
2 0.e0 0.000 o 
Hit 4 t~rr1ag~ return lo continue. 
Queue Average 





H1t a carriage 
3.4(,3 
0.0a0 
retvrn t~ c~nt1nue. 
0 
0 
~ueue Summ~ry Report 



























TIME IN SYSTEM 
FILE ASSOCIATED 












AC.TIVIT't' START HOOE SERVER . 
't' 
S L A " S U Pl Pl A R V R E P O R T 
SifflJLATION PROJECT SI"ULATION3703 
DATE 11 /23/ 1983 
CURRENT TIPIE 9,3600E+83 
B'I U, H. REP1V 
RIJN NUPIBER 
STATISTICAL ARRA\'S CLEARED AT TINE e.9000E+00 
-









OEUIATIOti I.ENC TH 
























A•JERAGE STANDARD CURRENT AIJ(RAGE MAXIMUl'I IDLE 
HIDEX LABEL/T'/PE CFtPAClT'I UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTILlZAflON BLOCKAGE TI l'IE ,'SERVERS 
1 QUEUE 3 2.2095 1,0052 2 0.e0ee J.0000 










T IP1E IN SVSTEP1 
& .. ) 
FILE 11::-SOC!ATE[• 












S L A P1 5 U M M A R V R E P O R T 
SI"ULATION PROJECT SINULATION3703 
DATE 11/23/1983 
CURRENT TIME 0,3600E+0J 
BV U. H, RE"V 
RUN NUnBER 
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME 0,0000E+00 







































ACTIVITY START tlODE ~ER~IER AVERAGE STl-lNDftPD CURRF.NT AVERAGt:: l'IAXIMUl'I IDLE !'111XIPIUl1 BUSY ENTlT 
'/ 
WDEX LABEL/TYPE CAPACITV UTILIZATIGN DEVIATIOtl UULIZATJON BLOCKAGE Tir,E/SERVERS TIME/~fRUER5 COUNT 
1 OUEUE 3 2,3122 0 .9?.40 3 0.0000 3,0000 ) .0000 866 







Til'IE IN S~'STEl'I ~.cH08E+01 
"' =<' 
f!LE AS50CIATED HVERAGE 
NUMBER NODE TVPE LE.tlGTtl 
1 QUEUE 2,3768 
2 0.0\100 
3 CALPIDAR 3 .25 . .H 
S L A N S U M N A R V R E P O R T 
$l"ULATION PROJECT Sll'IULATIONJ703 
DATE 11/23/1983 
CURRENT TIPIE 9.3600E+03 
STATISTICAL A~RAVS CLEARED AT TIME 
BV u. H. RE11V 
RUN NU"BER 
0.0000E+e0 
&tSTATTSTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED OH OBSER~ATIONSl 
1 OF 
STAliOAR[I COEFF. OF MHHl'IUl1 MAXIriUl1 NUMBER OF 
DEUIATIOti VARIATION lJALUE VALLIE OBSERVATIONS 
0.1?73E+01 0.8409[+00 0,7-431[-02 El. 10-49[ +02 786 
tiFilf STATISTICSit 
STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAGE 
DE.UIATIOl'I LEflGTH LENGTH UtH Tl I lG TI ME 
3,-4984 16 2 1. 0817 
0.0000 Iii 0 \).0000 
0,98?.r; s ... 0.57~8 
ltSERUICE ACTIVITY 5TATJSTIC~tt 
ACTlUITV START NODE SERVER AVERAGE STANDARD CURRENT AVERAGE MAXIMUM IDLE. M~XIMUM BUSY EHTIT 
v 
INDEY LAfi'EL/TVPI:: CAPACITY UTILIZATION D(VIATIOtl UTILIZATION 1$LOCt:AGE Tll'IE~SER•Jt?.5 TIME.•SERVERS COUNT 
1 OUEUE 3 a.2s:;2 0.9P.20 J 0.0000 3.0000 J.eeee 786 





TEST MODEL III REPORTS 
131 
Uork Center Util1zat1on Report 
IJorl. Cent.er : UC1 
::c 
Uh h%11t.1on Blocka~e \ Down 
.. ,.. 
MEAN l.'ARIANCE l'!E Af-4 lJ RI ANCE MEAII IJARIANCE •:a Cl>:i Q::il 
0.00 0,000 0.00 0,000 0,00 0.000 • • l'IC ·in~~ . ,,, c: Cl>J> Co' <D J>c"' C'IO):Z .. gg.z .. <D% .. .. ,.. ,.. -., .. .. .. tJork Center UC2 ., .. •• N .. C:11 c <:Ill c ,:: QI c • I'°' 0 J>..- 0 ])..- ., IJ\.1 luat.ior, Blockaae \ Do,~r, IQ & ... ., (P ;Q .. , ~:o .. ., •• ..... 0 ,.. • .... I) ~ ...... ,, .,.,. l'IEAN 'JAPIANCE l'IEAN lJ RIAflCt 11EAN VARIANCE ll):, NJ>:, <DX> :I 
~ ~ 0 -:z 0 Cl>:Z ,, f 0.61 0.237 0.00 0.000 0.00 ~.000 II OH') II ~n II ... "' :r ,., :r ,., :r ., c ... .,.. ... ,.. ., II II (I 
Uork Center: UC3 :I 
., ., ., n 
(I ... .. .. :I 
ut1lnat1on · Blocka!e II. Do:,,n O<D & ,s, ,. • :a •3 •3 B l'IEAN VARIANCE l'IEAN V RIANCE l'IEAtl UARIAliCE C'I .,., c .,,, c (P,., c ., : G>iai 0 IS>l> n IS>":r> 0 e.ee e.eee e.ee e.eee 0.00 0.000 w :zw n: :z_w - c: ~it a carriage.return t.o cont.1nue. .. ,.. - ... .. 0 0 0 .. :r C'I n C'I ,.. c ,.. ,.. ,.. .. II CCII <;:11, CIII N • G)J)<Q <SI J)<Q IS>J><Q Ill • ;o11 • ::100 • ~II ... cs, ... &- <So .... .. 
Uork Center Uliliz~t1on Report ,~ &l> Cl)]> c IS>:Z $2 " n r, n ,,, ,,, rn :0 






Ut.ll 1::11tio11 Blor.kaae % ['o:.,n cs, & .... 
l'IEAN IJARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE <11,3 tll'3 Q3 IS>,,, '51 "1 '.S>IT1 0.00 0.~00 0.ee 0.000 0,00 0.000 J> l> ]> :,t :Z.t :z ;« 
0 Q c::, 
Uork Cente>r UC2 ? ., 0 c £ £ &Cll IS><::, ~c:, 
Bloc.kaae % Down 
• l' • J) • %' Ut.i l 12:&t1on '» :0 &:ti ~XI MEAN VARIANCE l'IEAN V RIANCE MF.AN VAPIANC.E &- IS>- -,;.)-0:P Cl) ;p ~J) 0,68 0.215 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 2 :z :z 0 n 0 l'1l ,., l"l 
l.lork Center : UC3 
Ut1 l 1zal.lon l!lockaae !; Do-...n 
PIEAN VARIANCE "EAH ti RIANCE l'IEAN UARIAtlC[ e.ee e.eee 0.00 0.000 B.00 0.080 




Queue Summar~ Report 




Hi\, a carr1age 
1 ,961 
0.000 
return Lo conl1nue, 
0 
0 
Queue Su~mar~ ReporL 
Queue ~ueragc Uar1ance MIN 
Number S1ie 
1 1.U4 2,800 0 
2 o.o~ 0.~00 ~ 
HLL ~ Cdrr•3qe r~Lurn lo ~onL.nue. 
Qu~ue Su•mary Report 




Ht\, a can· 1age 
2,258 
0.00~ 















Uork 1n Proces.5 and Producl,~n Reporl 
Work 1n Proce.5.5 
Average nu~ber of part.!! 1n lhe sy.5te~ 
Uar1ar.~e 
~y~tem Prod~ct1on 
Average T1•e 1n the System• 





Part Production per un1L l1~e • C,, 46'1 
Uor~ 1n Proces.5 and Production Report 
Uork 1n Proce.!l.5 
A~erage nu•ber of parl.!l in lhe system• 
tJar 1ance 
$~stem Production 
Average T1Me 1n lhe 5~.!lle• • 
Uar1ance 






Work 1n Pr~ce.55 and Production Repr,rl 
Work 1n Proces~ 
Average nu•ber of parts 1n lhe ~y5lem 
Uar1anc~ 
Sy~le~ Froducl1on 
Average T1•e 1n the Syste~ • 
\.'ar1ance 
Part ProducL,on per un1l Lime• 








TI 11E iii 5\':5TEr1 
FILE A~·S'.•C Ht THI 











, • 666:1 
f<CT I'JITV START W;[JE SERVER 
'-! 
::,'-"" :,unnARV Rt.t'v,., 
SHWLATION PROJECT SU1ULATIOt13703 
DATE ll/2J.,t983 
CURRENT Tl11E 0.-4000E+03 
BV U. H. REMY 
RUN HU118ER 
STttTISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TI~E 0.eee0E+00 









DE•.'J AT I l)N LENGTH 
,:!.4S4S 12 
~.0000 e 









tJSER~ICE ACTIVITY STATISTICSlJ 














lNLE..< LABEL/TYPE CAPACITY llTILIZATION DEl•IATION u·rrtIZAilON BLOCKA(;E 
MAiI~UM IDLE 
TIME.SERVERS 
1 QUEUE 1 
++++ BOTT0'1 OF DATA SET+++ 
~·j 
0,6669 e.-4713 0.0000 5, 10?8 








TIME IN SYSTEn 0. 1 SSSE •'41 
.. , 
FILE ASSOC rnTE.D AVERAGE 
hUl'IEER NODE T'/PE LENGTH 
1 QUEUE. 0.6&60 
c 0.01300 
:; CALENDAR 1,5£)9 
AC. nvn·, START !;ODE SER1JER 
y 
S L A " 5 U l'I l'I A R V R E P O w I 
SlrtULATION PROJECT s1nuLATIOH3783 
DATE 11/23/1983 
CURRENT Tlf1E 0.4000E•03 
BV U. H. REl'IV 
RUN HUl'IBER 
STATISTICAL ARRAVS CLEARED AT TIME 0.0000E+00 
USTATISTJCS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVAT10N:U 
STAtlDARD COEFF. OF MIIH11UM P\AX Il'IUl'1 
DEIJIATION VARIATIOri V.:lLUE VAI.U( 
0.1295(+01 0.8322£+00 0.4959E-02 0.5901£+01 
lfF!LE STATISTICSxt 
5TAtlDARD MAXli'IUM CURRHIT AVERAGE 
DEVIAT!Otl LENGTH LENGTH IJA IT ItlCi T li'IE 
1,2027 6 3 0.a-iJe 
0.00e0 0 0 0.e,Me 
0. 4960 '3 'j .. o. 770-4 





AVERAGE STAl;DAFHI CURRENT AlJfRAGE l'IAXIMUr. IDLE 1'1AXl~Ul'I BUSY E~TIT 
INDEX LABEL/T',,PE CAPACIT',' LiTILIZATION DEVIATION L•Tit.lZATICN BLOCKAGE Tll'IE>'SERVERS Tll'\f..•SERVER5 COUNT 
1 QUEUE 
++++ BOTTO" OF DATA SE.T +++ 
··> 






TIME IH SYSTEM 0.1676£•01 
' . 
FILE .tSSOCitiTE[I AlJERA(;( 
NlJl'IBER NODE T\'PE LENGTH 
QUEUE 0.8348 
2. 0.0~00 
3 CAL EH DAR I. 6433 
S L A M S U N N A R V P. E P O R T 
Sil1ULATION PROJECT SJl'IULATION3703 
DATE 11/23/1983 
CURRENT Tll'I£ 0,4000E•03 
BY U. ~. RENY 
RUH NUl'IBER 
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED HT TIME 0.0000[•00 
tlSTATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED OH 05~ERUATIO~tt 
STAtlOARD COEFF. OF MIH!l'IIJM MA)(Jr,t.JM 
DE•JIATIOri VARIATION UHLIIE UALi.JE 
0, 1407[+-01 0,S:195£•00 0,l?SSE'-01 0,6439(+--'I 
ttFILE STATISf!C~tl 
STANDHRD MAl< IMUf'I CURRENT A1•1ERAf,E 
DEUIATHltl t[N(.TH LENGTH UA!TIN.'.: TIME 
1. 3935 8 J 0.9460 
0.0000 0 0 0,000~ 
0.47CH 3 2 0.70~8 





ACTI 1J! T't' START NODE SERUEP. AtJERAGE STAtiOARD CURP.HIT AIJERA~E i1A>' [MUM IDll r.,:,x Il'lUl'l BUS'r' EIH IT 
y 
INDE1 LAeEL/TVPE CAPAC[TV UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTILIZATION BLOL(AGE TIME/SfRUERS TIME/S[RUERS COUNT 
1 ~UEUE 0.6434 l'.4'7S0 1 (},(,000 6. 7681 lS,6693 351 




















































































































FMSS : proc options(11ain); 
1••·····~·····*********************************************1 $ $/
/$ Main Structure Joclarations *I 
/$ $/ 
1••······················································••1 
dcl I ~ach1na (25) axtern•l• 
2 M_na .. i ch•r ( 30 ) var, 
2 Typo char ( 10 ) var, 
2 Capacity fh•d bin( 15 ) ' z UUl fh•d bin( 15 ) ' 2 oo .. n fixed b1n( 7 ) ' 2 Block fixed bin( 7 ) ' 2 Su11s float bin( 31 ) . 
2 Su11sq float bin( 31 ) . 
2 Thst f lo~t bin( 31 ) ' z e yp art (25) ' 
3 P_na,-e char ( 30 ) var, 
3 Nu11 fix•d bin( 15 ) , 
3 Last float bin( 31 ), 
3 Su•val float bin( 31 >, 
3 Su,•2 float bin( 31 ) ' 3 CHAR AC ( l 5 ) float bin( 31 ) ; 
DCL ~arks fixed bin(7) oxternall 
dcl Transport ext, 















p,.,. t 5 ( SO) , 
4 P na,.e 
4 CRARACCIS> i~~~PginBi L 
3 Uhl 
3 last u 
3 Su11_0 ., ..... -- ., 
ti .. d bin01), 
ti .. d bin(31), 
float bin( 31), 
411 ""-.. • ........ r, 1 '• 



































































































































, ............................................................ , 
'* *' I entry Oeclarat1ons ,. *' , ............................................................ , 
dcl First_Page ontry: 
tinclude •PAUSE.PLJ•; 
dcl ~CNTL •ntry; 
dcl ~OOEL entry: 
de l EXEC entry; 
de 1 1UTPUT entry; 
de l i:OIT_CNTL ontry; 
dcl EDIT _MODEL •ntry; 
dcl '4A[N_MENU ,ntr~i 
dcl E~RCHK ontry (float b1n(31),float b1n(31),bit(1)); 
1••••·················~·······7··························•·1 '* ., 1• Main Procedure Eiecut1on $/ 
call First P•g•: 
~!!! ~~u~!! 















































































































VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRA1![U3841AA.THES!S.FINISHEDJMA 
Put ~k1p l1st( 0 fntar the option corresponding to the function vou wish to execute 
gat edit(opt1on)(A(80)): 
• ) i 
If (option 
•l sa 
•1• ) then call ~CNTL: 
If ( option • )than c~ll MODEL: 
else 
If C option 
els a 





if{ opt ion 
•- ) then call OUTPUT: 
•5• ) than call :DIT_C~TL: 


















skip EOITC 0 * ~·)(X(l5),l) 
skip EJITc·· FL:XIdl~ ~ANUFA(TURING SIMULATOR .·,cxc15),A) 
skip EDITC 0 • • 0 )(X(15),l) 
skip EDIT( 0 * Main Manu • 0 )(X(15),l) 
skip EDirc·· •• )(X(l5),A) 
skip E~ITC 0 • Option Function •')(XC15),l) 
skip EDITc·· • 0 >(X(l5),A) 
skip EOITC 0 • 1. Enter ,odel control para~eters ••>(X(15),A) 
skip EDIT( 0 * * 0 )(X(15),l) 
skip EDIT(•• 2. Enter ~odal st•teMents • 0 )(X(lS),l) 































































put skip E~IT<"• 3. :xacut• m3del statements •">CX(15),A) 
put skip EDITC"* •")CXC15) 1 A) 
put skip EDIT("• 4. Rev1e• output reports •")CX(15) 1 A) 
put skip EDIT("* $")CXC15),&) 
put skip EDIT("• s. Edit C3ntrol parameters •">CX(l5) 1 A) 
put skip EDIT<"• •">CXC15),A) 
put skip EDIT<"• 6. Edit 113del statements •">CXC15),A) 
put skip EDIT<"* •">CXC15),A) 
put skip EDIT("* 7. Ter11inata the program •">CXC15) 1 &) 
put skip EDIT("$ •">CX(15) 1 A) 
put skip fDITC 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 >cxc1s>,1> 
end HAIN MENU; 
First_Page : proc: 
linclude-"PAUSc.PLI": 
put skip(25): 
PU t sk ip(6); 
YAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRA1:Cu3a41AA.THESIS.FINISHED]MA 
~~} t~U 181H: 
PUT SKIP EDIT(" 
PUT SKIP EDIT(" 
PUT SKIP e di tC • 
put skip edit(" 
put skip edit(" 
put skip edit(" 
put skip edit C • 
111111111 I 1111111111111 I II I II I 11111111111111111 I 
GLEXIBLE ~&NUFACTURING SIMULATOR 
Copyright 1984 
")(X(14) 1 A) 
")(X(14),A) 
")(X(14), &) 
• )( X(14), A) 
by 
Wilham H. Re,.y 





ERRCHK : PROCCa,b,e); 
/$ Procadur• to check it 1) a orb ar• < 0 
2) a> b ., 
de 1 • bl t < 1 > ; 
dcl Ca,b) float b1n(3l)l 
lf(a < O.)then do; 
• )( X(14)' &) 
·><xoo, •> 
"HXC10,A) 
")(X(14) 0 A) 
"HXC14),A) 
put sk1p(3) l1st( 0 lnval1d entry•> par•l m~st be non-negat1ve 0 ); 
• ::1 ·1·a: 
•1 •• 
If(b( O.)then do; 
end: 
put skip(3) l1st( 0 [nval1d entry•> par~2 must be non-nagat1vo 0 ); 





























































298 2 ...... . 
end: 
else 
If(b <= •>then do: 
9-FEB-1984 06:36:58 
29-JAN-1984 23:51:29 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:[U384lAA.THcS!S.FINISHEDJMA 
put sk1p(l) listc•rnv•l1d sequonce => par112 > par•l•): 
• = ·1·e: 
end; 
else 
• • ·o·s: 
ond ERRCHK: 
ERROR : PROCC enum, s ): 




if( enu11 • 140 > then do: 
put sk1pC2> listc·===> Error • 140 •>: 
:~i :ti~ lt:~~=: 0 1~ .. ~o~~ .. ~~~~·~rd:~c~~r!:~ss~~ti~~-~>:tain·>; 
andi M 
else 1f(enu'" • Ul th•n do; 
put skipCZ> list(•=••> Error , 141"); 
put skip list("Tha Work Center n•11e·,s>: 
put skip list("doas not ••1st. Try Again I">: 
end; 
else if(enu'" • 110 then do: 
put sk1p(Z) list("=•=) Error f 110"): 
put skip listc•rho input para11eter must be ~r•ator than zero."): 
andt 
alse 1f(enu~ 111 th•n do; 
put sk1pCZ) list(·===> Error • 111•>; 
put skip list("Tho 1n~ut para~oter ~ust bo nu~or1c."); 
end: 
olse if(enu11 • 101) then do: 
put skip(Z) list("=•=> Error • 101"): 
put skip l11t(•Tha par•~•ter entered 1s not numer1c.•>i 
end; 
else if enu~ • 201 ) thon do; 
put sk1p(Z) li~t("••=> ERROR ,201·>: , 















































37 3 1 
374 1 
37 S 1 
376 1 
311 1 




38 2 1 
383 1 
384 1 









li•t(•Qeformulat1on of the modal may be necessary•); 
else if( enu~ • 130) then do, 
put sk1p(Z) l1stc··==> ERROR ,110•>; 
put skip list("The mean ~ust be greater th~n zero! •>; 
•nd: 
else 1f(onum • 131 )thon do: 
put sk1p(Z) list(·===> ERROR •111·>: 
put skip adit(s,· i• an invalid dispatching rule •• )CA,A); 
end; 














bl t( l): 
dcl count fixed b1n(7), 
JJ fixed binC7>: 
dcl str1n~ char (80) var: 
' INCLUDE ·ucASE.PLI·: 
iINCLUDE ·~ACHINE.PLI"; 
dcl ERROR entry(f1xed b1n(15),char(80) var): 
, ........................................................ , 
load :ii: fal set unload~ false; 
do JJ • l to works by 1; 

























































































































do 11hil1 C •toad " unload ); 
C•ll ERROR(l40,• •); 
arrorl 3 true: 
do •h1le ( • load ) : 
count= o; 
put sk1p(Z) l1st( 0 Enter tha mork Canter nama you would•>: 
put skip listc•ti~· to ~aka. •toad" •tation: ·>: 
;;:l~~·!'~l~~~r!irin~): 
do 11h1l1 ( arrorl t 
count ~count+ 1 
if( H_name( count 
end; 
count < works ); 
str1n~ ) thon arrorl 
if(arrorl) then call ERQOR (141,strin~): 
Typo(count > •L•: 
loaid = true: 
•ndi 
do while ( •unload ); 
iirrorl .$ true: 
do wh1l• ( "unload): 
count = O; 
false: 
put 1k1p(Z) 11,tc·cntar tho work Canter na~• iou 1113h to ·>: 
put skip listc·~ake an "unlo~d" station : >: 
~·t list(str1n~); 
string a UCASE(str1ng); 
do 11h1l• ( orrorl L count < works ); 























































































































count• count+ 1: 
if(M_na•e(count) • strlng) then •rrorl • f•ls•I 
end: 





End LOGIC I 
l•x2 : procCs,v•l,err)I 
dc·1 s charC8_0) var: 
dcl val float binC31): 
dcl •rr blt<l>: 
dcl dig1ts ch•rC15) var lnlt("0123456789"): 
dcl (front,•nd,J,pos1tlon) fixed b1nC7): 
dcl symbol char(l) var: 
po s1 ti on :a 1 : 
end • LENGTH(s)I 
J • 1: 
err .. ·o·a: 
do whil• ( "•rr t J <• ... d>: 
syMbol • SUBSTR(s,J,1): 
posltlon • INDEXCdiglts,sy•bol): 
if( pos1tio" • 0 t sy~bol "• ".")then err= ·1·e: 
j•J•ll 
•nd; 
if( •rr > th•n val• o.: 
els• 
ifC J > end > then val• suasrqcs,1>: 
VAX-11 PL,I Vl.4-55 


















































































































MODEL : pr-oc 
9-FEB-1984 06:36:59 
29-JAN-1984 z3:51:2a 
'* I~1:1r~0 ~:f~'";h!5a::~0~~~~~! 1~~0::~u~:~elo5l~::;e~~: state•ents 
for- machines, shuttles, t~e pr-1mar-y mater-ial handling system, 






dcl ans char-Cl): 
dcl er-r-or- b1t<l> 1n1t<•o•a>: 
, ............. . Procedure •••cut1Qn segment **************' 
Call IHnul 
error a •1·a: 
do •h1le(er-r-or-): 
:~~ !t!~ lt:1f=~~!~~ :~t:~!i~n·~f enter-1ng tne appr-opr-1ate number-.·): 
;iet llst<ans) : 
Call check: 
end; 
Co wh 1 le ( ans ""'= • i • ) ; 
If ( ans = ·1· > then c~ll ~ACH; 
else 
If < ans = •z• > the~ call SHUT; 
else 
If ( ans • •3• ) than call TRANS: 
els!, 




















































































































If( ans Az •5• )then call check: 
Coll ,aenu: 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEDJMA 
Put skip l1stc•chosa an opt10~ by entering the appropriate nu,aber.·>: 
Put skip list<••hich option 1 ·>: 
get list( ans) : 
end: 1• end of input sequence •t 


















list("\ Option Module Description 1•) 
listc·, 1·> 
l1stc•, 1. Enter the work Center descriptions 1•> 
listc·, 2. Enter the Shuttle descriptions 1•> 
list(•\ 3. Enter the Material Handling description 1•> 
l1stc·, 4. Enter the Breakdown descriptions 1•) 




DCL string char(6) var; 
dcl position fixtd b1n(7); 
string = ·1z345•; 
position= INDEX(string,ans); 
If ( position z O )then d,: 
Put skip l1stc·1n,al1d option, Ra-Qnter"); 
error= •1•s; 
and; 













































































































GPT : PROC; 
9-FEB-1184 06:36:59 
29-JAN-1984 z3:s1:28 
OCL NULL char(80) var 1n1t(""); 
dclC :~::: s I• ProJoct Na~• •/ /* ~odelers Name•/ char(80) var axt; 
dcl datel char(BO) var ext;/$ Current datel */ 
Pna•• • NULL:Mna•e • NULL:datel = NULL; 
do •hile (Pna•• • NULL); 
PUT SKIP(25); 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4·55 
D~Al:CU3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEOJNA 
PUT SKIP LISTC"Ent•r a proj•ct n••• less then ao characters"); 
PUT SKIP LIST("Project na•e • "); 
get edit (Pna•e> (AC80)); 
ENO; 
do while (Hna•e • NULL ); 
put skip(S)l 
put skip list("cnter a modelers na•• with less than 80 characters."); 
put skip list("Modelers na•e • "); 
get edit(Mna••> ( A(80)); 
end; 
do whil• ( datel NULL>: 
/. 
put sk1p(5); 
Put skip llst("Enter the current data "): 
put skip list( "dat• = "); 
got ed1t(datal) (A(80)); 
end; 
End i~I; ~:o~:~u~! ~~o~;~~ ~!'!~t!r 1~~~tl~~or•ation about the 
There are four ••nus •hich allo• the user to select any module 
of input. Control of the progra~ is then passed to procedures 
to input 1nfor~ation about the actual •odel itself. 





























































































































str ac • 
ftrac • 
I* ProJect n•~• *' 
I* Modelers name*' 




hxad bin(15) ext: 
dcl arr oitCl) initc•1•e); 
Del 
(opt1onO,ootionl,opt1on2,option3} fixed bin(7) 1nit(O 
dcl ERRCHK entry (float bin(!l),float b1nC!l),bit(l)}; 
dcl Partsys entry; 
dcl Stats entry; 
dcl Header entry; 
'**************** MAIN PQOCEDURE EXECUTION ~*****************' 
err ·1 ·e: 
Call MenuO: '* print the first monu 3nd chack input option *' 
do while ( err )l 
























































































































end; I* end of option input loop *I 
Jo wnil• (opt1onO < 4}; 
If (optionO E l}thon call H•ader; 
9-FEB-1984 06:36:59 
29-JAN-1984 23:s1:28 
els• If (optionO • 2} then call Partsysl 
else call Stats: 
.,.,. = ·1 ·e; 
VAX-11 PL/1 Yl.4-55 
ORA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FlNISMEOJMA 
Call MenuOl t• pr1~t tho first Nonu and check input option *' 
do wh1lo ( err )l 
put sklp listc•Ple3se •nter your option: which option 7•}; 
get list(optionO); 
Call ~R~CHK(opt1onO,S,err); 
end; I• ond of option input loop *' 
End: 1• End of paraNeter input *' 
, .................................•.................................... , 
I* INTERNAL PROCEDURES •1 , ..•................•....•...•...•.................•.................... , 
HenuO : proc; 
put sk1p(2,}l 
put skip listc·································································> 
put skip listc•• •·> 
put skip list(•• ~ODEL CONTROL INFORMATION *") 
put skip list<•• •"> 
put skip list<•• Option Para~eters ••> 
put skip list<"• •"> 
put skip list("* 1. Ho~der and ProJect Infor~ation •") 
put skip l1st<"• z. Part Infor~at1on *") 
put skip list<"• 3. Statistics Gathering Information ••> 
put skip list<"• 4. Roturn ••> 
put skip list<"• •"> 
















































































































DCL GPT :NTRTl 
DCL "EP ENTRY; 
9-FEB-1984 06:36:59 
29-JAN-1984 23:s1:29 
DCL ER~CHK ENTRY (FLOAT 8INC31),FLOAT &IN(31), BIT(l)): 
OCL optionl fixed b1n(7>: 
dcl err b1tCl) initc•1•e>: 
opt1onl O: 
Call ,enuz: 
err = ·1·e: 
o~ •h1l• ( err >: 
put sk1p list( 0 Select the desired option bv enter1n; a nu•ber,"): 
put skip list(• •hich option 7°): 
get list(optionl): 
call ERRCHK(opt1onl,4 1 err); 
End: I• option 1nput and error check *I 
Do •h1le C opt1onl < 3 ): 
If(opt1onl a l)then call GPT: 
els• call HEP: 
C•ll 111enuz: 
err .a ·1 ·s: 
Do •h1le ( err ): 
put skip l1st( 0 Select the desired option by enterin~ a nu•btr,"): 
put skip list(• •hich option 7"): 
get list(optionL): 
































































End,'* option input and error check*' 




VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
-ORA1:[U3941AA.THESIS.FINISMEO]M, 
put skip(ZS)l 
put skip list<"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••> 
put skip list<•• -,·> 
put skip l1st("I HEADER I PRJJECT INFORMATION t") 
put skip list("# t") 
put skip list<"• Option It•• t") 
put skip list<"• •"> 
put skip ist("t 1. General project tittles t") 
put s~ip list<"t •"> 
put skip list("t z. ~odel execution para•eters t") 
put skip list<"• 1•> 
put skip list<•• 3. Return •"> 
put skip list("t I") 
put skip list<"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••> 
end ••nuz; 
End Header; 
HEP : proc: 1••••••••••••••• ENTRY DECLARATIONS ••••••••••••••••••••1 
iINCLUDE "UCASE.PLI•; 
OCL ERRCHK ENTRY (float bin(31),float ~in(ll),bit(l)); 
dcl le•2 entry < char(80) var,float b1n(31) , bit(l)); 
dcl ERROR entry ( fix•d b1n(31),char(e) var): 
'****************** VARIA9LE OECLARAT(ONS ••••••••••••••••1 
dcl( strace . ,. Ti•• to st11rt trace ., 
ftrace • 1• r1 ... to finish trace ., tstart, 
Hinish, 
sclear ) 1• Ti•• to clear statistics ., 



















































































































dcl err b1tCl> in1tc•o•e>: 
dcl true b1tC1> 1n1tc•1•3); 
dcl false Dit(l) initC"1"8); 
dcl v•lue flo•t bin(31); 
dcl enu~ fixed b1n(31); 
dcl (str1n9l, stringZ ) char(8~) var: 
dcl(ans,ansl,•ns2,ans3) char(3) var: 
9-FEB-1984 06:36:59 
29-JAN-1984 23:51:2& 
!••••••••••••• Procedure Execution Sag•ent •••••••••••••••1 
err : true: 
do •h1l• C err ); 
put -skip(25) l1stc•enter the startlni and stopping t1••s for•>; 
put skip listc•the si•ulat1on saperat1ng the values by com•as.·>: 
put skip listc•r1ses • "); 
get list(stringl,str1ng2): 
Call l~xZ( stringl,tstart,err); 
if( arr ) then call :RqQR(lOl,•tr1ngl); 
Call lex2(str1ngZ,tf1n1sh,err); 
if( err ) then call eqROR(lOl,str1ng2): 







do •hile( Cans•• •yes·> t Cans•, •No•)); 
PUT SK[P L[ST(ans); 
put skip(5) listc•oo ~ou •i•h to use the TRACE option 1 (Tes/No>•>; 
get f1le(STSIN) list<ans>; 





















































































































VAX-11 PL/1 Vl.4-55 
DRA1:CU3841AA.THESIS.FINISHED)MI 
ans• UCASE(ans>: 
If((ans Aa "YcS') t (ans A: 'NO '))then put skip listC'Invalid, Ra-anter ?'); 
end: I* end of trace input and error check *' 
do while(( ans• ·,es•> terr>; 
put skip()) list('Entar the starting and stopping times for'); 
put skip list('the TRACE, saperating the values by commas.•>: 
put skip list('Ti••s • '): 
get list(stringl,string2): 
Call lexZCatringl,strace,arr): 
if( err) than call ERROR(lOl,str1ngl): 
Call lexZ(strino2,ftraca,orr): 
if( err) then call ERRDRC101,string2); 
if ( A err) than 
tall ERRCH~(•trace,ftraco,err); 
if( err) then call ERRORClOl,' '); 
else 
Call Val1d1ty(strace,ftraca): 
and: I* end of trace input ~1th error chack *' 
•n•l • • •: 
do •Wile( ( ansl A: "YES") t (3nsl As 'ND')); 
Put skipCZ) li•t<"Do you •ish t~ have statistics cleared"); 
put skip list("after a cert3in clock ti••? (Yes/No)'); 
get file(SYSIN) edit(ansl) (A(3)); 
ansl • UCASECansl): 
If((ansl As 'YES')~ (ansl A: 'ND"))then put sktp(Z) list("lnval1d, Ra-ontor?"); 
end; 
err- :s true: 
do •hile((ansl • "YES') t orr); 
put sk1p(l) l1st("Entor the t1mo you would l1ko to have"); 
put skip list('the statistical arrays cleared.'); 













































































































it< err> then call eaRaRc1a1,· ">; 
1f( Aerr > then 
Call :RRCHK(scl•ar,1.~+6,err); 






do •hil• ( •rr ); 
9-FEB-1984 06:36:59 
zg-JAN-1984 23:51:28 
put skip(3) l1st( 0 What is the TOTAL number of parts "); 
put skip list( 0 allo•ed in the syste1 at one t1me? 0 ); 
put skip list( 0 Ma• parts• 0 ); 
D•t edit(stringl) < 1(80)); 
1;1t !:r~~·irt~81Jv;~~~·~~;); 
end: 




err a true: 
do mhil• C •rr ); 
put skip(3) list( 0 What is the Total number of CARRIERS"); 
put skip l1stc•availabl• in the Material HandlLng System?"); 
put skip l1st( 0 Max CARRIERS• "); 
~•t edit( str1ngl > (1(80)); 
call l••Z<stringl,valua,err): 
1f( err> then put skiptZ) lLst( 0 Inval1d entry"); 
•nd: 
MAXCARTS • CEIL value); 
,e1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111e, 































































dcl vall float bin(31), 
valZ float bin(31): 
if( vall < tstart > then err• •1•a: 
else 




Stats : proc: 
dcl 





2 inv queue 
2 breiks 
dcl ans char (3) var: 
ext, 










, .....................•...........................•........ , 
~ork in pro,ass = •o·s 
production • ·o·a 
utilization • ·o·a 
inv_queue :I ·oae 
ans = •No•: 
arr = ·1·s: 
put sk1p(25); 
out skip l1st("Would you like the Work in Process Su~•ary Report?"); 
do •hile C err ); 
put skip list("Reply (Tes/No) "); 


















































































































•ns = UCASE(•ns>: 
9-FEB-1984 06:36:59 
29-JAN-1984 z3:s1:z9 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-SS 
DRA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEDJMA 
If(( •ns As "YES"> & C •ns -· "ND" >>then do:put skip(3) list("lnv•lid •> Re-enter"); 
err a ·1·a: 
else 1f( ans• •yes•> t~en do: 
err • ·o·s: 
=~~~-in_process = •1•a: 
els• 1f( •ns a "ND"> then do: 
end: 
.,. .. • ·1·1: 
•ns • •No•; 
arr = ·o·a: 
=~~~-in_grocess •- ·1~a; 
and; 
put skip(S) list( 0 Would you like a ?roduct1on Su•••r~ Report?"); 
do while ( •rr >: 
put 1k1p list( 0 Reply ( Yas I No) 0 ): 
get list(ans>: 
•ns • UCASE(ans>: 
If(( •ns Az 0 TeS") & Cans-· "ND 0 ))then do: 
put skip(Z) l1stC"Inv•lid •> ~•-enter"); 
....... a ·1·a: 
end; 
els• 1f ( ans a ·,as· ) thon do: 
production= •1•a; 
....... = ·0·3; 
and: 
else 1f (ans • "NO" > then do: 
end; 
production 



















































































































err a ·1·a: 
•ns • •No•; 
9-FEB-1984 06:36:59 
29-JAN-1984 z3:s1:2a 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRAl:CU3841AA.THESIS.FINISHED]HA 
put sk1p(5) l1st("Would you like to see the Utilization Su•Nary Report 7"); 
do ~h1le (err ); 
put sklp l1st(•Reply 
get list<ans>: 
ans• UCASE(ens): 
Yas/No > : •>; 
If(( ans •a •yes·> t <•ns Aa "NO"))then do; 
put skip(3) list("Invalid a) R•-enter"); 
err :a: ·1 ·s: 
end: 
alse if(ens • •yes• > then do; 
utilization a •1•a; 
err a ·o·e: 
end; 
els• if(ens • "hD") then do: 
end: 
err • •1 •£1; 
ilns :s •No•; 
utilization a ·o·s; 
err s ·o·a: 
end; 
out sk1p(S) l1st("Would you like to s•• the Queue su~••rv Report 7•); 
do ~h1le C err >: 
put sk1p list(•Raply C Yos/No > "); 
get l1st(ans); 
ans z UCASE(ans): 
If(( ans •a •yes·) £ ( ans Az ·No'))then do: 
else if( ans z 'YES") then do; 
inv_queue • •1•a; 
err :s ·o·a: 
end; 
































































els• 1f( ans s "NO")then do: 
end: 
err :s ·1·a: 
ans • •No•: 
inv_qu•u•. ·o·a; 




VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
OR&l:CU384l&A.THESlS.FlNISHEOJMA 
put skip(5) list("Do you have any Breakdo•ns 1n the model to be reported on 7"); 
do •h1le (err>: 
put skip l1st("Reply C Yes/No) "); 
get list(ans>: 
ans • UCASE(ans>: 
If(( ans A: •yes·) ~ ( ~ns Aa "NO"))then do: 
els• if( ans s ·,es·> th~n do: 
breilk$ a ·1·a: 
err z ·o·a: 
endi 
else if< ans s "NO" > then do: 
end; 
ENO Stats: 
break5 • ·o·a: 
arr • ·o·a: 
end: 
WCEOIT : proc 
&include "UCASE.PLJ"; 
dcl I Machin• (25) ••ternal, 
Z M_na•• char< 30 ) var, 
Z Type char ( 10 ) var, 
Z Capacity fi••d bin( 15 >, 
2 Utll fixed bin( 15 >, 
2 Oo•n fixed bin( 7 >, 
2 Block fixed bin( 7 >, 
Z Su•s float bin( 31 >, ... -- ···-· .. ,_,. ... " 






















































































































l Tlast float bin( 31 >, 











CHARAC ( 1S > 
char C 30) var, 
fixed bin( 15 >, 
float bin( 31 ) , 
float bin( 31 >, 
float bin( 31 >, 
float bin( 31 > l 
OCL works fixed bin(7) extarnall 
9-FfB-1984 06:37:00 
Z9-JAN-t984 z3:51:2a 
dcl Cstr1ngl,string2,string3,str1ng4 ) charCBO) varl 
dcl CJ,K,nuN) fixed bin(7)l 
del {~~~d btlills initC!l~B), bit(l), false bit(l) initc•o·a); 
dcl value float bin(3l)l 
dcl laxZ entry(char(80) var,float b1n(31), bit(l)), 
OPTIONS antry(char(80) var> 1 
SEARCH entry(char(30) var,fixed bin(7)), 
Look entry (char(BO) var,fixad bin(7)); 
VAX-11 PL/l Vl.4-55 
ORA1:CU3941AA.THfS!S.FlNlSHEOJM• 
, .................................................................................... / 
put skip(Z5) adit~·work Canter Editor•)(X(30) 1 A>; 
put skip(2) edit( Valid CONNands are: CHANGE(CJ, ADO<•>, DELETE(O),EXITCE>·>cxc5>,A>: 
PUT SKIP EOIT(•Co••and • •)(xCS>,•>: 
~;:i~:tt~·~~i~ll!i~i~~l~i 
stringl • SUBSTA(stringl1 1,l)l 
do While (Stringl As •e•,: 
if( stringl • •c•)then call CHNG we; 
•ls• ifCstringl • •a•)then call loowc: 
els• if(stringl • •o•)thon call NUKEl 
alse if(stringl Az •E 0 )then dol 
and; 
put skip ed1tc•1nvalid eo••and.")CX(5),A); g~: t~l~(~~lif!e~:~=~~d.co?)t~f;):~~; CHANGE(C), AOO(A), DELETECD),EXJT(E)")(X(5),A); 
get edit(strin~l)(a(80)); 





























































































































VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEOJMA 
~!1inf!ok(~i:f~<Jt~~~~f>; 
put skip(2) edt¥c 1 would you like to change the NAME, TYPE, or CAPACITY 1 °)(X(2),A); 
put skip edit("Entar NAME• N", 0 TYPE • r·.·cAPACITY • c·,· ")(X(S),A,SKIP,X(5),A,SKIP,X(5),A,A): 
do •hile(strin;3 A. 0 N" I string3 Aa ·r· I string3 Aa ·c·,: 
get edit(string3)(A(80)); 
string3 = UCASE(string)); 
string3 • SUBSTR(string3s1sl>: 
if( string3 •• "N° I string3 Aa C I string3 Aa 0 T 0 )then do; 
and; 
put skip edit(str1ng3," is not a valid opt1on. 0 )(A,A); 
put skip edit( 0 Re-enter : 0 )CA>; 
and: 
1f( str1ng3 • "N° > than do; 
put skip(2) editC"Enter the new neMe: 0 )CXClO>,A>; 
get ~dit( string4)(A(80)); 
string4 • UCASECstrin94); 
~ nase(nus) • string4, 
cill SEARCHCH_name(nus),works); 
and; 
al•• 1f( str1ng3 • •y• > then do; 
put skip(2) editC"Enter the new type 
get edit( string4)(A(8D)); 
string4 • UCASE(string4): 
if( Str1ng4 Aa •we• lstring4 Az 0 Ul 0 
do while ( err); 
0 )(X(10),A>; 
5tr1ng4 •a •L•> then err= true: 
~ut skip edit(string4 ,• is an invalid work center type. 0 )(X(S),A); 
put skip edit( 0 Re-enter: ·,cxcs>,A>; 
get edit( string4)(A(80)); 
string4 •UCASE(string4); 




else if( string3 • ·c· > then do; 
put skip(2) edit( 0 Enter the new c•pecity 
get edit( string4)(A(80)); 
c•ll lexZ ( string4,value,err); 
if( value> 127.0) then err• true: 
























































































































VAX-lie PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRA1:[U3941AA.THES!S.F[NIS~EDJMA 
put skip ed1tc•rhe ne• capacity is out of rangel•)CXC5) 1A); 
put skip edit("The capacity must be greater than zero,·,cxcs>,A>: 
put skip editc•and less than 128.")CXCS),A): 
end CHNG_wc: 
put skip editc•Re-enter: •>cXC5),A); 
get edit( string4)(AC80)); 
call lex2Cstring4,value,err); 
if( value> 127.0 ) then err• true: 
end: 
Capacity(nuN) = CEIL(value); 
end; 
, ••••••••••••••••••••• e•••·······················································••1 
ADDIIC : proc; 
if C •orks • 25) then do; 
err• true: 
put skip()) ed1tc•eRROR ••> You already have 25 •ork centers•)CX(5),A); 
put skip edit(•You cannot add •ore•)CX(ll),A): 
end; 
do •hile(Aerr>: 
~~~k!ktp(!)k!ditlienter a name for the work 
~·t edit(string3)(A(80)); 
M name(•orks) • UCASE(string]); 
cill SEARCH(M name(•orks>,•orks): 
put skipCZ> eattc•enter the work center type 
get edit(strin~3)(AC80)); 
~!rtnsi1io~it!t~f~r!~f 3 >: 
center •)(X(5),A); 
·>exc5>,,0: 
Type(•orks) • (str~ng3): 
put skip(2) editc•enter a cap~city 
get edit( string3)CA(80)); 
·>excs>,o: 
call lex2Cstring3,valua,err): 
if( value< 1.0) then err• true: 
els• if( value> 127.0) then err• true: 
do while (err>: 
~~: !t!~ :~t:f=I~e•~=~•g!t~ ~5 o~ut1:!sr;~~~·;1~~~f~ll~!:a): 
g•t edit( string3)CAC90)): 
call lex2Cstring3,v~lue,err>: 
end; 
Capac1ty(works) • CEIL(value>: 
end: 
end ADDIIC: 
































































































1 z z z z z z z z z 
2 z 
1 
NUKE : proc:; 
found • filll,•: 
do wh1l•< •found): 
9-FEB-1984 06:31:00 
Z9-JAN-1984 23:s1:2e 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DR&l:CU3841AA.lHESIS.FINISHEDJN• 
put skip(Z) editc•enter th• n••• of the work c:enter ")(XC5),&); 
put skip edit(•to De deleted : 0 )(X(S),&); 
get ed1t(string3)CA(80)); 
string3 • UCASe<stringJ); 
J. o: 
do •hile(•found, J < •orks): 
J • J • l : 
if( M_name(J) • str1ng3)th•n found• tru•: 
•nd; 
1f( •found) then put skip edit("Invillld work c:enter na••·">CXC5>,•>: 
end; 
do ll = J to <•orks - 1): 
Nilc:hine(K) a Mach1ne(ll+l); 
end; 
•orks • •orks - 1; 
end NUlEI 
, ..........................•...................................................... , 
END WC EDIT; 
EDIT_CNTL : proc:: 
dcl reply char(80) 




, ..................................... , 
DO •h1le Cr•ply •a 0 4"); 
c:all ••nu: 
put sk1p(Z) ed1t("Wh1ch module would you l1ke to edit 1 ")(X(16),A); 
9et edit(replr>C&CaD)); 
if( reply= • ")then c•ll edgpt; 
•l•• 1fCr•ply • •z•>then call NEP: 
•ls• 
1f(reply • •3•)then Cilll edpilrtl 

































































put skip(30) ed1tc•option 
put skip( 2) edit(• 1 
put skip( 2) edit(• 2 
put skip( 2) edit(• 3 
put skip( 2) edit(• 4 
put skip; 
Gener•~o~~!e:~ix~lflt!!£)(XC15) A); 
Model Ex•cu~ion P•r•11eters•>cxcl5> 1 A>i 
Part Infor11ation •)(XC15,,A,; 
Exit •)(X(lS),A); 
end 111enu: , ...............•........ , 
=~~piopP~~~~; 
dcl roply 
de l Mna11e 
char(80) var, newstring 
char(80) var ext, 
char(BO) var ext, 













skip( Z) edit(" 1 
skip( 2) edit(" 2 





Current date ~)(X(20),A) 
Exit •)(XC20),A) 
para~eter do you wish to ch•nge 
1f( reply • "l") then dol 
put skip(3) editc•enter the new Modelers na11e 
get edit(newstrin9)CACaO)); 
Mname • newstring. 
and: 
else 1f( reply• ·z·> then do; 
put sk1p(3) ed1t("Enter the new Droject na11e 
~~!11 :d!t~:::::i~~y><ACBO>): 
•nd; 




put sk1p(3) od1t("Enter tho new date 
get ed1t(nawstr1n¥)CACaO)); 
")(X(10),A>: 











































































do •hile( J < •orks , Afound >: 
J. 1: 
po si t1on 
J 
J • 
ifC M n•me(J) • name )th•n do: 




if( Afound )then do: 
9-FEB-1984 06:37:oo 
29-JAN-1984 z3:s1:2e 




put skip(]) edit(name,"is not a valid work center name. 0 )(XCS),A,A): 






, .................................................. , 
EDIT_MOOEL : proc: 
dci replr char(80) var: 
dcl ~~f~olT l~l~~: 
MHEDIT ENTRY; 
call e11enu: 
reply z ••: 
do •hileC reply A• •4•): 
PUT SKIP EOITC"Which module do you •1sh to edit? •)(X(14),I); 
get edit( repl¥) (AC80)); 
if( reply• 0 1) th•n call WCEDITl 
else if( reply• •z•)then call SHTEDIT: 
•lse if( reply• "3")then call MHEOIT: 




































































put sklp (25} ; 
put ski~ • dit C • 11 II I II I II II I II II 111 II 11 I I II I II I II II I 1111 I II II II I • )( X C 14}, A> 
PUT SKI EDIT("I . ")(X(14),A) 
PUT SKIP EDITC"I HilOcL STATEMENT EDITOR ")(X(l4),A) 
PUT SKIP EDITC"I 
PUT SKIP EDITC"I OPTION FUNCTION 
PUT SKIP EDIT("I 
PUT SKIP EDIT("I 1. EDIT WORK CENTERS 
PUT SKIP EDITC"I z. EDIT SHUTTLES 
PUT SKIP EDITC"I 3. EDIT MATERIAL HANDLING PATHS 
PUT SKIP EDIT("I 4. EXIT 
PUT SKIP EDIT("I 
PUT SKIP EDITC"II I I I Ill 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
end e11enu; 
•nd EDIT _MODEL; 
, .......•................... , , .....•...................... / , ............................. , 














")( X(14), A) 
")(X(14),0 
")(X(14) 1 A) 
"l(X(l4) 1 A) 
")(X(l4) 1 A) 
")(XC14),A) 
")(X(I4),A) 
put skip(Z) ed1t("wh1c~ function would you liko to perform? ")(XC18),A); 
~·t ed1t(roply)(A(80)): 
1t( roply a "l")thon call no~shut; 
elso if(roply s "Z")th•n c11ll modshut: 
else if(roply = "3")thon c11ll nukoshut: 
elso 1f(reply As "4")thon 
end; 














EDIT("/ SHUTTLE EDITOR /")(X(ZO),A) 































































PUT SKfP EOITC"I l")CXC20J•'J 
PUT SK P EDITf"I 1. &Oa A SHUTTLE l")(X(20 oA 
PUT SKIP EDIT ·1 2. MODIFY A SHUTTLE 1·,cx120>,A> 
PUT SKIP EDITf"I 3. DELETE A SHUTTLE 1·,cx 20),A) 
PUT SKIP EDIT •1 4. EXIT l")CXC20) 0 A) 
PUT SKIP EDIT("/ 1•)(X(20),A) 
PUT SKIP EOIT("llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.)(X(20) 0 A) 
•nd shut••nu; 
.nd SHTEOIT; , .....••................ , 
, ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
1•••·················•••1 
ne•shut: proc; 
dcl l•x2 •ntry < char(BO> var, float bin(31),bit<l>>, 
Qu• •ntry ( char(BD) var, fix•d bin<7>>r 
Parm_in •ntry ( char(SD) var,fix•d bin(7)J; 
linclud• ·ucase.PL1•; 
IINCLUDE "SHUTS.PL?"; 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRl1:CU3841A&.THESIS.FINIS~EDJ~I 
dcl wore bit(l), tru• bit(l) init("l"B) 1 fals• bit(l) init("0"8), 
str1ngl char(80) var,str1ng2 char(8U) var, string) char(80) var, 
string4 char(8D) var, strings char(8D) var, string6 char(8D) var, 
string7 char(8D) var, caps float bin(3t), numerr bit(l)o 
io•rr bit(l>, pointer fi••d bin(7); 
1••·······································································•••1 
put skip(S) list("Do you n•ed to ••e th• instruction set? C YES/ND): "); 
get list(strinal); 
stringl • UCAS!(stringt); 
if(stringl • "YES" I stringl • ·,· > th•n call instructions; 
put skip(2) list("Shuttl• nam•: "); 
g•t edit(stringl) ( &(30)): 
stringl • UC&Sc(str1ngl); 
do •hile (str1ngl •• "QUif"); 
SHUTS• SHUfS • 1 : 
c_na••<SHUTS> • strinal: 
put skip(2) list("Capacity, Q Rank , Q number, Work Cent•r, 110, Distribution"); 





























































U35 , is,' 



























3 z z z 
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nu~err = f•l5e; 
Call lexZ(str1ngZ,caps,numerr); 
do while ( nuNerr )l 
9-FEB-1984 06:)7:oo 
29-JAN-1984 z3:s1:29 
put skip(Z) list(•The cepac1ty must be numeric, re-enter: •); 
get list(string2): 
nuraerr a false: 
Call lex2(string2,caps,numerr>: 
end; 
Nu~s(SHUTS) • CEIL(caps): 
nu~err • false: 
call lexZ<str1ng7,caps,nu•err)l 
if( caps > 100 I caps< l ) then numerr ~ •t•a: 
do mh1l1(numerr): 
put sk1p(Z) list("The Q nuNber ls invalid, re-enter: •); 
~~!e~~i!<;!r!:?7)(A(80))l 
call lex2( string7,caps,nu•err): 
if( caps> 100 I caps< 1 ) then numerr • •1•a; 
end; 
po1nt1r • CEIL( caps); 
string)• UCASE(string3 >: 
Call QUE(string3,pointer ); 
Que num(SHUTS) • p3inter: 
Link(SHUTS) • UCASE(string4); 
string5 • UCASE(str1ngS)l 
IOerr • true: 
~!<.~1r!nf5roe;~·,:1 strin;5 • ·o• > then IOerr • false; 
VAX-11 Pl/[ Vl.4-55 
ORA1:CU3841AA.THESIS.FINISHcO)MA 
put sk1p(Z) list("The shuttle ••snot specifi•d a, [nput or Output 1°>; 
put skip list(•Re-enl•r: ·>: 
got list(stringS); 
string5 • UCASE(string5); 
if( string5 • •1• I string5 • •o• )thin I01rr • f1ls,: 
end; 
[OCSHUTS) • string5 





























































Call Parm 1n(string6,pointer); 
Moves(SHUTl> • polnter: 
M_dist( SHUTS)• string6 
put Jkip(2) list("Shuttle 
get list( str1ngl >: 
stringl • UCASECstringl); 




, ................................................•....••.•.. , 
instructions: proc: 
vax-11 PL/I Yl.4-55 
DRA1:CU3841AA.THESIS.FINISHE,JN, 
put sklp(3) edit<••••• Shuttle Input Instructions •••••><XC20),A); 
put skip(3) edit(•The shuttle input description is divided into t•o•)(X(20),A); 
put skip edttc•sections. The first section asks vou for a shuttle")(XC15),A); 
put skip edit("n•••· You •av either input an••• less than 30.)(X(l5) 1a); 
put skip edit("characters or tip• QUIT to t•r•in•t• the shuttle •>cxc1,>,a>: 
put skip edit("input ••quence. >(X(l5),A): 
put skip edit("Th• second section •ill ••k vou to input •i• ")(X(ZO),a); 
put skip edit("different it•••· The six input it••• •r• •• ")(X(l5) 9 A); 
put skip edit("follo•s: Shuttle Capacitv 1 Queue Rank, Queue Disiplin•, ")CX(lS),A); 
put skip edit("Work Center link, Shuttle tunciton: input/output, and a ")(X(l5) 1 A); 
put skip edit("distribution n••• for •ov•••nt ti•••· The pro•pt for ")CX(l5),&J; 
put skip edit("the second section of input is a•>• .")(X(Z.O>,a); 
end instructions: 
, ................................................................. , 
end ne•shutl 
, .................................. , 
nukashut : proc; 
iINCLUDE ·ucasE.PLI": iINCLUOE "SHUTS.PLI·: 
dcl no bit(l), true b1t(l) 1n1tc•1°B),false b1t(l) in1t("O"B>, 
J fixed bin(l), found b1t(l), string char(BO) v•r, 
replv char(BO) var, K fixed bin(l): 
de l getname entry( fixed bin(l)); 
no• true: 
































































do while( •found); 
9-F:a-1914 o<,:31:00 
29-JAN-1984 z3:s1:2a 
VAX-11 PL/1 Vl.4-55 
0Rll:[U3841AA.THESIS.F1N1SHEDJMA 
put skip(2) edit( 0 You heve chosen to delete the shuttle ·,c neme(J))CX(5),A 1 A); 
put skip ed1t("Is it elright to delete 7°, 0 Reply( YES/NO 1•JCXC5>,A,skip,X()),A); 
get edit(r•ply)(AC80)); 
reply• UCASECreplr>: 
if( reply• "YES" reply• "NO")then found• true: 
•lse put skip edit("Invel1d reply 0 )CXCS),A); 
1f( reply• ·,es•)then no• false: 
and: 
end; 
do K • J to SHUTS-1: 
CARTS(K) a CARTS(K+l): 
ENO; 
end nuke•hut: 
/ ............................................ / 
~odshut: proc: 
dcl t~e!Y D1~~r~<f~Itl!fls>1 t!t::d ~i~iri·1~i~c~o~,~~l>, 
nawe char(SO) var, •rr bit(l); 
llNCLUOE ·ucASE.PLI": IINCLUDc 0 SHUTS.PLI 0 : 
de l Par-11_ 1n 
Que 
1 •• 2 
entry( cher(80) var,fixed bin(J)), 
antry(cher(IO) var,fixed binCJ>>, 
entry(char(IO) var,float bin(31),bit(l)); 
c~ll sc~•nu; 
do while( reply•• 0 6"); 
put skip ed1t("Which function ~ould yo~ like to perfor• 1 ")(X(lS),A); 
9et edit( repl¥)(A(BO)); 
if( reply• •1 )than call ne•n•••: 
•ls• if(reply • "2")then call newtype: 
els• 1f(reply • •3•)then call newlink: 
els• if(reply • •4•)then call newdist: 
els• if(reply s "S")then call ne•Q: 
else if(reply •• 0 6")then 

















































































































end ne•ti,pe; , ........••..................... , 
n••link: proc; 
dcl J f1xed bin(l), string char(80) var; 




put skip edit("Enter the no• work center link 
get edit( string )CA(BO)); 
string• UCASE(string); 
Link(J) • string; 
end ne•l1nk; 







dcl Par•_in entri,( char(80) var, f1••d b1n(l)); 
dcl gotn•~e entri,Cfixed bin(l)>: 
dcl (J,pointer)f1x1d bin(7); 
dcl string char(80) var; 




M_dist(J) • string; 
Moves(J) • pointar: 
end ne•dist: 






CJ,polnter) fixed b1n(7); 
value float bin(31): 
err bitCl): 
• )( X(lO) ,a): 
~=!~••• =~~~~t~~:~fa3!n~!t!l1oat bin(31),b1t(l)); 
dcl str1ng char(80 > var: 
_ ..... ____ ,,,. 









































































































































SKIP EDIT("\ \")(X(15J,AJ 
SKIP EDIT("\ SHUTTLE MODIFICATIONS \•)(X(15),A) 
SKIP EDIT("\ \")(X(15),A) 
SKIP EDIT("\ OPTIONS FUNCTION \•)(X(15),A) 
SKIP EDIT("\ 1. CHANGE A SHUTTLE NAME ,·,cx(15),A) 
SKIP EDIT("\ 2. CHANGE A SHUTTLE TYPE \•)(X(15),A) 
SKIP EDIT("\ 3. CHANGE A WORK CENTER LINK \•)(X(15),A) 
SKIP EDIT("\ 4. CHANGE A MOVEMENT DIST ,·,cxcts),A) 
SKIP EDIT("\ 5. CHANGE THE QUEUE LINK \")(X(15),A) 
SKIP EDIT("\ 6. EXIT \•)(X(15),A) 
~~I~ ~gl~f:~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~:J~:~~i~s!l 
end sc•enu: 
, ....................... , 
newn,a11e proc: 
linclud• ·ucasE.PLI": 
dcl nil•e char(BO) var, found b1t(l), J fixed bin(7); 
dcl getna•• entry(fixed bin(l)); 
call getna•e(J); 
put skip edit("Enter th• n•• nilme : ")(X(S),A): 
get edit(name)(A(BD)); 
nase • UCASE(name); 
~n~·==~~!.::naae: 






J FIXED 81NC7>, err bit(l>r string char(80) var: 
getnase entry(fixed bln(l)J; 
call getname(J); 
err • ·1·e: 
do while( err >; 
VAX-11 PL/I Yl.4-55 
DRA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHED)NA 
put sk1p ed1tc•enter the new tipe, Input or Output 
put skip ed1t('Reply( l/0 > : )(X(lO),A); 
•)(X(lO),A>: 
get edit( str1ng)(AC8D)): 
string• UCASE(string); 













































































































2 z z 
i 
err • •1•a: 
do 11hih(err ); 
9-FEB-1984 06:37:oo 
29-JAN-1984 23:51:28 
put skip ed1t("Enter then•• queue nu•ber: ")(X(lO),A); 
get edit(str1ng)(A(80)>: 
t;t1 v!t~!<~t~!;g1v:!r~:e~ri&o.o > then do: 
err • ·1·a: 
put sk1p ed1t("Inval1d queue nu•ber ")(X(lO>,a>: 
end; 
.1 •• • ,.,. a ·o·a: 
end: 
pointer a CEIL(valu•>: 
call Quec••,po1nter): 
Jue_nua(J) • pointer: 
end newq; 
end •odshut: 
, ......................................... , 
getna••: proc(J>: 
dcl J fixed bin(l): 
dcl found b1t(l): 




do while( •found); 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORAl:CU384lAA.THESIS.FINISHEDlM• 
put skip edit("Enter the na•e of the shuttle you •lsh to chang•: ")(X(5),A); 
~et ed1t(na•e)(A(8Q)); 
na•e • UCASE(name): 
J. o: 
do while( J < SHUTS t •found): 
J a J • 1; 
!~~~-n••e(J) • n•••) then found• •1•s; 














































































































I* This procedure pro~pts the user for the input of 
tho work c•nter descr1ptions. It 15 called by 




UNCLUDE ·ucASE. PLI.; 







char( ao> var, 
ch.,r(BO) v.,r, 
char( 80) var; 
,ntry (f1xod bin(31),char($) var ); 
dcl OPTIONS entry (char (80) var); 
dcl MACH_IN ontry; 
dcl LOGIC ontry; 
dcl SAVE_~ACH ontry; 
dcl lex2 entry (char(BO) var,float bin(31),b1t(l)); 
dcl ERRCHK ontry(float b1n(31),float bln (31),b1t(l),f1xed b1n(31)); 
dcl SEARC" ontry (ch~r(30) var,f1xod b~n(lS)); 
dcl arr 11t(l)i 
dcl valu• float :,in(3ll: 
de l I I fixed bln(l5) 
, ..... ,,. ... ,,..,,. ........................................ , 
put sk1p(25); 
put skip edit( •**** wORK CENTER DESCRIPTIONS ****") CX(20),A); 
























































































































old ·o·e: ne~ 
err % ·1 ·s: 




VAX-II PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRA1:(U3341AA.THESIS.FINISHEDJ~A 
put sk1p(3) l1st("Oo you wish to use NEW or cXISTING Work Contor Descriptions ?"): 
put skip l1st("Reply C N:W/OLO ): "); 
got list( str1ngl)l 
str1n9l E UCASE( ,tr1ngl ); 






·~f~") thon now 
old::: ·1·0; 
• 1 • 3: 
"OLD")thon err ·o .... 9; 
do while ( new ): /t Cre3te new ~ork center descr1pt1ons ~, 
put skip(5) l1st("Oo you noed to soo the instruction sot ?(YES/NJ) "); 
;et list{strlnil)l 
string! = UCISc(stringl): 
if(stringl = "JES" I str1n~l •y• ) thQn call 1nstruct1ons: 
ne11 .s ·o·s: 
.,.,. • 1 .. S; 
do 11h1l• (err): 
Put 1k1p(Z) ed1t(•How man~ ~ork c~nters are there 1n 1our ststem 7•) (X(~),A}; 
~et list(str1n,l): 
oirr = '"'O ·s; 
Call 1~-zCstr1nQl.value,~rr); 
1f ( value<= 0-~ ) thon do; 
call ERRJR ( 110,•tringl ); 


























































































































if( valuo > 25.0) th•n do; 
9-FEB-1984 06:34:59 
14-JAN-1984 14:30:14 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FIN1S~EO]MA 
put sk1p listc•vou aro l1m1tod to 25 work centers.•); 
put sk1p list("Ploaso ro-onter tho number of work cont•rs."); 
•rr • ·1·e: 
end: 
olse 
if (Aerr) then 
•orks • CEIL<v•lue); 
end: 
do II 1 to morks by 1; 
err = ·1 •a; 
do while ( orr ); 
put skip(2) edit("Work Centor ·,11,· 
get list C string1,strinoZ,str~no3); 
stringl • UCASE(stringl); 
string3 • UCASE(string3); 
M_name ( 11 a stringl; 




1f( value< 1.0) then 
err= •1•s: 
do while C orr ) ; 
"HA,F(2),A); 
put skip listC"Tho work contor capacity ,ust bo > O '); 
put skip list("Re-ontor : "); 
get edit (str1ng2)(A(80)); 
.,.,. a •oee; 
~;! 1 v!r~:<it1~0~ 2i~=~u:;:r~>tl.B: 
end: 
Capacity C II ) • FLOOR C v~luq ); 


























































































































VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEJJ~A 
Typa ( II ) = string]; 
end;/$ ~nd of ind1v1dual machine input 3nd error checks •I 
end: I* end of Nach loop*' 
CALL LO~IC 
err s•1•a; 
dQ •hil• C arr ); 
put skip(S) list("Would you lika tha wo-k c,ntar descriptions saved in a tile 7 ( TIN ): 
9at l1st(stringl); 
str1ngl = UCASE( strin9l ); 
it(str1ngl •y• 
,nd: 
stringl • 'N") than arr 
if(stringl z •y• ) than call SAVE_KACH: 
ENO; t• End of "n••" loop *I 
do wh1 la old >: 
old • ·o·a: 
Call '4ACH_IN: 
ENO: 
'****••••••••• Internal procedures ********•******' 
1nstruct1ons proc: 
• o ·a: 
put skip()) adit("**** ~ork C•nter Input Instructions ****"> (XC15),A); 
put skip(3) list(" Tha first 1ta~ you will be asked for 1s the nu~b•r"); 
put skip list("of ,achine cant•rs 1n the systa~. The nu~ber ~ust"); · 
put skip list("b• lass than 25. Next you will ba asked to input"); 
put skip l1st("the description of aach work canter in the system one"); 
put skip list("at • ti~•· Tha input for~at consists of thraa f1olds."); 
put skip list("Tha first field is the na~• of the ~ork canter. Tha "); 
put skip list("second f1ald 15 tha capacity of tha work cantor. "): 
put skip list("Tha capacity 1s the number of parts th•t can be "); 
put skip list("processad 1n parallel by the •ork conter. Finally,">: 
put skip list("tha third field is the type of work canter. The"); 
put skip list("different types ara listed belo•.">: 
put skip(Z) list(" ~ork Center Types"); 
put skip(2) list(' WC a) Regular work cantor either a Nachina or ~anual station"); 
put skip list c· L •> Load station·>: 
put skip list c· UL => Unload station"); 
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326 I 
















343 I 2 344 2 
345 2 
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Th1s procadure search•s the structure Machine 
:~~n~hth~i~;~r·~~kp~~~~i~dn;~e~ha~~•a•~~~!~c~!!.!s 
*' SEARCH : proc C na,e,J); 
l tNCLJD~ 'UCASE.PLI"; 
dcl ER~DQ entry (f••~d b1n(3;),char(80) var); 
dcl le•Z entry (char(dO) var,float bin(31),b1t(l)); 
lINCLU3E 'MACHINE.PL!": 
dcl na,e char(30) var: 
dcl wnu~ fixed b1n(31): 
dcl (j,k)flxed binC15); 
dcl C dupl1cate,arrorl) b1t(l); 
dcl <•,•rr> bit{!) initc·o·e>: 
dcl ~ore b1t(l) 1n1t('l'S); 
dcl gcnu~ chAr(80) var: 
dcl val flo•t bin{31); 
duplicate = •1•e; 
do 11hile( duplicate J; 
•rrorl z ·o·e; 
k : 0; 
d3 11h1le ( k (J-1) t ( ~errorl ) ): 
~ =k + 1; 
1fC M_naru( k l na•ne ) then error] • 1 • 3; 
end; 
1f( errorl ) then call new_nam~; /~ 1nt•rnal procedure to pro~pt 
for a ne~ worW c~nter na~• 
*' 
else dupl1c•t• • 0 • d: 



































































l*I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 111111111111111 I I I I I I I I I I I I 111111 l*I 
n••-n•~• proc; 
put sk1p(2) edit<"••••••• ·, 0 Jupl1cata Work Center Na••" ) (A 1 X(5),A); 
put sk1p(2) edit("Work Center ",k," has the samo name") CA,F(2),A); 
put skip ed1t("as ~ork Canter ",J)(A,F{2)); 
err z ·1 ·s; 
put skip(2) edit("~ntor a naw nama for Work Canter ",j," ") 
(A,F(2} ,A); 
;et list(na•a); 
naNo a UCASE(naNe): 
End new_na11e; 
end SEARCH; 





dcl l RECORD 
Z n••e char()Ol, 
l name2 char(lO), 
l nuNbor fixed b1n(7); 
dcl •v~bol char(3) var; 
dcl posit1~n fixed b1n(7); 






























































































































de l ,.ore_records bit Cl): 
del a~!~ ... e cha,-(80) var, cha..C12) var: 
de l racnu;m fixed bin(7), 
,.,.,o,.ds fixed bin(7), 
JJ fixed bin(7): 




on endfile(logical) mo,-,_,.,cords • false: 
~ore_racords • true: 
on und•finadfile (logical) ~,gin: 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:[U3841AA.THES!S.FINIS~EOJ~A, 
put ski?CZ) ed1t("The f1l1",f1lename,"does not ax1st.")(A,X(1),A(l2),X(l),A); 
error true: 
end; 
ON ANYCONDlTIDII BEGIN: 
Put skip l1st("lnput/Jutput Error"); 
el"'ror = true; 
end; 
, ............•....................................... , 
put sk1p(25) edit("•••• F'4SS F1lin9 Syste,fl ••••">CX(ZZ),4): 
error truei 
do mh1l1( 1rror >: 
~ut sk1pC)) od1t("Do you need 1nstruct1ons ?C Y/N ): "> (XCZO),A); 
;et 1td1t(rapl~) (A(80)); 
replv: UCASECreplv>: 
1f( reply • •y• I reply : "N")then ~rror • false: 
end; 























































































































error = true: 
do •hila( error); 
9-FEB-1984 06:34:59 
14-JAN-1984 14:30:14 
put sklp(5) ed1t( 0 Entor a valid f1lo na~•= ") (X(25),A): 
got edit(f1lena•e> C ~(8)); 
f1lenaNe • UCASEC f1lenaNe ); 
sy•bol • SUSSTRCfilon••o,1,1): 
pos1t1on • INOEX(alpha,sy~bol): 
if ( oos1t1on = 0) then do: 
VAX-11 fl/I Yl.4-55 
ORAt:[U384lAA.THESIS.FINIS~EJJv• 
put sk1p(Z) od1t("Tho f1lo ",filona~e,· 1s 1nval1d, ro-ontarl")C A,A,A); 
ol se 
arror = true: 
end; 
error = fal sei 
opon f1l• lo111cal t1tlo( f1lonaNa ): 
r•cnu~ = 0 i 
road f1lo(loo1cal> into (RECJRC) koyto(rocnum): 
1f(nawe Aa •work Center Oescr1~t1ons•)then doi 
put skip ed1t('The f11e•,t1lena~e,·do~s not conta~n Work Centar Oas:r1pt1,ns. ·)(A,) 
put skip list("You ~ill need to •nter a different f1lonaNo. 0 ): 
error a tru•; 
Close f1lo( lo111cal ) : 
end: 
endi/* end of error do ~h1le •/ 
error a false: 
put skip(5) ed1t( 0 Tho Work Cont~r dascr1pt1ons aro be1no read fro• ·,t1lona~olCXC~),A,lC8l); 
fil•n••• = f1lon•~• I I ·.oAT" : 
r•cords = o: 
do 11h1lo rnor e_records ) f 
records • records • 1 
r•ad f1l•Cloo1call into ( RECORD > koyto(rocnu~): 




















































63 3 I 









69 5 I' 
Type(records) = namel: 
Capacity(records) = number: 
•ndl/* end of writ• loop */ 
works= records - li 
9-FES-1984 06:34;59 
14-JAN-1984 14;30:14 
put sk1p(2) ed1t( 0 The file has been creat•d.·) C X(24),A); 
VAX-II PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:CU3841AA.THES!S.FINISHEOJ~A 
~ut skip edit(•There were',•orks,•records read from the f1le.')(XCl6),A,XCl),F(Z),X(l),A); 
close file C lo~ical > ; 
Call Pause: 
, ........................................................ / 
1nstruct1ons: proc: 
put skip(5) edit(••+++ F1l1ng System Instructions ++++') ( XC21) 1 A); 
put skip()) edit(•In the filing system you will be asked to enter•) CXC15),A); 
put skip editc•a file name •here your model statements can be.)(XC10),A); 
put skip editc•saved. The file name can consist of from 1 to e•)(X(10) 1 A); 
put skip edit(•letters or numbers. rlowever, the first character•) (X(lo),A); 
put sk1p edit(••ust be a letter. Exa•ples of valid file names•)CXClO),A); 
put skip editc•are shown belo•.·> C XCIO),A); 
put skipC2) editc•valid Fil• Names')CXC29),A): 
put skip(2) edit(•USERFILE 0 )(X(33),A); 
put skip edit( 0 HACHINE2 •)(X(33),A); 
put skip odit(.FILE2326 °)(X(33),A); 
put skip edit(•F1234567• )(X(33),A); 
ENO instructions: 
END HACri_IN; 





dcl 1 RECJRO 























































































































2 nam12 ch•rClO), 
Z number f1x1d binC7); 
dcl symbol char(]) v•r: 
dcl pos1t1on fixed b1n(7>: 
9-FEB-1984 06:34:59 
14-JAN-1984 14:30:14 















hxod b1n(7) 1 
hxed b1n(1); 
dcl OUTFILE f1l1 k1y1d environment( 
•••1•u•_r1cord_number(50), 
max1•um_record_s1z1CZ50)): 
, .................................................... , 
put sk1p(25) 1d1tc····· F~SS Fil1n9 System ·····>(X(ZZ),A); 
error z tru•i 
do while( error); 
out sk1p(3) ad1tc·~o you need 1nstruct1ons 7( YI~ >: ") CX(ZO),A); 
get ed1t(r1plr> (A(SO)>; 
roply = UCASECreply); 
Lf( roply • •y• I reply "N")then error false: 
endi 
1f(r1ply = •y•) then call 1nstruct1ons: 
error s truei 
do ~h1le( error ); 
























































































































put Sklp(5) edit('Entor a valid f1lo name: ') (X(ZS),A); 
got ed1t(f1lename) ( A(8)); 
filename• UCASE( filena~e ); 
symbol = SU3STR(f1lonama,l,l); 
position= INOEX(alpha,sy~bol): 
1f ( pos1t1on = 0) than do: 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
0Rll:[U3841AA.TH:S!S.FINIS~EOJMAC 
~ut sk1p(Z) ed1tc•rhe f1le',f1lename,'is invalid, re-enter( ')(x(l8),A,x(l),A,A); 
errors true: 
endi 
al so error false i 
endtl* end of error do while o/ 
error= false; 
put sk1p(S) ed1t('The Work Center dascript1ons are being ~r1tton into •,tilename)(XCB),A,A(S); 
f1lanamo = filename II ".OAT" ; 
open file( JUTF[Lc > output t1tle(f1loname); 
recnu'I = 1; 
na•• a •work Cent3r Dascr1pt1ons'i 
nu•b•r z •orksi 
mrit• fileCOUTFIL~) from(RECuRO) keyfrom(recnum); 
do JJ I to works: 
recnum $ racnu~ + 
name• H n•~•C JJ ); 
name2 • Ttp•{JJ); 
number= Capacity ( JJ ); 
~rite fll• ( OUTFILE ) fro~ (RcCJR~) ••ifrom(recnum ); 
endtl• end of ~r1t~ lo,p *I 
put sk1p(2) ad1t('The file has be>n cre3tad.") ( ((24),A); 
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, ........................................................ , 
1nstruct1ons : proe; 
VAX-11 PL/l Vl.4-55 
ORA1:CU3841AA.TH~SIS.F!NISH~~J~, 
put skipCS) edit("++++ Filing Syst•• Instructions ++++•> ( XCZl>rA>: 
put skip(3) edit("In the filin~ syste11 you will be asked to enter"J CX(15),A); 
put skip edit("a file n•11e where your •odel st•t•••nts can be")(X(l0) 1 A); 
put skip edit("saved. The file na•e c•n consist of fro• l to 3")CX(1D),A); 
put skip edit("letters or nu•bers. However, the first ch•racter") (X(lO),A): 
put skip edit<"•ust be• letter. cxa•ples of v•lid file na11as")CXClO),A); 
put skip edit("are shown below.") C X(10) 1 A); 
put skip(2) editC"Valid File Na••s")CXC29J,A); 
put skip(Z) ed1t("USERFILE ")(XC33) 1 A); 
put skip edit("HACHINE2 ")CXC33),A); 
put skip edit("FILE2326 ")(XC33),A); 








: proc • 
err bit( 1), 
true bit< l) 













char(80) var 1n1tC"">: 
iINCLUDE "UCASE.PLI": 
DCL Par11_ 1n 
:l(L 






























float bin( 4 7); 




































































































I z z 












put skip (25); 
put skip edit<••••• Breakdown Doscriptions •••••> (X(ZO),A), 
put skip (4); 
err ;;:: true: 
do while (err ); 
put skip listc•oo you nead to••• the input instructions 1 ( YIN): •); 
get list Cstr1n9l); 
stringl = UCAS:Cstringl): 
if( stringl • •y• I stringl •N•)then err~ false: 
end: 
1tC,tr1ngl • •y•) then call 1nstruct1ons; 
put ~kip(2) list ('Enter •QUIT ,,," to ond tho input ~ode. •); 
put skip l1stc•Read~ for 8reakdo~n uescriptions•); 
put skip(2) edit(•\ ,• •){A,A): 
strin91 = null, 
count~ o; 
90!t~t~~1•!r~ci~el!~:~~~1r:ringl): 
do Wh1le( Stringl A: ·~urr•); 
count ~ ~ount • 1 
EleNent(count) ~ str1n~1; 
str1ng2 = UCAS:(str1n92); 
Call PorN_in(strinsZ,F num(count)); 
F_dist(count) : strinoZ: 
string3 • UCASc(string!); 
Call Parm_in(str1ng3,C_num(count)); 
D_dist(count) ~ string); 
errs true; 













































































































do •h1la C err ); 
put sk1p(2) l1st("Oascr1pt1on of broakdo•n 7 ( YIN ): "); 
get l1st(string4): 
str1ng4 a UCASE(str1n94); 
1,fC str1ng4 
end: 
•y• str1n1,4 •N• )then arr 
1f( str1ng4 z •y•) then call SCENARIO 
put sk1p(Z) l1stc•New breakdown •ntry :•); 
Put skip Editc·,·,· .) ( A' A >: 
get l15t(str1ngl,str1n,Z,str1ng3); 
str1ngl = UCASE(str1ngl); 
endi 
NU~SR(S z count: 
, .......... . internal proJceduris ******•••••••**' 
1nstruct1ons proc: 
put sk1p(3) oditC••••• Input Instructions •••••>cxC20),A); 
put sk1p(Z>: 
false; 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:CU3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEOJ~~ 
put skip edit(.The input of br•akdown descript1on5 consist• of two segments.·)(x(lO),A); 
put skip adit(•In th• f1r•t •••••nt you aro asked to enter three items : •)(x(S),A); 
put skip •ditc•c1> the •l•••nt name, CZ) tho fr•qu,ncy distributrion nam•, and.)(xC5),A); 
put skip edit("()) the duration distribution namo. Tha prompt for both segmonts•>cxcs),A); 
put skip ed1tc•1s a •\• • Nhen this appears on your terminal anter the three•) (X(5),A); 
put skip edit(•tneut items 5eparating theN by comNas. •)(X(5),A); 
put skip(2) edit( You m•t enter the second segment by answer1n9 YES wh•n askad.)(XCIO),A); 
put skip edit(•it ther• 15 • bre•kdown description. The de•cr1ptions may be.)(X(S),l); 
put skip edit(•up to 5 line• or 400 characters. •)(X(5),A); 
end 1nitructions; 
, ............................................................................. , 
SCENARIO: Proc; 














































































dcl lin• fixed b1n(7) 1n1t CO); 
Put sklp(2) llstc•ro and th• descr1ption 1nput 
put sk1p(2) listc•enter tho dascr1pt1on.·): 
do •hil• ( l1ne < 5 str1ngl ~= ·x· ); 
put sk1pC2> ed1tc·,·,· ·>ca,,>; 
get ad1t(stringl) CACBO>>: 
str1n;l • UCASE(stringl); 
1f ( str1ngl • •x• ) then do: 
str 1ngl = 
line • 10; 
end i 
... . 
descr1pt1on(count) : descript1on(count) I I 






VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:[U3841AA.THESIS,FINISHE~l~A 










~ I l 5 l 
6 I l 
7 l 
a l 
l 3 l 










2 'I l 
30 1 



































Parm_1n : proc C d1str1but1on_name,po1nter ); 
I* This procedure sets the para~eters for sampling 
from the given st£t1stical d1str1but1ons 
'1-/ 
?INCLUDE 'UCASE.PLI'; 
DCL lex2 entry (char (80) var,float b1n(31),b1t(l)); 
dcl ER~u~ entry (f1xod b1n(l5) , char (80) var); 










CONHANT (100 float bin(31) 
CJNS =rxEO 3IN(7) EXTERNAL: 
l i:XPONTL ( 100 ) axt9rnal, 
2 mean float b1n(31): 
l LOGNORM ( 100 ) extarnal, 
2 mean float btnC3ll, 
2 std float brnC31); 
l 'lO~MAL ( 100 ) eKt.irnal, 
2 n:iaan float binC31), 
2 std float bin()l); 
l UNIFORM ( 100 ) axternal, 
' Uppar float !,in(3ll, 
2 lower float bin(Jll: 
l TRIANGL ( 100 ) ~xte-rnal, 
2 Low float bin(lll, 
2 Med float bin(lll, 
2 Hi ~t, float bin(31): 
::XPO N fixed b1n(7) extern.31 1 
LOGS f1xod bin(7) e1ttiirnc1l, 
NO~M S fixed b inC7 > external, 
JN:S fixed b1n(7) external, 
TR I GS fix od b 1nC1) external: 
pointer fl xed b1n(7); 
dcl d15tr1but1on_nam• char (80) var; 
dcl err~rl ~~~~!>• 
external: 

















































































1 z z z z 
2 z z 






















trua bll(l) 1n1tc•1·a>, 
false b1t(l) 1n1tc·o·~>: 
~cl str1n;l char(8J) var, 





, ........ , ••...•............... , .•.....•...•...• , ........ , 
errorZ a true: 
do wh1le(errorZ): 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:CU3841AA.THESIS.FINISrl€0JPI 
els!'' d1str1but1on_name = ·=x~ONTL• I d1str1but1on_na~• • •e• )then call Pl: 
1f( d1str1but1on_name = •LJGNCRl1" I distribut1on_name = •L•) th•n call PZ; 
•l•• 
1f( d1str1but1on_nam1 • ·N~RMAL• I d1str1but1on_name • 0 N•) then call P]; 
alse 
1fC d1str1but1on_nam• •uNIFOR11• I d1stribut1on_name • ·u· > then call P4l 
els• 1f(d1str1but1on_name = •tRIANGL• d1stribut1on_nam• = •r•> then call PS 
else 11( d1str1but1on_na1e "CONSTANT• I d1str1but1on_name • "C")then call P6; 
els~ doi 
ENO; 
put sk1p(S) list( "Invalid d1str1but1on nam•."); 
put skip l1st(•Re-ent~r:•); 
9et list(d1str1bution name): 

















l 3 2 4 
133 4 
lH 4 





14 l 5 
142 5 
14 3 4 
144 4 










l 5 5 3 
156 2 
1 5 7 2 
15d l 



















errorl = fals2; 
errorl ::; true& 
do 11h1liiC arrorl ) : 
drr = true: 
do while (err}; 
9-FES-1984 06:)8:31 
29-JAN-1984 23:23:24 
p~t sk1p(Z) l1st("Ent•r tho m,an of tho d1str1but1on •); 
g•t l1st(stringl): 
arr= false: 
:all lex2Cstr1n~l,valua,err ): 
1f( 3rr ) tn9n put skip list c·rhe ~aan ~ust ba nu~er1c. •); 
1f( value<= 0.0) than do; 




errJrl = false; 
EXPJN = ExPJN + 1; 
EXPJNTL.maan(EXPON) : v~lue: 
pointer = ~XPJN: 




err'lrZ = feds~; 
errorl = true: 
d~ ~h1la C errorl ): 
err = true: 
do ~h1l• C err ); 
VAX-11 PL/l Vl.4-55 
ORA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHED)Pl 
put sk1p(2) l1stc•Entar the moan for t~• d1str1but1on •); 
;et l1st(str1n9l): 
err= falie: 
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OR41:(U3841AA.THcS:S.FINISHED~P~ 




do while C err ); 
.arrorl = false: 
LOGS= LOGS+ 1: 




put sk1p(?) l1st(":ntar a standard dev1at1on that 1s ;reater than 0.0 "): 
get l1st(str1ngl); 
arr = fals1i 
Call leK2 C str1n~l , V3lue , arr )i 
1f( arr ) th>n put s~lP l1st("Tha standard dev1at1on ~ust be numeric."); 
end: 
1f C value>= 0.0 )thon do: 
arrorl = fals.1i 
LJGNO~M.std( LO~S 
andi 
alse Call ~qRJR(lOl,str1ngl): 
end: 
90 d p ,2 i 
1••····~····***************' 
?3 proc: 
errorZ :1 fl'lse: 
errorl , true: 
do mh1le ( arrorl ); 
errs true: 
do ~h1le ( err ); 
value: 
put sk1p(Z) l1stc•entor the mean for tha d1str1bution ·>: 























































































































CAll lexZ ( str1n9l, valuo, err): 
VAX-11 PL/l Vl.4-55 
ORAl:CU3841AA.THESIS.FIN1SrlEOJoA 
1f( err ) then put ikip l1stc•the m~an ~u5t ba numeric.•); 
•lse do; 
errorl = false: 
~O~MS = NORMS • 1: 
pointer z NJRMS: 




do wn1le ( err ): 
pyt sk1?(2) l1st( 0 Ent•r a standard dev1at1on that 1s ~reater than 0.0 ·>: 
gat l1st(str1n~l): .,.,. = false: 
Call lex2 ( str1n1l , V3lue , err): 
1f( err ) then put ski? l1stc•rha standard dov1at1on must be numor1c.·>: 
end; 
1f C value>• ].O )tnon do: 
err.Jrl = f~1lsa; 
N~~MAL.std( N)R~S 
and: 





error2 .a fal»e: 
errorl :a: trua: 
do while ( errorl ); 
value: 
put sk1p(Z) l1stc•entor tne Uppar and Lower l1m1ts for the Uniform•); 


































3 2 1 
322 




3 2 1 
32 a 














































































errl = fals,1: 
Call la•2Cstrin92,valual,errl); 
1f( err L errl) then do; 
9-F:B-1984 06:38:32 
29-JAN-1~84 23:23:24 
VAX-11 PL~l Vl.4-55 
ORAl:(U3841AA.TH:SIS.FINISrlcOJPI 
put skip(2) list("Eoth para~eters must be nJmer1c •> re-enter "); 





1f ( err ) then d~; 
Qrrorl c true: 
do while(errorl ) ; 
put skip(2) l1st("T~• Upp•r l1mit 1s invalid=> re-enter "); 
;et l1st(str1ngl); 
1rrorl = false: 
Call 1••2 Cstringl,value,arrorl); 
if ( Aerr~rl ) then Call ERRC~~(valuel,value,errorl): 
anc1: 
u~I> = UNIS • 1: 




vc1 l ua: 
value! 
~lse 1f( ~rrl ) tnen do; 
errorl = true: 
do while (arrorl); 
put sk1p(Z) l1stc•rne Lo»ar ll~lt lS 1nval1d c) ra-~nt•r •); 
got l1st(strin92); 




























































































































UNIS = UN!S • 1 : 
UNIFCQM.Upper(UNIS) = value; 
UNIFORM.Lowor(UNIS) • valuol 
;,01ntef" : UN!S; 
•ndi '* end of 1f do *' 
else if( Aerrorl }then do; 
end Pit; 
UNIS • UN:S • 1 ; 








errorZ = false: 
TRIGS = TRIGS • 1: 
pointer = TRIGS; 
arror-1 z trui: 
do while( errorl ); 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
~RA1:(U3941AI.THoS!S.FIN!S~EJJO& 
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QRAl![u3841AA.THES!S.FIN,SHEDJPA 
put sk&p(2) l1st(.Tho lo.,ar l1~it must be numor1c •> ra-onter:•>: 
~at l1st(str1n12>: 
arr = talse; 
Call 1~•2(string2,valua,orr): 
and: 
errorl 2 false: 
•nd; 
.alse 1. f( ,,. 9,.,. orrl ) than do: 
do "hlla( orrl ); 
put sklp(Z) llstc•rha uppor limit must bo n~mor1c => re-enter:"); 
got l1st(stringl): 
arrl • false: 
Call l••2<str1ngl,valual,arrl>: 
end; 
-.rrort :s false: 
and; 
alsa 1f( ( arr ) & ( arrl) ) then put skip(2) l1stc•eoth l1~1ts must be numeric."); 
also errorl s fal >•: 
endi/* end of do while errorl •I 
1f( valuJ >= valuel ) than arrorl 
do ~h1la( arrorl ); 
tr-ue; 
Put ;k1p(2) l1st("Tho Lower l1m1t 15 graat•r than or equal t,e Uop•r I 
put ;k1p(2) l1st("Do you w1sh to change the Upper or Lowar l1m1t? ( J/L ): •); 
1et l1st(str1n11>: 
string! = UCAS:Cstr1ngl); 
1f (;tr1n;l = ·u· ) thon do: 
errl = true: 
do wh1la( orrl ): 
put sklp l1st(•Ent&r the new Upp•r li~1t:•): 
~at l1st(str1n~t>: 
errl = fals•: 
Call le•2<str1ngl,valuol,errl): 




?ARM IN -Vl • 4 
lo64 4 











• 7 6 5 





• 8 3 3 
484 3 
• B 5 3 ,a 6 3 
t, 8 7 2 
•BB 2 .a 9 2 
49 0 2 
•91 2 
492 2 
:, 9 3 3 
lo 94 3 
.,95 3 









;o 5 2 
506 2 
507 2 
5 0 9 2 






51 5 ) 
516 4 
51 7 4 
518 4 
5 l'l ~ 
9-FEB-1984 06:33!32 
29-JAN-1984 23!2):24 




elso 1f(str1ngl 'L' )then do: 
arrl = true: 
do whil•C errl ); 
put skip l1st(":nter then•• lo~or li~1t:'); 
;et list(str1n;Z); 
errl = falss-: 
Call loxZ(strln;2,value,err); 




else put skip(2) l1st('Invalid input: Reply( U= Uppor , L= Lower)'); 
end:t• end of errorl o/ 
TR:ANGL.Low(T~IGS) = value; 
TRIANGL.H1;h(TRIGS)= vzluel: 
error"l = true: 
do iMhtl,C errorl ) ; 
put Sklp(2) list('Ent•r the Mode of tho distribution: '); ,•t list(str1ngl); 
arrorl = falsa: 
Call lox2(strin,1,valuel,9rrorl): 
end: -
c:trrorl = truei 
lf( valuol > IRIANGL.rl1gh(TRiuS) I valuol < TRlANuL.Low(TRI;S))thon orrorl 
alse ~rrorl faliei 
do while ( err,rl) 
errl = true; 
do wh1l• ( arrl ); 
put skip(2) 11,tc•th, ~ode 1s out of ran~e.•>: 










; 2 3 3 
524 3 






SJ l 2 
532 2 
5 3 3 l 
534 1 
535 1 






54 2 z 
543 2 
;4 4t 2 
54 5 2 
54 6 2 
54 7 2 
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1f( valuel > TRIANGL.Hl~h(TRIGS) I valuol < TRIANGL.Low(TRIGS))thon arrorl trtHtt 







CONS z CJNS • l 
po1nter = CONS; 
arrorl ~ trua: 
do wh1lo( errorl); 
falsa; 
Put sk1p(Z) l~st( 0 :ntar th~ valuo for tho constant: 0 ); 
;et od1t(str1n;l) C A(aO)); 
errorl :s false; 
C~ll l>x2(strin9l,valuo,•rrorl); 
1f(err~rl ) than put sk1p(?) l1st( 0 Tna value must~· numor1c. 0 ); 
~nd: 
CONSTANTCCJ~S) v 21 l ue: 
90d P'6: 
&nd Parm_1n: 
OPTIONS proc ( str1n; ); 
tINCLUuE ·ucASE.PLI 0 : 










































































































dcl ;tr1ng char(BO) var: 
dcl null char(30) var 1n.t(""); 
do ~h1le ( • ); 
1f (str1ns = null)then do; 
9-FEB-118• 06:33:32 
29-JAN-l'l&• 23:23:24 









"L")then do; 8 = ·o•a; 
and: 
"UL") then • = "0"6; 
·.c·> then a ,·o·a; 
Call new_option: 
end: '* end of do while *I 
I• 11 11111I111111111111111I1111111111111 1111111 *I 
ne~_opt1~n: proc: 
put sk1p l1st(•You enter~d an 1nval1.d ~ork canter type.'): 
~ut sk1p l1st("Please ra-onter "); 
,et ad1t( string) (A(SO)); 
str1n; : UCASECstri~g); 
and ne.,_optl:>n: 
end DPfIJNS: 
Partsys : proc; 
'****************************•2·················1 
~I~CLUOE "?AQTS.PLI"; 




char(30) var 1 
flxo~. !?~nC31J ,--























































































































dcl NLOT S 
9-FEB-1984 06:33:32 
Z9-JAN-1964 z3:z3:z4 
par w_p fixed b1nC1); 
f1xod b1n(7} external: 
'********************************************•··················/ 
t1neluda ·ucA5E.PLI·: 




entry (ehar(80) v•r,flo•t b1n(31),b1t(l)); 
Par~ 1n entry (char(80) var,f1xed b1n(7)); 
entry (charcao> var, fixad b1n(7)): 
de l adpart entry; 
, ............................................................. , 
dcl ( LL,ScTS,rulonum,po1nter,J ) f1xaj n1n(7): 
dcl ENO 8IT(l); 
VAX-11 Pl/I Vl.4-55 
DRAl:CU3841AA.THESIS.FtNIS~ED;PA' 
dcl ~~!~t~~g••!~~~9l,str1n~Z,str1n~3,str1ng4,str1ng5,str1ng6,str1ng7,str1n~8) 
dcl (arr,errorl,~rror2,error3) :,1t(l), 
duplicate n1t(l), 
true 01t(l) 1n1tc•1·s>, 
false b1tCll in1tc·o·ai: 
JC• no~ 01t(l), 
old b1t(l); 






sk1p(S) od1tC••••• Part D•scr1pt1ons •••••l(X(25),A): 
PARTS= O; :~l ~~i:~~~ :~!~c~~~~~: !'P!~; ~:~!"~~"ic~;,!h~ 
~ET ed1t(st~in~l)(A(8Q)); 
str1n~l • UCAS.(str1n,I); 
do •hlle C s~r1n,l A: •QUIT' ); 
PaRTS • PAQTS- • l ; ... - , ........... ,. - -"'-·-·· 






















7 41 2 
74 2 2 
74 3 2 
744 2 
74; 2 
74 6 2 
74 7 , 
























77 Z 4 
77 3 5 
774 ; 
77 5 5 
77~ 5 
171 5 
77 3 5 
779 5 
780 4 
err~rl = true; 
9-FEB-1J84 06:33:32 
29-JAN-1J84 23:23:24 
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do ~h1lo( error!); 
put skip(!) editc•now many oparat1ons are there for this part?•)(X(10),A,X(2)); 
g•t edit(strin;2)(A(80)); 
~rrorl :false; 
C3ll lex2C str1ngZ,valu•, •rr,rl): 
11( errorl )then ~Jt skip ad1t(.Tho number of operations is 1nval1d 1·)CX(5),l); 
1f( valu• <= O.O) than do; 
put skip l1stc•rha numbwr of operatLons must be ~reater than zero 1•): 
err~rl z true; 
end; 
andi/* Jnd of operat1on5 input loop~/ 
N_Jparat1o~s(PARTS) = CE(L(valuo); 
put sk1p(S) ad1tc•:nter tha distribution name for procass1n~ time assoc13ted with •~ch oper• 
put 1k1p edit( •and the part dispatching rule. The input format is as follows: •)CA); 
put sk1p(2) od1tc•Jperat1on 1 distribution_name,dispatching_rute•)cA>: 
do J • 1 ta~ Op•rat1ons(P~RTS) by 1; 
put sklp(2) edit("Operat1on •,J,• •)CA,F(Z),A); 
g:~ri~~ic:tr~2i~el!~~~~·li: 
string4• UCASE(string4}; 





Call ~uleC str1n94, rulanum): 
>tcC:SCPARTS).Jperat1ons.D1sp_rule(J) • rulanum: 
~rror2 = true : 
do ~h1le( ~rror2 ); 
~ut sk1p(S) ,d1t(•Na•t y~u will •nter fro~ 1 to 10 work center namas·)(XC3l,A); 
put skip ed1tc•wnere oparatian",J,•can bo performed •• )(X(3),A,FC2),X(l),~); 
put skip ed1t(.The prompt for input 1s ~>· and you can typo•)(XC3),A); 
out 3k1p ed1tc• "STO~" to terminate th3 input 5eQuence.•)(X(2).A); 
~ut skip(:) od1t(• >")(A,XC3)): 
,•t ad1t Cstrin~S) (A(~O>): 
str1n~5 = UCAS2cstr1n95): 
;ETS = 0 ; 
JO while( ;tr1n95 "• ·sT~P· o SETS< 10 ): 
SETS • StTS • 1 ; 
PIECES(PARTil.Ooerat1ons(J).Cantars(S:Ti) z strings; 
put sk1p(2) ed11c• >•)CA,X(l)); 
get ed1t(str1ngS)CA(80)); 
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put skip l1stc•You must entar ~t least ona ~ark c~nter name.·); 
arror2 : true; 
end; 
else .Jrror2 :: fal'ie: 
ENJ: 
end: /$ end of 1nd1vidual operations.input *' 
'*****************************~*********•••***' 
PUT ;kip(5) odit('The next input section involves sp•cifying the saquencing')(XC2>,A>: 
put skip edit('of oparations. When you are given an••• as a prompt you ')CXCZ),A): 
put skip odit('can ent•r the operation numbers in the order that they')(X(Z),A): 
put skip edit('are ta bo performed similar to tho following example : ")(X(Z),A); 
put sk1p(Z) adit('Assume there are 5 different operations, the input SIQuence')(X(J),A); 
~~~ ;~!~c~1i!~~;,~A~.~~~~o~i~:q~~~c! 011 ~,!~lsi:i~~CJ>,A>: 
put skip od1t('* 4')(X(5),A): 
put skip edit("* l')(X(S),A): 
put ,k1p od1t('* 5")(X(5),A); 
put sk1p od1t('* 2')(X(5),,>: 
put skap edit('* 3'}(X(5),A): 
ENO = false 
put sk1p(3) •d1t('Oparat1on Soquonce1n;')(X(5),A); 
do LL • 1 to PIECES.N_Oparat1ons(PARTS) by l: 
error3 :: tr1.1e: 
dw wh1l• C orror3 ): 
p~t sw1p(2) ed1t<"•")C4,X(3)): 
got od1t C str1ngo)(A(8J)): 
str1n;6 • UCASE(str1n96); 
error) = false: 
~;t!r;~~i~:~~~n;tiv:~Y~ 1 {:~~i~?~! i"put value must be numeric.·): 
9n~: 
>I:CES(PARTS).u_nu~bor;(LL) • CEIL(valuel): 
end: 
put •~1?(3) ed1t("Entor a part ne~• or "'Ull" 
got ed1t(.tr1n91)(A(80)); 
str1ngl = UCAS:Cstr1ngl): 
")(XCZ),A); 
ENJ; 1¥ end of n•• loop$/ 
Put sk1p(3) od1t('Would you like to ~a~• any changos7 ( YIN ): 
,et od1t(str1n~l> C ~(iO)): 
str1n9l • UCASc(str1n9l); 










34 2 1 
343 1 
84 4 1 























96 a 5 
B 6) 5 
37 J 5 
9 7 1 5 
a 12 6 




3 77 5 
97d 5 
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?e~ts~1~~1~)a~f~~~~~h~~i~ss!~;i~~g~~~i~tl~fb!h:s,~~d~~tt~~u~c~~~~;•i~~~~\)i;i~)~i):")(X(S),A); 
put ,kip odit("to doicribo tho production schedule. Tho throe items are tha")(X(5),A): 
put skip edit("part nam•, tho lot size, and tha frequency for loading 1ndividual")(XCS),A); 
out skip edit("parts into t~• ,y.tam. The production lots should be ant•r•d in th•"l(X(S),A): 
put skip adit("s9quonca you ~ould like tho~ to ba ?roc•ssad.')CX(5),A): 
NLJTS = 0 
do mhila( NLCTS < l ); 
put skip(2) adit("Entar a pdrt no~• or "QUIT" 
~:~.~~it~·j:is~l~~:~~0 1~1 
do whlle( string! A: '~UIT"l: 
")(XC5l,A); 
Ouplicate = false; 
do whil• C Aduplicata ): 
do LL= l to PA~TS ~y l: 
if ( string! = P_namo(LL))than duplicate z true: 
and; 
if( string! "CUIT")than goto :JUT: 
if( A duplic~t• ) then do: 
put skip(Zl adit("Th• part ·,strin~t,• does not axistt•)(X(2),l,A,A); 
Put ,kip(J) adit("Tha following ar• valid part n~mes.")(X(5),Al: 
do LL = 1 to PAqTS by Z: 
put skip(~) edit(PlEC:S.P_namo(LL), PIECES.P_name(LL+l))(X(5),A(30),X(5),A(l0)); 
wnd: 
pJt sk1p edit("Entor a ne~ part nama ")(X(5),A); 
and: 
~;~l~~~t~·~cisi~!i:~~gt~! 
du~l1cat• = false: 
end; 
put 5Klp(4) ed1t(•Ent•r the "lot 31ze" 
~~! ;~~~ =~~~~:;ep~)r!t~j.l~! items by 
g,t list(str1~9l,str1n9)): 
string) • U(ASE(strin~)l: 
call lex2(str1nyZ,v~lue,err): 
do ~hila( value <= O.O >: 







;; 9 6 4 









;o 6 3 
907 3 
9C3 3 







'll 6 2 






92 3 1 
,24 1 
925 1 
12 6 4 
127 1 
12 d 1 





14 l 1 
94 4 I 1 
14 5 1 
H6 1 









9 5 6 2 
'15 1 ) 
95 8 ) 








NLJT5 • NLJTS • 1: 
call Parm_1n(str1n;3,parm_p(NLOT5)): 
Part_nam•CNL~TS) = str ngl: 
lot s1ze(NLOTS> = CEI (valu•); 
FraQ_d(NLOTS> = str n;3: 
put sk1p(2) od1t("Ent•r a part na•• or "~UIT" 
gat od1t(str1n~l)(A(80)); 
str1n;l = UCASE(str1ngl); 
Cul: end: 
·>exo>.~>: 
VAX-11 PL/r Vl.4-55 
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1f(NLOTS < l ) thon put sk1p(2) odit("rou must onter at least 1 production lot I ")(X(Z),A); 
end; 
End Pal'"tiys; 
















do while ( errorl ); 
1f(na~e = •iNIQ.)th~n do; 
elie 1f(na:.• 












V 1. 4 
'J6 2 2 
163 3 
,64 3 
)6 5 3 
366 3 
'l6 7 2 
9b8 2 







37 6 3 


























1 a 1 8 1 


















p = 3; 
arror"l = false: 
•ndi 
"LA?T.)than da; 
p = ,. : 










list(•The to lo~1n; are valid d1spatch1ng rulas: •>; 
l1st( 0 ~NIC => S~allest numbar in the queua.•>; 





li5t( 0 QANO z) Sol>ct a machine at random.•); 
l1st(.LAPT => Select tha machin3 wlth the least•); 
l1it(• a~ount of processing _time 1n the que~e.•); 
put ski?(2) l1st( 0 Entor a now dispatching rul• 0 ); 
get odit(name) (A(80)); 
nam• = UCASE(nama); 




INITPART : proc; 
t1nclud~ •PARTS.PL!•; 
dcl CI,J,K) fixed b1n(7); 
do I = 1 to l O; 
P n a,u C I > = .. ; 
do J = 1 to 50 ; 
•IEC SCI).Jper~tions(J).•rocoss_d ••; 
PicC S(l).Oparat1ons(J).d po1ntar O; 













I 04 0 3 
1041 3 
I 04 2 3 
1 a "3 2 






















106 6 2 
106 7 2 

























d ~ J : ! to SD: 
:~~~:SCI).~_nu1b1rs(J) a Oi 
9-F:8-1984 06:Ja:3z 
29-JAN-1964 23:23:24 
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end INIT?ART; 
•dpart : proc: 
OCL reply 
false 1>1tC1) 











en try i 
arr 
true b1t(l) i~!~f!JiB), 
do while( reply A: "6"): 
put sk1p(2S) edit("Part cd1t~r")CXC20),A): 
put skip(2> 1d1t("Opt1on funct1on")CXCZO),A): 
put skip(2) 1d1t(" l Chango a part name")CXCZO),A); 
put sk1p(2) 1d1t(" 2 Add an operat1on")CXC20) 1 A): 
put ,k1p(2) oditC" 3 Dolote an op1rat1on")(X(tO),A): 
put skipC2) edit(" 4 Modify an opeation")(X(ZO),A): 
put sk1p(2) edit(" 5 Entor a nam operation sequence")CXCZD),A): 
put sk1pC2) edit(" S E•1t")CXC20),A): 
put sk1p(2) ed1t("fnter the func1ton you •~uld like to perform : ")CXCZ~),A); 
get 1d1t(reply)(AC90)); 
arr 2 truei 
do while( err); 
1f( reply •1•)th•n doi err= false; 
call Mod_.,ame: 
endi 
alse 1fC reply •z•)th•n doi err• falsai 
call Add_op; 
endi 
olse 1f( raply = ")")then do: err • false: 
call delete_op; 
andi 














l il9 7 4 


























114 a 1 

























else 1f( reply= -~·)then err a false; 
!tlse doi 
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Pr 1nt_;:u11r"t s 
found = ·o·a; 
entr"yi 







?Ut sk1p(Z5) ad1t("Ent~r tna p3rt name you mould like to change 
~· t adiH na .. a>CAC ao»; 
na,e ~ UCASE(nama); 
J = Q; 
jo while( Afound L J < P~RTS ); 
J = J • 1; 
!~~/-nau(J) na11e)tnctn found true; 
1f( Afound)than do; 
")(X(S),A); 
put skip(]) aditC"Inval1d part namat","Tha follo~1ng are valid part na~as.")(X(5),1,sk1p 
call Pr1nt_parts; ' ' 
andi 
and: 






































































































































char( 80) var, 



















(char(30) var,f1•ed b1n(7)), 
(char(10) var,fi••d b1n(1)), 
(cnar(30) var,fi•ed bin(1)); 
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put skip ed1t("Entar a part to add an operation to or •cu1r• ")(X(S) ,A); 
;:!1;d!t5E:~!r~~~i!~?>: 
do while( reply Aa ·~uIT"); 
~~l!hit:ir5h~rr~}Y• J ): 
put sk1p(2) ed~t("Inval1d part namo, ro-onter 
get edit(roplr)(A(BO)): 
reply • UCAScCreply ): 
call P,earch(r,ply , J ); 
end: 
")(X(S),A); 
1f( PIECES.N_Operat1ons(J) ) 4) ) then do: 
else do: 
put skip ed1t("There are already 5l operations.·, 
·,~u cannot add an operat1on.")( 
•(5),A,S~IP,X(5),A); 
andi 
•IECE~.N.Operat1ons(J) • N_Operat1ons(J) + I: 
plac• = ~ ~p•rations(J); 
put skipci> •d1t("Ent•r t~a procass1ng d1str1but1on and dispatch rule,·, 


























1 27 3 
1274 










1 2 8 5 
1286 
1287 











1 2 'l 9 
1300 
1301 
1 30 2 
1303 
l 30 4 






















































got 11 t(strin;l,str1ng2); 
stringl = UCAS Cstr1ngl): 
str1ng2 = UCAS (str1n~Z); 
call Par~_in(s ringl,po1ntar)l 
?IECESCJ).~por3t1ons.Process d(place) = str1n;1; 
?:ECES(J).~per3t1ons.d_pointir(place) = pointer: 
call Rula(;trin;2,rulonum); 
?I:CESCJ).Oporat1ons.Oisp_rulo(pl~;e) 
error2 = true ; 
do while( •rror2 ); 
rulenu1J: 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
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put ,kip(5) adit("Next you will enter from 1 to 10 work centor names•)(X(3),~); 
put skip editc•whera operati~n·,J,'can bt ptrforflod.')CXC3),A,FC2),XC1),A): 
~~! ;~f~ !~!i~:r~trg~~m~~ t~~mf~~~! ~~."!~P~~ds~:~.~~~.l~~;~l~!f~?·•>; 
put sk1pC3> •d1tc• >'lCA,XC3>>: 
;et adit (strin~5) (AC90)); 
,tring5 z UCAS~(;tr1ng5)l 
SETS = 0 ; 
JC while( ,tr1n;5 •= 'STOP' S~TS < 10 >: 
SETS • SETS + 1 ; 
PIECES(PARTS).Oparat1ons(J).Canters(SETS) 
put skt?CZ) ad1t(' >")(A,X(l)); 
~·t ad1t(str1n95)(A(80)); 
~tr1n15 = u:A,ECstr1n;S); 
and: 
11( S:TS = ~ )T~cN jo: 
strings: 
put sk1~ list(•You ~u~t enter at least on~ ~ork center na~e.·): 
error2 = true: 
end; 
elsa ~rror2: falief 
ENJ; 
and; 
put sk1p(2) ad~tc•Enter ~ p~rt to add 3n oper~t1on to or "~UIT" 
Qet ed1tCroply)(~C80)); 






































































































































(char(3C) v~r,float b1n(Jl),b1t(l)), 
(char(80) v~r, fi•ed 01n(7)), 
entry; 
Call Pr1nt_parts; 
put sk1p(2) ed1tc•cnter 3 part to delete of "QUIT• 
,et ed1t(r•ply)(A(80)); 
~~Pt~1i.ic~!~{;·~!vi!u1r·>; 
call Psearch(reply, J ); 
do while( J < 1 ); 
fl•ed b1n(7), 
char(BO)var, 
f1•ed bin( 7), 
•)0(5),A); 
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put sk1p(2) 9d1tc•1nval1d part namo, re-enter 
get ed1t(r•ply)(l(80)); 
•)(X(5),Al: 
reply = UCAScCreply >: 
call Ps•arch(raply , J ); 
andi 
•rr = .. 1•0; 
do while( •rr >: 
put >klp(2) od1tc•:nter tha op•rat1on 
~at ed1tCstr1n1l) (A(80)); 
call le•!(1tr1ngl,valu•,•rr ); 
nu~bar to del•t• ")0(5),l): 
1f( orr ) thon put skip •d1tc•1nval1d 
a"j; 
operation nu~b•r.")(X(lO),A): 
tha_one = CEILCval,•>: 
do K = tho_one to C~_Gperat1QnsCJ) -1 ); 
>IECE5CJ).~parat1onsCK) = ?IECES(J).Oparat1onsCK• l); 
end; 
N_~peratlons(J) N_)p,rat1ons(J) - l; 
put sk1p(2) ed1t("Enter a part to deloto of "QUIT" 
got ed1t(roply)(A(80)); 










































j (, 4 9 
1 •• 9 
1450 
U51 






I<. 5 8 
1459 







, .. 6 1 
I 4 6 a 
1469 





























































LL f1xed b1n(7), :NO bl t( l), false 
?search 
rulenu~ fixed ~in(7), 
orror3 bit(l), true 
str1n~6 char(aO> var, 
u1tC1> initc·1·a>, 
valu•l float b1nC31), 
~~ !2 t_oa~~ ;ry 
Gntry Cchar(iO) var,fixad bin(7)), 
entry, 
(charcao> var,float ~in(31), bit(l)): 
LL= O; 
do wh1la C LL < l); 
bitCl> initc·o·e>, 
put sk1p(5) adit(•:ntar 
~·t oditCstrinQ6)(ACaO>> 
;trinQ6 = UCASeC•tring6) 
call Psearch(strin96,LL) 
1fC LL< I ) the~ do: 
part narna •)0(10),A); 
11nd: 
r1..1lanu11 LL: 
put sk1p adit(.The 
call Pr1nt_parts: 
and: 
follo~ing are v•lid part na~os.•)(X(5),A); 
?UT •kip(S) aditc•rhis section 1nvolvos specifylnQ tho SeQuencing 0 )(X(2),A); 
put skip ad1tc•of op~rat1ons. Whan you are g1ven an"*" as a pro~pt you •)(X(2),A); 
put sk1p aditc•can ent>r the ooarat1on numbers in tho ardor that thoy•J(X(Z),A); 
put sk1p od1tc·~ro to Do p>rformed sim1lar to tho following exa~pl• : •)(X(Z),A); 
~ut sk1p(2> •ditc•Assu~• there are S different operations, the input seQuonc,·>cxcJ),Al: 
out·;kip od1tc·~ould look like the followin, :•)(X(l),A); 
~ut skip(2) adit(•Qp•rat1on )OQuonca •)(Xl5),A); 
put skip edit(•* 4•)(XC5),~): 
out sk1p edit<•• 1·>cxcs),1>: 
put skip edit(•• s•)(X(S),4): 
put skip od1tc•• z•>CXC5>,~>: 
put skip od1t<•• 3•)(X(S),A): 
END false 
put skip()) odit(•Qporation So~u•ncing•)(X(5),A); 







147 3 2 
1474 3 
147 5 3 
1476 3 































1 B 2 I 












154 5 ) 
l 54 6 J 
1547 J 
154 8 3 
1541 2 
1550 2 
1551 l tr.:c:, > 
error]= tr"'ue; 
do while ( orror3 ); 
put skip(2) ed1tc•••><A,XC3)): 
get edit ( •tring,)(A(80)); 
string6 = UCASECstrin~6); 
arror3 = fal•e, 
9-FEB-1964 06:33:33 
29-JAN-1~84 23:z3:z4 
VAX-11 PL/~ Vl.4-55 
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Call lex2Cstr1n;6,valuall•rror3); 
1f(1rror3)then ,ut skip ist(.The 1nput value must be numeric.·>; 
end; 
?IcCES(rulanum).Q_nu~b•r~(LL) 2 CEIL(valuel); 
end; 
end Ne1111_rout; 
, .................................................................................. , 






























(char(30) var,f1xed b1n(7)), 
(char(90) var,f1xad b1~(7)), 
(c~ar(!C) var,fl~at binC31),b1t(l)); 
call Pr1nt parts; 





do while( J < 1 ); 
put sk1p(2) edit("Invalid part namo, ro-enter 
;et ed1t(reply)(A(aO)); 
reply 2 UCAS:(reply ); 
call Pse•rch(roply , J ); 
•nd: 
1tr r = • 1 • 8: 
























































































































put skip(3) 1ditt••hicn operation do 
Qat editCstrin,l)(A(80)): 
you wish to modify 




if( 1rr )then ?Ut skip 1d1t("Invalid 
2nd; 
op1rat1on number 1•)tX(5),A): 
opnum = CEIL(value): 




·~ork ~entars(J) : ")(X(lO),A,S~IP, 
err = •1•a; 






option = UCAS~Copt1on): 
1f( opt1~n = "J" I option= •p• I 
option= ·~~ option= •w• )then err= ·o·a: 
alse p~t S<lp •ditC"Inval1d opti~n, reenter")(X(lO),A); 
en:I; 
1f( option = "J" )than d2: 
put sk1pCZ) aait("~ntor tna naM d1str1but12n nama ")CX(lO),A): 
~et adit(strinyl)ti(30)): 
str1ngl • UC4S;(stringl)l 
call Parm 1n(strin1l,l~cat1on): 
PI:CES(point).~parations(opnum).Process_d string I: 
?I:C:S(po1nt).3perat1ons(opnum).d_pointer locet1on: 
~nd: 
else 1f( option = "P")than do: 
call Parm 1n(PIEC~S(po1nt).Cperations(opnu~).Process d,location): 
PIEC:S(p0Int).~p~rat1ons{opnum).d_pointer • location: 
and: 
alse 1f( option= ·~·)th•n a3; 
put skip(Z) adit{"Entar than•~ d1spatch1ng rule ")CX(S),A): 
;et ed1t(stringl)CA{80)): 
strin9l • JCASc(,tr1ngl): 
call Rul~C,trin9l,rulanu~>: 










































l 64 5 
l (, 4 t, 
1647 
1648 
I!, 6 4 
1~65 
1666 
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put sk1p(2) od1t("Entor th• no~ ~ork cantor names when you 9ot a ">"")(X(5),A): 
~ut skip oditC"Entor •;rap• ond tho 1nput.")CXC5),A): 
J = o; 
do while( J < 10 ~ str1n~l •= "STOP" >: 
~ut sk1p(2) od1t(">")(X(5),A): 
;et odit(str1n;l)Ca(8C)): 
str1ngl = UCASECstr1n9l): 
1f( str1ngl = "STCP" ~ J z 0) than 
else 
put ikip od1t("You must enter atl•••t ono work conter.")(X(5),A): 
do; 






put skip ed1t(•Entar a p~rt nawe t~ chan~• or -~uIT" 
;et edit(roply)(~(80)); 






de! J ti••d oin(7); 
tincluj~ "PARTS.PL!"; 
do J = 1 ta PARTS ~y z; 




































found • ·o '6; 
do while( Afound t J < P4RTS ); 
<. :: K • 1; 
1f( P_name(K) ~a~e) then found 
and: 
1f( found ) then J K 




• 1 • 8: 








































do while( Aans): 
9-FEB-1184 01:20:16 
30-J&N-1984 04:z1:1e 
put 1k1p ed1t( 0 Would you like th1s report saved 1 ")(X(lO),A); 
put skip edit("Reply( rES/NO ): ")(XClO),&); 
get editCstring)(&CBO)); 
itr1ng • UCASECstring); 
1f( string• "fES" l string• "NO" ) then ans• "l"B; 
else put s~ip edit( Invalid reply")CXC10),&); 
~nd: 
1fC string• "YES")then call DOWNHARO; 
heading : proc:i 
put sk1p(25) edit("Breakdown Sum~ary Report")(X{Z4),A); 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 Page 15 
ORA1:CU3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEQJOUTPUT.PLI(l) 
put skip(Z) editC"Breakdown","Element","lvera~e·,·Frequency")CA,X{lO),A,XC8),A,XC5),&): 




















l , l 
j 1 
r l • l ; l 
j l • l ; l 




l 1 , 1 
j 1 
• l ; 1 





























FILE CWIPSTAJS) PAGE S~IP editC"Production by Part Type 0 )(X(24) 1&); 
FILECWIPSTATS) SKIP(Z) f0IT( 0 HEAN" "MEAN°){X(34) &(4) X(l8) &(41): 
FILE<WIPSTATS> SKIP eo1T<"PRooucT10N·,·T1Me tN">lxc31S,,c10S,xc11>,&<1>>: 
FILE(WIPSTATS) SKIP EDITC.RATE","VARIANCE·r·s,STEH·r·v&RIANCE·> 
(X(34),A(4) 1 X(5),AC8) 1 X(4),A(6J,X(4),A(8)); 
and heading2; 
and ~IPHARD: 
, ....................................................... , 






dcl ans b1t<1>; 





OCL C 11:_stat antry(fi•ed oin(l),fl•ed bin(l),float bin(31), :1::: tl~~Jt~:Jl::~ tt~~Jtlsfloat bin(31), 
!I~.N~;rR~~M~RKjO>)Z~her ~~~::Ks~! 40 )then pages• Z; 
els• if( NUM8RKS > 40 t NUMBRKS <= 60 )then pages• 3: 
else if( NUM8RKS > 60 t NUM!RKS <= 80 )then pages• 4: 
else pages • 5: 
lo••r = 1: 
upper • MINCZO,NUMBRKS); 
do J = l to ?ages: 
call heading: 
do K = l~••r to upper: 
call Cal: statC7,K,•1,v1,m2,v2,m3,v3): 
put skip iditCK,:lement(K),m1,vl) 
C•C3),FC3) 1 •(5),A{30),•(5),F(7,3),•(5),f(7 1 3)): 
end: 
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ENO IIHARO; 
WIPHARO : pr-oc: 
t1nclud• •PARTS.PLI•: 
tINCLUOE ·ucASE.PLI·: 
DCL WIPSTATS FILE STREAII OUTPUT PR[NT; 
DCL C •l,vl,mZ,vZ,w3,v3 
dcl r-eply 
dcl J 





dcl Cal:_stat entry ( fixed b1n(l),f1xed bin(7)sflo•t bin(Jl>s 
~l~:t ~l~~Jl~:il~:~ tl~~ll,sr10•t bin(]l ' 
~ui 1F~~idt~YiiTATS) sk1p(3) edit("Wor-k in Process")(X(28),A); 
call Cale stat(4f0,•1,v1 1•2,v2,m3 1v3); PUT FILE fWIPSTA s, skipl2) edit( Average number of p•rts 1n the 
PUT FILE (wIPSTATS) skip(2) editC"Variance 
CAll Cal: statC8 10Sml,vl,m2,v2,mlsv3); 
PUT FILE fwIPSTATS skip(4) edit( System Production•)(XC28),l); 
PUT FILE CwIPSTATS) skip(2) edit(•Average Time in tha System= 
PUT FILE CwIPSTATS) skip(2) edit("V•riance 
IF( ml> 0.0) then ml = l/•l; 
els• •l = o.o; 
if( vl > o.o ) then vl = 1/vl: 
els• vl = o~o; 
PUT FILE (WlPSTATS) sk1p(Z) edit("Part Production per unit time 
PUT FILE (WIPSTATS) skip(2) edit("Var-iance 
call headingZ; 








PUT FILE (WIPSTATS) skip editCPlECES.P namoCJ),mZ,vZ,ml,vl) 
(A(30),4(x(4),FC7,3))); -
•ndi 
head1nol : proc; 
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fl,at b1n(ll),float bln(ll)): 
dcl (p•g•s,J,X,lowar,upper,t•st) fixad b1n(7); 
dcl Cml,vl,m2,v2,•3,v3,mll,vll,•21,v21,m31,v31 ) float b1nC31): 
dcl no 01t(l): 
dcl HAXCARTS FIXED 91NC15) EXTE~NAL; 
g~iN F[L~i~Hs¥~fs~1°> var: 
1fC PATHS<• 20 ) THEN 
else if( PATHS> ZO t 
else if( PATHS) 40 t 
else if( PATHS> 60 t 
e1'5• i>•o•s s s: 
lower = 1: 
upper • HINCZO,PATHS); 
do J • l to pages: 
~%¥=J ;. 1io 
PATHS <= 60 
PATHS <• 80 
~:l~ ~a~:~::d\o upper by z: 
THEN pages • Z 
tf,en pages = 3 
THEN p•ges • 4 
~:tl ~:l~-:i:~~~·~:i!:rt::fr~!ii!~2i!!11,v11>; 
PUT FILE {HHST&T!) skip editCK,ml,vl,•Z 1vZ,K+l,mll,v11,m21,vZ1) 
FCS,Z) 1 X(3),FC7,3),X(S),F(3),X(5),F(5,z), 
XC3),FC7,3),XCS),FC5,2),X(3),FC7,3)); 
ENO: 
f:::r·:ur~:~r·. 2 ~A: 
upper• HIN(test,ZO); 
end; 
PUT FILE (HHSTATS) PAGE SKIP editc•CARRIER UTILIZATIDN.)(x(ZS),A); 
PUT FILE (HHSTATS) skip(Z) edit(•Nu•ber ot·,·,vera9e•,·variance")(X(1Z>,A,X(12),A,X(1Z),A); 
PUT FILE CHHSTATS) skip editc•carriers•,•iutilizat1on·>cxc1z>,A,XC13),A): 
call Cale stat(6,0,m1,v1,•Z,vZ,•3,v3); 
PUT FILE {HHSTATS) skip edit(HAXCARTS,•1,vl)(X(l4),f(3),x(14),F(6,2),X(l4),FC7,3)); 
pa~ehead proc: 
(X(4),FC3),X 
PUT FILE (MHSTATS) PAGE SKIP edit(•Hater1al Handling Utilization Report•)(X(l8),A); 
PUT FILE (HHSTATS) skip(Z) editc•PATH·,·HeAN·,·vARIANCE•,•p4JH·,·HeAN",.VARIANCE.)(X(3),A,X(S),A,X(5),A,X(5),A,X(5), 
A,XC4)fA); 





















































de! JSTAT5 ftle itre3~ output print: 
9-FEB-1~84 a7:20:3b 
lO-JlN-1984 04:21!18 
de l Cale_ stat ontrv(fixod bin(J)sfix•d bin(J),float ~in(31)l :i~:~ ~i~~il>::1~:~ g1~~ills! 10at bin() >, 
dcl (pagos,J,K,lower,uppor,t•st) f1xod bin(7); 
dcl (N1,vl,•2,vZ,•3,v3) flo~t b1n(31); 
~~~n t~t:!~sT~~t>~BO) var: 
1f( NUHQS (: 20 ) THEN pagos • 1, 
olso if( NUMJS > 20 t NUHQS <• 40 
olso if( NUMQS > 40 t NUMQS <= 60 
els• if( NUH~S > 60 t NUH~S <• ec 
else pao•s. s; 
lo•er = li 
uppor • HIN(ZO,NUHQS); 
do J • 1 to pages: 
call h•adings: 




) . 1: 
4: 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 Pago 11 
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call Cale stat(3 1K,•1,vl,•Z 1vZ,•3,v3): 
PUT FILE fQSTATSJ skip editlK,•1,vl,~Z,vZ)(xC10),fC3),X(6),F(5,Z), 
X(8) 1 F(1,3) 1 X(l),F(3),X(6J,F(3))l 
ENO; 




lo~er z lo~•r + zo: 
PUT FILE CQSTATS) PAGE SKIP editC"Queuo Su•mart Roport")CXCZ8),A); 
PUT FILE (QSTATS) skip odit("Quouo•,•avorage•, Variance","MIN","HlX") 
(X(l0) 1 A1 X(5),A,X(6) 1 A,X(6),AiX(6),A)l 
PUT FILE (JSTATS) SKIP EDIT("Nu•ber·,-size )(X(l0),A,X(5),A): 
end headings; 
ond QHAR); 
HHARO : proc: 
tINCLUOE "UCASE.PLI"; 
tINCLUOE "TRANSPORT.PLI"; 
OCL HHSTATS FILE STREAM OUTPUT PRINT, 
dcl Cal:_stat ontrv(fixod bin(J),f1xed b1n(7),float bin(31), 








































1f( vl > 0.0 ) tnen vl : l/vl: 
als• vl : o.o; 
9-F~2-19a4 07:zo:36 
30-JAN-1984 04:21:18 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 Page 10 
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put sk1p(2) od1t("Part Product1on por ~nit 
put skip(2) od1t( 0 Var1anco 
put skip(J) ed1t(•Htt a carria~o roturn to 
got odit(roply)(A(80)): 




do J & l to PARTS: 
if( ,.z >co!i ~·!~.~t!}'~•t;:~!vl,m2,vZ,ml,v3): 
•l•• ,.z • o.o; 
if( v2 > O.O ) then vZ - 1/vl; 
els• vZ a O.o: 
,, 
put skip ed1t(PI~CfS.P_nam•(J)imZ,v2i11l,vli 
( A C3 0) 1 4( •CO , F (1, 3) )) : , ___ ,J 
•nd: 
put skip edit("H1t a carr1ago return to continuo.")(X(ZC),A); 
got edit(roply)(ACaO)); 
·~r ~ ·1~e; 
do •hile( err ); 
put sk1p(20) od1t("Would vou like this report 
got edit(reply)CACSO)); 
reply• UCASECrepll); 
1f( reply= "YES" repl a ·~o·) thon orr = 
also put sk1p edit "lnvar1d roply")(XCZO),A); 
endi 
if( reoly "YES") then call WIPHARD: 




put sk1p(25) od1t("Work in Process and Production qoport")(X(ll),A); 
end heading!; 
head1noZ proci 
put sk1p(ZS) od1t("Production by Part Typo")(X(Z4),A); 
ond hoadingZ; 
ond WIPSTAT: 
, ................................................................ , 























































reply = UCASE(reply>; 
~r~.r;~ty.:.;':~~tc·r~~!r.d 
andi 
1f( reply = "YES")th•n call ~HARO; 
pa~ehead : proci 
9-FEB-1984 01:zo:Jb 
10-JAN-liB4 04:z1:1e 
"NO" ) then no • "O"B; 
reply.")(X(lZ),A); 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 Pa~• 9 
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put sk1p(Zj) ed1t("Hater1al Handlin~ Ut1l1zat1on R•port")(X(l8) 1 A); 
put sk1p(Z) edit("PATH" 1 "HcAN",.~lRllNCE",•plfH•,·~EAN•,•vARllNcE•)(X(3),A,X(5),A,X(5),A,X(5),l,X(5), 
A,X(4),A)l 
PUT SKIP EOITc·NuH·,·iuTIL·,·NuH·,·iuTIL")(X(4),A,X(5),A,X(l5),A,X(4),A); 
end pagaheadi 
END HHS UT; 
, ......................................................•......... , 
, ............................•.•....••...... , , ........................................... , 
IIIPSTlT : proc; 
i1nclude •PARTS.PLI•; 
IINCLUOE ·ucASE.PLI•; 
DCL ( w1,v1,~Z,vZ,w3,v3 
dcl reply 
dcl J 
OCL err b1t(l); 




dcl Calc_stat entry cfr!:tdb~~cil~:;t::~ gt~~lls!l1~!tb~~~llls, 
float bin(31),float bin(31)); 
call head1ngll 
~~il 5 ~!f~ 3~t:~t!~~~~l~vt~m~~:z::;:!§~~ZB),A)l 
put skip(!) 1dit(•Average nu~b•r of parts 1n the 
~~i1"~!r~ 2 !t:~t:~~~!1!!~;!2,vZ,m3,v3>: 
put ,k1p({) editc•system Produ:t1on•)(X(Z8),A); 
put sk1p(Z) 1d1t(•Averago Ti~• 1n the Syst•N 
~~~ ~t•~C~~o'11i~:~a;ta";"11m1; 
olso ml = O.O; 
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3RA1:[U3341AA.THES!S.FINISHEDJOUTPUT.PLIC1) 
lINCLUJE 'TRANSPJRT.PL:"; 
dcl Cal:_•tat •ntry(fl••d u1n(l),f1•ed b1n(7) 1 fl~at b1n(31), 
float bin(31),float b1n(31),float bin(31), 
float b1n(31),float b1n(31)); 
dcl Cp•9es,J,K,lower,upper,t~st) f1K•d b1n(7); 
dcl (ml,v1,m2,v2,N),v3,m11,vtl,m21,v21,m)l,v)l > float b1n(3t): 
dcl no blt(l); 
dcl M4XCARTS FlXE~ 3IN(15) EXTERNAL; 
dcl reply char(SO) var; 
dcl ~HARO ENTRT; 
!f~.p:~rsP~TH~0>)2~HE~ ~=¥~~ <= 1 lo 
else 1f( PATHS> 40 £ PATHS<= 60 
else if( PATHS> 60 £ PATHS(: ac 
else pages a S; 
lower = li 
upper = ~INC20,PATrlS); 
do J = 1 to pages; 
~! 1k ~·y~~=~dio UPP•r by 2: 
THEN pages z; 
then pages • 3l 
THEN pages = 4; 
call Calc_stat(5,K,ml,vt,m2,v2,m3,v3); 
call Cale statC5,K•l,m11,vll,m21,vZl,m31,v31); 
put skip iditCK,m1Svl,•2,v2,K+1,m11,v11im21,v21) 
XC3>,F~~~3f!;~~~!F~~!i~,;~§~!F~~~ls~is>,FCS, >, 
END; 
test z upper + zo: 
lo••r ~ lower+ 20; 
upper• MIN(test,20); 
put skip edit(•H1t a carriage return to cont1nue.·)(X(lO),A); 
get edit(reply)(A(30)); 
end: 
put sk1p(Z5) ad1t('C&RRIER UTILIZATION")CxC25),A); 
put skip(2) edit("Number of• 1 •&vera9e•,•var1anca")(X(lZ),A,X(l2),A,X(12),A); 
put skip editc•carriors·,·iut1lizat1on·>cxc12>,&,XC13),&); 
call Calc_stat(6,0,m1,v1,m2,v2,m3,v3); 
put skip ed1t(HAXCARTS,ml,vl)(X(14),f(3),x(14),FC6,Z),XC14),FC7,3)); 
put skip od1tC'H1t a carr1a~~ return to cont1nue •• >CXC12),A); 
9et ed1t(roply)(A(dO)); 
no 3 0 1•s; 
do wh1le(no); 
out ,k1p(5) ed1t('would you like this report saved ">CXCll),A); 





















































































































r•c~rds ~ o; 
do while 111ore_r•cords ): 
records records• l 
















Queues.Rank(Q) • ~rule: 
Queues. Haxq(Q) =- Csize; 
ond;I* end of write loop *I 
SHUTS = racords - 1; 
put skip(2) edit("The file has beon created.") ( X(Z4),A): 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
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put skip edit("There wore",SHUTS,"records read froN tho file.")CXCZO>,A,X(l),FC2),X(l),A); 
close file ( logical ) ; 
:all Pause: 
, .................................................•...... , 
1.nstruct1ons : proc: 
put sk1p(S) edit("++++ Filin~ SysteN Instructions ++++") ( X(21),A); 
put skip(3) editC"ln the f1l1n~ system you •ill be asked to anter") (XC15),A); 
put skip ed1t("a fil• na~e where your aod•l statements can be"}(X(lO),A); 
put skip edit("saved. The file naNe can consist of froN 1 to 8")(XC10),A); 
put skip ed1t("letters or nuNbers. Homever, th• first character") CXClO),A); 
put skip edit("Nust be a letter. ExaNples of valid file naNos")CXClO),A); 
put skip ed1t("are shown belo•."> ( X(lO),A); 
put sk1p(Z) edit("Valid File Names")(X(29J,A); 
put skip(Z) editc•usERFILE ")CXC33),A); 
put skip od1t("MACHINE2 ")CX(33),A); 
put skip od1tC"FILE2326 ")(XC33),A); 


























































































































1f( reply= •y• I reply= •N•)then error a false: 
end; 
1f(reply = •y•) then call 1nstruct1ons: 
error= true; 
do •h1le( error); 
put Sklp(5) ed1t(•cnter a valid flle name: •) (X(25) 0 A); 
get edit(filename) ( A(a>>: 
filename= UCASE( filena~e ): 
symbol = SU3STR(filenameololl: 
position= INOEX(alpha.symbol); 
if C position= 0) then do: 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRA1:CU3841Al.THESIS.FINISHEDJTJ 
put skip(2) edit(.The file ·.filename,· 1s 1nval1do re-enter I •>c A0 A,A); 
•ls• 
arror = true; 
and: 
error • fal sei 
open file logical t1tl1( filename >: 
,-ecnu • = 0 : 
read file(log1cal> into (RECJRD) keyto(recnum); 
1fCna~e A: ·shuttle Oescript1ons•)then do: 
put sk1p edit(.The fil•·of1lename,•does not contain Shuttle Oescr1pt1ons.·)c&,X(l), 
put skip l1st("You •111 need to enter a different filename.·>: 
error # true; 
close f1l• ( logical >: 
endi 
endil~ •nd of error jo while */ 
error• falsei 
'put skip(5) edit(•Tne Shuttle descriptions are being read from •,f1lename)(X(8) 1 A1 A(8)): 
























































































































dcl alpha ehar(30) var 1n1t(.ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'); 





dcl ~ore_records b1t(l): 
de! raply ehar(dO) var, 
f1lena~• ehar(l2) var; 




r acor ds 
JJ 
lo~1eal f1lo 1npu t i<eyed sequential 
env1ron~ant( ~ax1~u~_record_nu•ber(lOO),maximum_re:ord_s1ze(Z50)); 
on andf1l•Clo91cal) ~ora_records = false; 
~ora_records = true: 
on undef1nedf1le ( lo~1cal ) ~·~1n: 
VAX-11 PL/l Vl.4-55 
ORA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHED)TI 
put sk1p(2) ed1t('Tho f1lo",f1lonamo,·doos not ex1st.')(A,X(l) 1 A(l2),X(1),A); 
error true; 
end: 
JN l~YCJNDITiON 6cGIN: 
PUT SKIPC3) LI;Tc•rn~ut/Out~ut•); 
end; 
1••*•*******~*~*******•*~~**~•••******~··¢··~···~·••*1 
put sk1p(25) od1t(•#tt1 F~SS •1l1ng System ••••"l(XC22),A); 
error true; 
do while( orror ) ; 




































































de l ~ueues ( 100 ) ,1xtRrnal, 
Hoad f1x~d b1n(l5), 
Tail f1xad b1nC15), 
Rank f1xod b1n(15), 
"4axca fixed binC31): 
je I NtJM.:lS fixed b1n(7) el(ternalt 
l1,eludo •;HUTS.PLI"; 
del I RcCDRO 
2 n•11• char (30), 
2 caps f1xod b1n(7) 1 
2 connoct1on char(30), 
2 Q f1xod b1n(7>, 
2 1nout char(1) 1 
i-FES-1984 06!39!51 
ZS-JAN-1984 20:15:32 
~ ~~:r: 1 ~1=~db~~~l~5. 
2 Qsiz• fixed bin(15), 
2 d_namo char(15) var: 
dcl new_rvle char(BO) var: 
dc.l convert ontry(f1xod b1n(7),char(80) var); 
de! Quo ontry C char(80) var,f1xod bin(7)); 
del sy11bol char(]) var: 

































































































































de 1 J 
k 
de 1 an swQr 
duo! 1c atd tru; 
fixed b1n(7), 
fixed bin(7); 
char( 15) var; 
do ~h1lo C duplicate >: 
errl = no; 
J = 0: 
do •h1lo( J < (SHUT; - 1 ) 
J ; • • 1 : 




1f( •rrl ) then call naw_name; 






VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
QRA1:(U3841AA.THESIS.FINIS~ED)Ti 
put ,k1p(l) od1t(·~~i~ cupl1cate Shuttle Na~o ~ii&")(X(5),A); 
put ;kip(l) od1t("Shutt1~·,J, 0 1s tho ••~• as Shuttte•,SHUTS)(X(5),A,X(l),F(l),X(l),A,X(ll,=(z)); 



























































































































VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRll:[U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEOJTR 
str1ng6 = UCASEC str1ng6 ); 
Call Par~ 1n(str1ng6,po1ntar): 
Movas(SHUT!) = po1ntor: 
M_dist( SHUTS ) : str1ng6 
put sk1p(2) l1stc·shuttle namo: "); 
~;~i~~rt~ ~l~t~l!t~ingl): 
"nd: I* ond of ~UIT loop *I 
f1lerr truil: 
do ~h1lo ( f1lerr ); 
p~t skip(3) l1st("Would you l1ka your descriptions saved an a filo:( YIN)? 
9ot l1st(str1ng7): 
string7 = UCA,E(strlnJ7): 
1f( str1n97 = •y• I str1n97 = "N")then filorr = false: 
end: 
11( strin~7 = •y•) then call SAVE_SHT: 
end: /* ll)nd of ne .. loop ~/ 
1··············~·····································•••1 
















sk1p(3) edit("•••• Shuttl• Input :nstruct1on> ••••">CXCZO),A); 
skip()) ed1t("The shuttle 1nput description 1s divided into two")CX(ZO),A); 
sk1p odit("stct1ons. fho first section asks you for a shuttlo")(X(15),A): 
skip edit("na~o. You ~ay oithor input a namo less than 30')(XC15},A); 
skip edit("ch•racters or tip• ~UIT to ter~lnate tho shuttle ")CX(15),A): 
skip edit("input soQuence. )(X(15),A}; 
skip ed1t("The second section •ill ask you to 1nput six ")(XCZO),A); 
skip 1d1t("different items. The six input 1te~s are as ")(X(l5},A}; 
sk1p edit("follows: Shuttle C•p•city, Queue R•nk, Queue Disipline, ")(X(lS),A); 






,; 1. 4 
145 3 
146 3 
14 7 3 























1 71 4 
I 7 2 4 
173 4 
174 4 
l 7 5 4 
176 4 
177 3 


























numarr = falsei 
Call le•2Cstr1ng2,caps,nu~err); 
do jh1la ( nuMerr ) ; 
put sk1p(Z) l1stc•Th1 caoac1t1 must be nu~ar1c, ra-ent~r: ~): 
~·t l1st(stringZ); 




nu ... '1rr f ;)l se; 
call le•ZCstr1ng7,caps,nJmerr): 
1f( caps > 100 I :aps < 1 ) th!n nu~orr 
do whlle(numarr)i 
·1·,: 
put sk1p(l) l1stc•the O numl>er 1s 1nval1d, re-enter: ·); 
got od1t(string7)(A(80)): 
numerr = false: 
call le•2C str1n97 1 caps,numarr): 
1f( caps > lOO I ca~s < 1 ) than nu~arr 
'lnd: 
pointer = CC!L( caps ); 
~!1f"8~E{s~~~~~§:~~~~1!r)~; 
~ua nu~(SHUT5) = pointer; 
Unk(SHUTS) = UCAS:C str1ng4); 
str1ng5 = uCASE(str1n95); 
IO arr = true; 
"l "6: 
~~c .. ~:t!"f\o.;; ·>;I stnng5 •9• ) thon IJerr t,Jsa; 
vAX-11 PL/I Yl.4-5> 
ORAl:[~3341AA.THcS!S.FINISHEO)To 
put sk1p(Z) list( -The shuttle was not spec1f13d ~s Innut or Qutput I·); 
put skip list(•Ro-ent•r: •); 
got list(str1n95); 


























































































































put ;kip ed1t("IIII S~UTTLE JESC~:orrGNS 
old falsa; new fal;e: 
arr true: 
do wh1le ( err ); 
9-FEB-1984 )6:3i:51 
25-JAN-1984 20:15:32 
1111") ( X(ZO),A); 
VAX-11 PL/: il.4-5> 
DRAl:[U3841AA.TH"S!S.F!NlSrlEDJTR 
put SK1?(3) l1stc•oo you ~1sh to usa ~EW or EXl)TING 5huttle descr1pt1ons?·): 
put SKlP l1st(•Replv ( NEW/)LJ ): ·,; 
GET l1st(str1n~I): 
string! = UCASE(str1n9l): 
1f(str1n~l "NEW" I ,tringl "OLD" ) then err false: 
end; 
1f ( str1ngl •Nt~· ) t~en ne~ true: 
else 
:,ld true: 
do wh1le(ne111 ); 
put sk1p(5) l1stc•"o vou noej to sae the 1nstruct1on set? ( YES/~O ): "): 
~;:,~~tt~·~Ei~~l!lr,ng1>: 
ifCstringl = •yes· I string! 
neli = fals!!. 
str1n;il = , 
SHUTS= O; 
•y• ) then call 1nstruct1?ns; 
put ;k1p(2) l1st("Shuttla name: "); 
~;~l~~tt~s~clsil!t~l~~t~?>; 
do while Cstrin9l A: "CUIT"J; 
SHUTS SHUTS + l 
C_na~e(SHUTS) = str1n~1; 










2 3 1 
2'l 1 
30 1 
31 I 1 
32 1 
3 3 1 
34 1 


















62 I 1 









7 2 1 
73 1 
74 I 




1 l I 
80 1 
8 1 I 
82 1 










dcl P ar11 -
de l Cue 
an try 
1n en tr "i 
entry 
char(SO) war, flo~t b1n(31), blt(l)); 
C c~ar(dO) var, f1••d b1n(7)); 
char(BJ) var, f1•ed '>ln(J)); 
de l SAVE _5HT entry: 















Val UQ float 
caps float 
pointer f 1 x e cl 
c~a. ... (80) var: 
b1n{31), 
binC31); 
b 1n( 7); 
tr u a i)l t ( 1 l 1n1t("l"o), 
fa 1 s e h 1 t ( I ) 1n1t( 'O"Bl, 
orr b1tCl), 
"""' b1t(l), old b1t(l), 
nu11111rr I) l t ( l) t 
IJorr t,it(I), . ' .. ..... , 1 ' '. 
























































































































VAX-11 PL/l Vl.4-55 
DRA1:CU3841AA.THESlS.FlNISHEDJTJ 
PATHS• PATHS+ 1 ; 
put skip(2) editc•enter the end point, the p•th length, and the travel rate for p•tn ·,~)(A,f 
put skiP<Z> edit<•• ·>ca>: 
i~~p!!~:<;n3@%l~li~~:!:~~;rdist>: 
err a true: 
do while ( err); 
do L • l to works by 1 ; 
if( ~_nawe(L) • Endpoint)then err• false: 
•nd; 
if ( •rr )then do: 
end; 
put sk1p(2) edit(Endpoint,•is not a valid work center name.·)CX(Zl,A,A); 
/~•••••••• f1a on 12/30/83 ••••••I 
put skip(Z) editc•The following are v•lid work center n•mes:•)(X(lO),A); 
do L = l to works by 2: 
put skip adit( "r~t~oi~li;~~:;tfk,!ll3o>>: 
end; 




err :1 true i 
do while ( err ); 
•rr = false: 
call lex2(dist•nce,w•lue,arr ); 
1f (err) then do: 
•)(X(5),A); 
put skip(2) edit(•The path length must be numeric t•)(XCZ>,&>: 
put skip ed1t(•Re-enter : ·,cxc2),A); 


























































































































VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRA1:[U3841AA.THES!S.FINISHEDJTA 
else WCO • true; 
do while( ~CD ); 
WCO • falae; 
PUT SKIP(25) EOITC.<<<< Hatorial ttandling Syste~ Description )))).)(X(lZ)eA); 
put skipC3) editc·~ould you like to use NEW or OLD Hatorial Handling Syte~ Ooscr1ptions?·)cA); 
put skip ed1tc•Roply (NEW/JLD) : .)(A); 
er"'r z truei 
do ,ohile Corr); 
get ed1t(stringl)(l(80)); 
f}rt~i~i~g~C~~E{~lwinzl!iringl •: •oLJ.)then put skip listc•tnvalid, re-enter 
else 
err = false: 
end; 
1f stringl • ·~E•" then naw 
else old = true; 
cdo •h1le ( new ): 
new falsa: 
true: 
put sk1p(25) @d1t("<<<< ~ater1al Handling Syst•~ Description >>>>.)(X(12),l); 
PATHS• O; 
DD J • l to works by 1: 
Current= Mach1ne.M_na~e(J)t 
. ) ; 
PUT SKIPCZ) editc•How Nany path. oNan•t• fro~ station ",Current,• •><A,A,A,A); 
err• true: 
do while (err ); 
get edit(stringl)(A(80)); 
call lexZ(strin~l,value,err); 
if( err )th•n put sk1p(Z) edit(•Invalid input, re-enter:•)(x(Z),A); 
end: 
branch••• C:IL( value ); 













































































































































hlse bit Cl) 
STCKCNT 
char( 30) var, 
charClO) var, 
char(30) var, 
char( 80) var, 
char(80) var, 
char( 30) var, 
char( 80) var: 
hud bin(7), 











new bit(l) 1n1t("O'B), 
old bit(l) 1nit("O"B); 
~ONECZ5) char(30) var, 











dcl Paria_in entry (charCBO> var, fixed b1nC7)); 
linclude "UCASE.PLI"; 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRAl:[U3841AA.THESIS.FlNlSHEDJTR 
, .......................................................................•................ , 
IF (works (a O ) than do; 
~CD a false: 
put skip(Z) list("You need to enter the Work Center Descriptions bafor•">; 

































































VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
DRA1:CU3841Al.THESIS.F[NISHEDJT~ 
put ~k1p(5) ed1tC"Enter th• MAXIMU" QUEUE SIZE C Return= inf1n1te) ")CA): 
get edit (ans) CA(80))l 
err: false: 
call lexZC 3n5,val,•rr ): 
1f( err ) then put skip l1st("lnvalid entry"); 
end: 
if C vaal 0.0 ) then c 32767: 
else c = CEIL(val>: 
END: I* END OF ELSE 00 *I 
Head(B) • O; 




convert: proc ( rank, rul•): 
dcl rank f1xed b1n(l), 
rul• charCSO) var; 
11( rank . 1 ) then rule 
11lse 1 f( ritink . l ) then rule 
el•e l fC ritink . 3 ) then rule 
else 1 fC renk . 4 ) then ,.ul• 
else rule = "RAND": 
end conv•r t; 


























































































































dcl val float b1n(31); 
IF (Quouos.HaxQ(3) • 0 ) thon do; 
1fCNUH~S 100) thon do; 
Call ERQO~CZOl,• •); 
NUHJS = BO; 
end: 
olso NUHQS • NUHQS + 1; 
put skip l1st(•dobug for Queue counter •,NUHQS)l 
ENO; 
1f( Haxg(8) > 0) thon do; 
9-FEB-1184 06:39:52 
zs-JAN-1984 20:15:32 
VAX-11 Pl/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:[U3a41AA.THES!S.FINISHEO]TA 
put skip(Z) ad1tc•Juoue nu1bar ·,s,· already has a capacity of ·,HaxQ(8))(A 1 F(3),A,F(S)); 
put skip oditc•would you like to change that capacity? (YIN): •)(A)l 
got odit(ans)(l(SO))l 
ans• UCASc(ans)l 
if( ans• •y•)than do: 
err ~ true: 
do •hilo ( err ); 
put skip(S) adit(•Entor tho HAXI~UH QUEUE SIZE ( Return 
got edit (ans) (A(SO))l 
•rr = false: 
call lexZC ans,val,err ): 
if( err ) then put sk1p l1st(•Invalid entry•); 
end: 
if ( val 0.0 ) than c 32767: 
else c • CEIL(val): 
end; I* end of second 1f do •I 
ELSE c • MaxQ(B)l 
END;/o ~ND OF FIRST IF JO •1 
ELSE DO; 





















































































































1f(te11p = 1 
else 1 f C tamp 
•lse 1f(tarap 
else lf Ct a rap 
else old = 
IF( ,. ank Az 
) then old = •FIFO•; 
2}then old •Lt FD•; 
s ))than old ·spr•: 
= 4)than old •LNRD•; 
•RAND•; 
old ) then dai 
9-FES-1984 06:39:52 
25-J•N-1984 20:15:32 
VAX-11 Pl/I Vl.4-55 
DRA1:[U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEDJTI 
put sk1p(2) edit(•Queue nuraber •,number1• has a ranking criteria of •,old)CA,F(2),A,A); put skip •dit(•You sp,c1fied the ne• er teria as •,rank)(A,A): 
put s~1P editc•,ould you like the •New• or •OLD• ranking criteria 7•)(A); 
error• true; 
do •h1la ( error }; 
put sk1p editc•ent,r :(NEW/OLD) 1 •><•>: 
get edit( ans ) CA(80)); 
ans= UCASE(ans>: 
1f(ans s •New• I ans= •JLJ.}then error= false: 
Else 
else put skip l1stc•1nvalid·): 
endi 
1f( ans= •New•}then ~uauas.Rank(nuraber) 
else 
Queues.Rank(nu~b,r) = te~p; 
end; 1• end of second 11 do •t 
Queu,s.Q•nk(nu~ber) & tamp; 
end:I• end of first if do •I 
ELSE Jueues.R~nk(nu•ber) r~nkli 
call 1n1tq(nuraber}: 
rank 1: 
-PUT S~IP LIST(•SHUT DEBUu FOQ ~U~CS QNUM s •,number,NUMQS}; 
, ......................................................... , 
1n1tq: proc C 3 ); 
dcl ER~OR entry(f1xed b1n(l5) , char (80} var}: 















































































































































-1rror .:: false; 
r"'ankl :s 3; 
end: 
•LN~O·) tnon do; 
~rror = false: 
rankl = 3; 
end: 

















sk1p(2) ed1tc•tho quouo1ng d1sc1plin• entered is 1nv•lid •• )CX(3),A); 
!~l~f1~ :~!:f:i~;ov•!!~ q~I~;~nin~ui1:s;r:u;!>[;tl~::5;>cxc 3 >,A>; 
skip ed1tC.LIFD = > L•st in- First out')(XC8),A); 
skip edit(•5py = > Shortest processing ti~• first•)(XC8)!A); 
skip edit(.LNRO > Least Nu~b•r of Re~•ining Operations·JCXCB),A); 
skip edit(•RAND = > Rando~ order•)(X(8) 1 A); 
put skip ed1tc•select a valid quoue1ng rule: •>CA); 
got list Cr•nk); 
r•nk = UCASECrank); 
1rror = true: 
ENO; t• ENC OF INVALID INPUT LOOP •t 
E~O; 1• EN!l JF H4IN LOOP *' 










94 0 2 
941 2 
942 2 
































































sk1p(S) ed1tc•++++ Filing System Instructions ++++") C X(21) 1 A); 
sk1p(3) ed1t("ln the filin~ system you •ill be asked to enter"J (X(15),A); 
skip ed1t("a file name •here your •odel statements can be")!XC10) 1 A); 
skip ed1t("saved. The file name can consist of from 1 to 8 )(X(lo) 1 A); 
skip ed1t("letters or numbers. Ho•ever, th• first character") (X(lo),A): 
skip edit("•ust be a l•tter. Examples of valid file na11es 0 )(XC10),A): 
skip ed1t("are sho•n belo•."> ( X(l0) 1 a>: 
sk1p(Z) ed1t("Valid File Names")(X(29J,A); 
sk1p(Z) ed1t( 0 USERFILE ")(X(33),A); 
skip edit("MACHINEZ ")(X(33),&); 
skip ed1t(°FILEZ326 ")(X(33),A); 
sk1p edit("F1234567" )(X(33),A); 
ENu 1nstruct1ons: 
S~~ :s:~:cs~T;ank, number >: 
iINCLUOE "UCASE.PLI": 










de 1 NUH~S fixed b1n(7) external: 




H::5 8ginH; J: 
dcl old char(80) var: 
dcl nu~ber fixed b1n(7): 










, ................•................. , 
error :s true 
























































































































VAX-11 PL/1 Vl.4-55 
D~Al:[U3841AA.THESIS.FIN!SHEOJTP 
put skip(lO) adit(.The Shuttle descri~tions are being •rittan into •,tilaname)CX<~>,A,A(S)); 
filanama • filename II ·.oAr• ; 
open file( OUTFILE ) output title(filename); 
recnu11 = 1; 
na~• = ·shuttle Dascript1ons•; 
caps= SHUTS; 
write fila(OUTFlL:) from(R:C3RD) 
do JJ = 1 to SHUTS; 
re:nu~ = recnu11 + l 
~:~;: ~u~:',~j~i: 
connection= Link(JJ); 
J • Cue num(JJ); 




Qsiza • Queues.H•xq(Que_num(JJ)); 
d_na~e = H_dist( JJ ); 
writ• file C DUTFILE ) from (RECJRJ) keyfrom(recnum ); 
•nd;/$ end of write loop e/ 
put skip(2) adit(.The file has bean created.·) ( X(24) 1 A); 
put skip aditc•rhere ~•re•,SHUTS,"records written •• )(XC23l,A 1 XC1),F(2),XCl),A); 


























































































































dcl OUTFILE file keyed environment( 
9-FEB-1984 06:39:52 
25-JAN-1984 20:15:32 
~a•1.~u~ record numbwr(lOO). 
~axi~u~_record_size(250)); 
'*********•········································••1 
put ak1p(ZS) ed1t("•llt FMSS •1lin9 Syste~ ••••")(X(22),A); 
err"or true i 
do "hi.le( error ): 
put ,kip()) ed1t("Oo you need instruc,ions 1( YI~ ): ") CXCZO),A); 
get •d1t(r•ply) (A(80)); 
reply= UCASE(r•?ly); 
Lf( reµly •y• I reply "N")thon error f c111 s,: 
end; 
1f(reply "Y") then call 1nstruct1ons; 
err;,r z: true; 
do •h1le( error ); 
put sk1p(S) ed1t("Entor a valid file na~e: ") CXCZS),A); 
~ot ed1t(f1lenaNo) C AC9)); 
f1lenaNe • UCASEC f1l•naNe ); 
syMbol = suaSTR(filenaMe,1,1); 
pos1t1on • INDEX(alpha,sy~bol); 
1f C pos1t1on = 0 ) then do; 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
ORA1:CU3841AA.THES!S.FINIS~EDJTI 
put sk1p(2) ,d1t("The f1le",fil•na~•,"1s 1nval1d, re-enter! 
error ~ true: 
")(x(l 8) ,A,x( I) ,A, O; 
end: 


























































































































OCL 1 RECORD, 
de 1 
de l 
Z namo char(30), 
Z caps fixod bin(7) 1 
Z connection cnar(30) 1 
Z Q fixod binC7), 
2 inout char(l), 
Z times fix•d b1n(7), 
Z Qrule fixed bin(7), 
2 Qsize fixed b1n(15), 
2 d_namo ehar(lS) var: 










fixod bin(7) extornal; 
dcl sfmbol ehar(3) var; 
del pooit1on fixed bin(7); 
9-FEB-1984 06:39:sz 
ZS-JAN-1984 zo:15:32 
dcl alpha char(30) ••r 1n1t(.A8CDEFGHIJKLMNDPJRSTUVWXYZ.); 




























































































































also error false; 
end:/* and of error do ~h1la #/ 
error = falsei 
9-FcB-1984 06:39;53 
25-JAN-1984 zo:15:32 
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put skip(lO} adit('The Material Handling System descriptions are being ~rittan into ',f1lena• 
f1lonama = f1lana~• I I ·.oAT' : 
open file( JUTFILE ) output title(filanamo); 
recnu:n 1; 
Ba;1n = •HHS )e;cr1pt1ons·; 
timt = PATHS; 
write filo(OUTFILE) from(RECCRO) 
do JJ 1 to PATHS; 
recnuw re:num + 1; 
Bagin: Zongs(JJ).Start: 
distanco = Zones(JJ}.Length; 
t1mo : Zonos(JJ}.Rate: 
dist Zonos(JJ}.O name; 
Finish = Zonas(JJ}.End; 
k•yfro .. (racnu,.); 
write file ( OUTFILE > fro~ (R:CJRO) keyfrom{recnum }; 
ond:I* end of writ• loop 8/ 
put s~ip(2) edit( "Tho fila has bean created.') { X(24},A); 
put skip •dit("Thore wara",PATHS,'rocords wr1tten.")(X(23),A,X(l),F(2),X(l),A); 





















































































































de 1 errrar 
true 
false 
dcl ~a~~ .... 















put sk1pC2i) od1t<••••• FMSS Filing System ••r••>(X(22),A); 
error true; 
do wh1lo( orror >: 
put sk1p(3) ed1tc•oo you n9ej 1n3truct1ons ?C Y/N ): •> (X(ZO),A); 
;et ed1t(reply) CACBO)); 
reply= UCASE(reply); 
1f( roply = •y• I reply = •N•)then error a false: 
end: 
1f(reply •y•) th~n call instructions; 
error true: 
do wh1lo( error ); 
put sk1p(5) edit(•Enter a valid f1lo name: ') (X(25),A): 
Qet oditCf1lename) C ACS)); 
f1loname • UCASE( f1lena~e ); 
symbol • SUBSTR(f1lename.1.1>; 
position• INDEX(alpha,sy•bol); 
if C pos1t1on • 0 ) then do: 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
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174 3 1 
1744 1 
174 5 1 
1746 1 






























sk1p(5) edit(••••• Filing System Instructions •••••> C XCZl)pA): 
skip(3) ed1tc•1n the filing syste• you will be asked to enter•) (X(l5),A); 
skip edit(•a file na•e •here rour model stat1m1nts can ba•)(X(lO),A): 
skip edit(•retr11ved.- Th• fi • name can consist of fro• 1 to a·,cxc10>,•>: 
skip editc•1etters or nu•bars. ~ow1ver, th1 first character•) CX(lO),AJ, 
skip 1dit<••ust be a latter. examples of valid file namas•)(X(lO),A): 
skip ed1tc•ar1 shown belo•.•> C XC10) 1 A); 
skip(2) 1ditc•valid Fil• Names•)(X(29J,A): 
skip(Z) adit(•USERFILE •)(XC33),A): 
skip 1ditc·~ACHINEZ ")(XC33),A): 
skip 1ditC.FILE23Z6 •)(X(33),A), 


















float bin (31), 
f ix1d b1n(31), 
char(15) var, 
char(30) var: 
dcl s~mbol char(3) var, 
dcl position f1xad b1n(7): 






















































































































recnura a O ; 
9-FEB-1984 06:39:53 
25-JAN-1984 20:15:32 
raad file(log1cal) 1nto (RECJRO) kayto(recnum): 
1f(Seg1n A: "MHS lescript1ons")then do: 
VAX-11 PL/1 Vl.4-55 
ORA1![U3841AA.THESIS.FINISHEOJTR 
put skip ed1t("Tha file",filename,"does not contain Hateri•l Handling System Oescri 
put skip list("You ~ill need to entar • different filename."): 
error • truei 
close file C logical >: 
end; 
end:t• end of error do while •t 
error a f•lse; 
put skip(S) edit("The Material Handling Sytem descriptions are be1ng read from "•filen•••)CX< 
filename = filename II ".DAT" : 
records a o: 
do 1"h11e m,>re_records ); 
records records• 1 
read tile(logical) into C RECORD 
Zones(records).Start a Begin: 
Zones(records).Lengt~ • distance: 
ZonesCrecords).Rate a time: 
Zones(records).D_nama = dist: 
Zones(records).End • Finish: 
and:t• end of write loop •t 
?ATHS • r•cords - 1: 
k1yto(recnu111): 
PJt skip(Z) e~it("The file has been created.") C X(24),A); 
put skip ed1t("Tnere wara",PATHS,"records read from the file.")CXCZO),A,X(l),F(Z),X(l),A); 
close file C logical > : 
Call Pause: 
















































































































ON A~YCONOITION BcGIN: 





put skip(Z5) edit<••••• FHSS ~ilin9 System ••••")(XCZ2),A): 
err"or true: 
do while( orror ); 
put skip(3) editc•oo you need instructions 1( Y/N ): ") (X(ZO),A); 
get od1t(reply) (A(80)): 
reply= UCAS:(reply); 
if( reply = •y• I reply = •N•)then error z false: 
end; 
if(reply •y ") then ca 11 instructions: 
error trurt; 
do ~h1lo( error): 
put sk1p(5) edit("Enter a valid file name: ") (XCZ5),A); 
get edit(f1lename) C ACS)): 
filename= UCASEC filena~e ); 
symbol = SUSSTR(f1lona~o,l,l): 
position z INOEX(alpha,symbol); 
1f ( position z O} then do: 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
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put sk1p(Z) edit("The file ",filename,• 1s invalid, re-enterl")( A,A,A): 
olse 




hl ... ; 







































































































































del sy,.bol ehar(3) var; 
del posit1~n fixed bin(7); 
9-FEB-1984 06:3~:52 
zs-JAN-198• zo:1s:32 
del alpha ehar(30) V3r in1tc•ABCDcFGHlJKLHNJPQRSTUVWXYZ·>: 
del er-ror bitCl), 
true bitp> 1nite·1·ai, 
false bit l) inite·o·e ; 
de l niore_records bH<l); 
del fi~~~ama ehar<BO> var• eharC12) var i 
de 1 r ecnura fixed b1n(7), 
rec or d5 fl•ed bin( 7), 
JJ fi .. d bin(7>; 
de 1 lo~ieal fll e input keyed sequential 
env1ronraant( fflax1taum_record_nu~bar(lOO>,m•ximuni_re~ord_s1z~czso)); 
on endf1le(lo91eal) '"or,_records false; 
raore_racords ~ true; 
on undaf1nedfil• C lo91eal) ~a91n; 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 
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Zones.Rate(PlTHS) z pointer: 
Zones.D name(PATHS)= dist: 
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PUT SKIP(3) E~Irc·would you like rou Material Handling SysteN Descriptions saved in a file?•) 
put skip 1d1t("Reply ( YIN) : ")(l); 
err a true: 
do wh1l1 ( err ); 
si~tn•t1!'~l~t~/!t~1~ t~fO)); 
if csiringl = •y• I siringl z "N")th1n err= false: 
olse put sk1p l1st("Invalid, r1-1nt1r : "): 
end; 
if( str1n~l = •y• ) then call MHS_SlVE: 
ENO /I ENO OF NEW LOOP I/ 
ENJ: I* cNO JF WCO LOOP •I 
DO •HILE ( old ): 
CALL MHS_Jl,I; 
old = false, 


































3 z z 
2 










2 z z 
2 





JI::: :!~1111:ll~:: Cl~iil~s! 10at bincli>, 
de! (pagos,J,K,lowor,uppor,t•st) f1xod b1n(7); 
dcl (ml,vl,m2,vZ,m3,v3) flo•t b1n(]l); 
dcl reply char(80) var; 
de! QHAR) E~TRY; 
1f( NUMQS <= 2C ) THEN 
olse 1f( NUMQS) 20 t 
also 1f( NUMQS > 40 t 
olse 1f( NUMQS > 60 t 
alse pag..1s ; S: 
lo~•r = 1: 
upper = ~INCZO,NUMQS); 
do J = l t, pages: 
call headings; 
~~~;~ ~=1!0 
NUMQS < = SG 
NUMJS <= ao 







call Cal:_statC3,K,ml,vl,mZ,vZ,m3,v3>: r 
put skip od1t(K,~l,vl,~Z,vZ)Cx(lO),f(l)!~<sj,F<S,Z>, 
X(7),F(7,3),X(6),F(3),X(6),F(3)), -
ENO; 
lOMer lower+ ZQ; 
test = upper + 20i 
upper = MIN(test 1 NUM~S); 
put iklp edit(•H1t a carr1ago return to cont1nue •• )CXCl0),1); 
1et odit(reply)(A(aO)); 
andi 
put sk1p(lO) editc•would you l1ko this roport saved 7 •)Cx(lO),A>: 
get ed1t(ro~ly)(A(80)); 
~;i 1~e;l~c~ s~E~el~)ihen call ~HARO; 
head1n~s : proci 
put skip (ZS); =~: :tt: ::!tl=a~=~~-!~~==~~g=!~2,:;:~:~!!!t~lA·.·~Ax·, 
(X(l0) 1 A,X(S),A,X(6),A 1X(6~X(6),A): 




MHSTAT : proc; 
lINCLUJE ·ucASE.PLI·: 










7 1 • I 9 1 
0 1 










































•I•• 1f( work• > 6 t works <= 12) then pagos = 2; 
olso 1f( works > 12 t works<= 18) then pagos = J; •1•• 1f( works >18 t works <= 24) then pages= 4; 
else P30•S : Si 
lo~•r = 1; 
upper z MIN(6,•orks)i 
do J = 1 t~ pagos by 1; 
~~l} ~ay:.~~a~! upperi 
VAX-11 Pl/I Vl.4-55 Page 6 
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put file( wCUSTAT ) sk1p(Z) ed1t('Work Center: ",M_na~o(I)) (X(15),A,A); 
~;[l f;f~ti~:;tf I ~1,vl,~Z,v2,•l,v3); 
put f1le(-wCUSTAf ) skip editC~l,vl,~Z,vZ,~3,v3)(XC7)!fC5,Z),x(3),fC7,3), 
:~t~:if~:il::~}~:1~J:3JS: 
tnd: 
lo••r =lower • 6i 
~::!r==u~~~ft:sl!work-s)i 
end; 
pa~e_ha~d : proci 
put f1le(WCU5TAT) PAGE ed1t( 0 Work Conter Ut1lizat1on Roport')(XCZO),A); 
and page_headi 
pr1nt_he•d : proc; 
PUT FILE( .cusTAT ) sk1p(2) ed1tC"Util1zat1on•,·a1ockage•,•t Do•n·> 
(XC9),A(11),XC1Z),A(8),x(l4),A(6)); 




.;C 5TAT _HH~; 
~SfAT : proci 
:I~CLU3E 'ULASc.PLI': 
tI~CLUJE "".PLI'; 




























































err .. true; 
do while ( err ) 
9-FEB-1984 07:20:35 
30-JAN-1984 04:21:18 
out skip(Z5) ed1tc•would l1ke this report sovod 7•)(X(lOl,A); 
put skip edit(•Replv(Y:S/NO) : •)(X(lOl,A): 
get odit ( string} (A(BO)): 
strings UCASE(str1ng)l 
if( string• •yes· l string • 'NO')then err • false: 
•l•• put skip edit( lnvalid')CX(lOl,A): 
~nd; 
lf( str1n;i 'YES' ) then call -cSTAT_HARO: 
Pilge_hflad proc; 
put edit('•ork Conter Utiliz•tion Report')(X(20),Al: 
and pa~e_haad: 
pr1nt_head : proc: 
put skip(Z) edit('Ut1lization•,·a1ockoge•,•i Down') 
CX(9l,ACll),X(lZ),A(8),x(l4),A(6)): 
VAX-11 PL/I Vl.4-55 Page 5 
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•CSTAT_HARO : oroc: 
i1nclude -~ACHINE.PLI':iINCLUDE ·ucASE.PLI': 
DCLC pagos,lo•or,upper,tost,J,I ) fixed b1n(7): 
dcl( Nl,vl,N2,v2,N3,v3 )float bin(31): 
dcl 
,!t!~o ~~~,i~o~n~;,, 0 .;,~ bitCll, true bitCll 1n1tc•1•s>, 
dcl 
-c STAT _HARO 
Calc_stat 
an try, 
antry(fixed b1n(l)sf1xed b1n(7)lfloat bin(3l)i 
' 11i!.~i~f~l1i~!1i!.~1~1~ciit}~at binCl >, 
OCL •CU,TAT FILE STR:A~ OUTPUT PRINT: 






























































FILE(SHUTSTATS) PAGE SKIP(l) ed1t( 0 Shuttle Ut1l1tat1on Report'J(X(23),A); 
FILE(SHUTSTATS) SKIP(2) edit("Shuttle", 0 tUt1l1tatian°, 0 ¥alocked 0 ,•oue", 0 Type 0 ) 
(A,X(46),A,X(7),A,X(6),A,X(4),A)l 





11CSTAT : procl 
i1nclude "MACHINE.PLI"ltINCLUDE "UCASE.PLI"l 
OCL( pa9,s,lower,upper,te5t,J,I ) fixed b1n(J); 
dcl( ml,vl,m2,v2,m3,v3 )float bln(]l)l 
dcl 
string char(oO) var, orr b1t(l), true b1t(l) 1n1t( 0 l 0 6), 





entry(f1xed binC7))fixed b1n(7)lfloat binC)l), 
' 11r!.~i~f~i31t!1r~a~1 ~i~clrtlrat bin(ll), 
1f( •orks <• 3 > then pages• ll 
else if( •orks > 3 t works (z 6 . 
else if( •arks> 6 t works<• 9) 
else if( works> 9 t •orks <• 12) 
else if( morks > 12 t ~arks<= 15) 
ols• if( •orks > 15 t works<= 18) 
else if( marks> 18 t •orks <= 21) 
else if( works > 21 t •orks <= 24) 
else pao~s = 9; 
lomer = 1; 
upper = HINC3,•orks); 
do J = 1 to pages by 1; 
put skip(25); 













7: = a: 
put skip()) ed1t( 0 Work Center : ",M name(I)) (XC15),A,A); 
call print head: -
call Cale itat(1,1,ml,vl,m2 1v2,m3,v3); 
put skip editC•1,vl,m2,v2,m3,vl)(Xw),f(5i2),X(3),fC7r3>, 
x 5),fCS, ),XC3),fC7,3)p 
x 5 ,fC5,2),XC3),f(7,3)J; 
end: 
lo••r =lower+ 3; 
test~ uppar + 3: 
upper= NIN(test,warks); 









































3 z z 







put sk1p(Z>) vd1t("Shuttle Jt1l1zat1on R•port")(XC?3>,•>: 
put sk1pCZ> •d1t("Shutt10·,•cut1l1zat1on•,·ie1ocked", Que·,·rype"> 
(A,X(ZB),A,X(J),A 1X(4),A,X(2),A); 





dcl (pagos,lower,upper,J,!,test> fixed bln(J); 
dcl (wl,m?,m3,vl,v2,v3) float b1n(31): 
g~t !~~1"g1tCl),tru1 b1t(l) 1n1t("~~=~~ 8 ~!1::r~1tCl> in1tc•o•s>: 
11nclude ·ucase.PLI": 
:JCL SHUJSJAJS FILc 5.TRE Al' OUTPUT PRINT; 
dcl snthard entry, 
Cal:_stat ontry<it::~ gf~~lis!~r:~tb~~~l!t!!~f!a~ 1Ci~tli>, 
float b1n(31),float b1n(31)); 
linclude "SHUTi.PLI"; 
OPEN FILECSHUTSTATS); !r~. 5~¥liH~Ts 2 ~ lottesHC~~-~ 0 4is then pages: z: 
olse ifCSHUTS > 40 t SHUTS< ~0) then pages= 3: 
else if(SHUTS > 60 t SHUTS ( 90) then pages• 4; 
•ls• if(SHUTS > 80 )then pag s = 5: 
lo••r = 1; 
upper: HINCSHUTS,ZO); 
do J • l to pages by 1; 
VAX-11 Pl/I Vl.4-5> Page 3 
ORa1:tu3a4lAA.T~=StS.FINIS~E3]0UTPUT.Pll(l) 
~~l~ ~·y:.:~·~! upper ; 
i~t 1F~~i~~~~~!iffiJffli:1i·:~1;flm~::!li>1ffll,vl,m2,vZ,Que nu•CI),IOCI)) 
CAC30) 1 XCZ>,F(4,2),JCZ),F(S,3),X(4),F(4,Z),JCZ>, 
F(;,3J,X(6J,F(3),X(6),A); 
ENO: 
lower = lower • zo: 
test= uppar + ZJ: 































































JO-JAN-1~84 04:21: 18 
~~t ~~i~:1:!J::1:~~~:3·;· r,teit) it~:~ g;~~!lS; 
dcl string char(30) var; 
OCL err bit(l) 1 true 01t( ll 1n1tc•1•e), false b1t(l) 
i1ncludo •ucASc.PLI•; 
1n1tC ·o·s); 
dcl SHTHAqQ entry, 
Cal:_stat ontry(fixod b1n(J),f1•od Dln(J),float b1n(31) 1 
float b1n(31),float bin(31),float bin(31), 
float b1n(31),float b1nC3ll): 
iincludo •sHUTS.?Ll·: 
IF( SHUTS <• <0 
else 1fCSHUTS > 
else if(SHUTS > 
else if(SHUTS > 
else ifCSHUTS > 
la ttesH~T~·~ ·4~i then pages• 
.o t SHUTS < ~0) thon pages 




BO )then pag s • 5: 





l to pages by 1; 
~af~w:~a1! upper 
call Calc_stat(2,:,ml,vl,m2,v2,m3,v3); 
out skip edit(C na~•(Il,~l,vl,•Z,v2,~ue_nu~(I),IJCI)) 
cAc1a,sxcz,sF<4,z,,xc2,.Fcs.3,,xc3,,Fc4,2>,xc2>, 
FC5,3 ,XC? ,FC3) 1 XC2),A); 
END; 
lower= lo•er • zo: 
~=::r·,u~~~(t:s~?iHUTS); 
out skip edit(•H1t a carr1ago return to cont1nuo.")(X(5),A); 
get edit(str1ng)CAC80)); 
end; 
err :s: tru•: 
do •h•l• C err ) 
put sk1p(25) ed1t( ·would like th1s report save~ 
put sk1p ed1t(•Repl(CY:S/NJ) : •)(X(lO),A); 
?•lCX(lO),A); 
~;~1~~ 1 ! ~C~~et~£~in~~!O)l: 
if( string• "YES" l str1no • ·NJ")tnen ,rr 
olse pJt S<lP •d1t( Inval1j•)(X(10),J); 
tals9f 
end: 
1tCstr1n, "'YES• ) then call )HTHAR:J: 
pa~a_haad proc: 

























































JUT PUT : µro.:; 
de 1 r•ply char( 80) var; 




3~!~;TAT NTRY, ':NT~Y: 
DC IIH!Lc( roply 
CALL out_m~nu: 
•7. ) ; 
reply = ••; 
put sk1p(l) ~d1t(•,1hicn report would like to s•• 
got edit(roply)(A(~O)); 
if( reply = ·1·> tnen call ~CSTAT; 
also if(reply =·z•)than call SHTSTAT; 
:i:: !~~r~~~ry== ·i:~~~~;nc~!l1 =i~r;!}; •1•• if( reply= ·s·)then call JSTAT; 
•l•• if( roply = .6.)then call OOWNSTAT; 




put sktp(2) edtt(•lnvaltd r•ply.•)(X(l>),A); 
end: 
out_~enu : proc: 
put skip(25); 
VAX-11 PL/[ Vl.4-SS Page I 
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~~~ :t~~ =~i~~=I----------------------------------------------------J=~~~~i~::~ 
put skip edit(• SYSTEM RcPuRTING •)(X(i),A) 
put skip editc· ·>exC9l,A> 
put skip od1t(• Jptton Report •)(X(9),A) 
put skip ed1tc·1 l- ~ark c~~te~ Ut~l11;ti~~ ~~p~rt •)tl(i),Al 
put skip ed1tc• 2. Shuttle utilization Report ·,cxC1),A) 
put skip edit(• 3. Material Handling Utilization Raport ·,cxC9),A) 
put skip edit(• 4. Work in Process and Production Report ·1cx(9),A) 
put skip edit(• 5. ~ueuo Sum,ary Report ")(X(9),A) 
put skip oditc• 6. Breakdo~n Sum•ary Report •)(XC1),A) 
put skip ed1tc• 7. E•lt •)(X(9),A) 
put sktp ed1t(' •)(X(J),A) 
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:tt~1~~ :~1~1=r~•;heFi!l~~~s~;!t:m1~:~r~ilt 0 ~: a:k:d 0 io(e~\!~?5Alic15),A); 
:tt~ :~!~f=:a!!~= "t~: ;~t~·n~~~rc!~d~!n:i:t·~;"):o~ar ~:·~~~t~~l6~~i); 
skip editc•1etters or nu~bars. Ho•ever, the first character") CXCIO),A); 
skip ed1tc•must be a latter. Examples of valid file namas•>cXClO),A); 
skip ed1tC 0 are show belom.•) C X(lO)tA>: 
skip(Z) ad t,•val1d File Namas")CX(2i),A); 
skip(Z) ed tc·usERFILE 0 )(X(33),A); 
skip ad t(.HACHINE2 ")(X(33),A); 
skip ad t("FILEZ3?6 •>CX(JJ),A); 







EXAMPLE MODEL I 
260 
! 11 1 SHUTTLE DESCRIPTIONS 1111 
Do you wish lo use HEU or EXISTING Shut.t.le descriptions? 
Reply I NEU/OLD ): NEU 
Do you need lo see t.he inst.ruction set? ( VES/NO )I NO 
Shut.t.le naael ROBOT_1 
Shult.le naae: TRANSFER1 
Capacity. Q Rank• 0 nuMber, Uork Cent.er. l/0, Dislribut.1on 
>1,FIF0.2.DHC-"ILL,l,U 
Queue nueber 2 already has a capac1t.y of 10 
Uould you like lo change that. capacity? (Y/N): N 
Ent.er t.he Upper and lower l1eit.s for the Unifora 
dislribution; seperating the values by a COMMa(,)I .S,.35 
S)l\at.t.le na•el INDEXER1 
Capacit.y, 0 Rank. 0 nuaber, Uork Cent.er. l/0, Distr1but.1on 
)1,FIF0.3,DNC_ftllL,O,U 
Capacity. Q Rank, Q nu•ber • Uork Cent.er, l/0, Dislribut.10~, 
>1.FIF0,1,LOAD,O,HOR"AL 
Ent.er t.~e flAXIl'IUII QUEUE SIZE I Rat.urn• ln(init.e): 25 
Eat.er the aean ror t.he dislr1but.1on: .63 
~ 
Eat.er a standard deviat.lon that. ls great.er t.han 8.8 I .94 
Ent.er t.,e ftAXIl'I.Jl1 QUEUE SIZE (Rot.urn• 1nr1n1t.o> I 10 
Eat.er t.ke Upper aad lower liall• for the Unifor• 
dia\r1btt.1onJ soperat.iag t.ne value• bv a c01111a(,)I .45,.J 
lHDEXERl ~. ·.tt.l• •••• , 
Capac1t.y • Q Rank. 0 nu•b•r. Uork Cent.er. l/0. D1st.r1bulioa 
)l.FIF0.3,NC-DRILL1.I,N 
Shult.le na-• ROBOT_1 
Capacity, Q Rank. Q nuaber, Uork Cent.er• l/0 • 
)l,FIFO,l,CNCLATHE.I,HORl'IAL 
Queue au•ber 3 already has a capacity or 19 
Dtat.ribuhot,Uould you hie• t.o change t.11.at. capac1t...,? IY/H)I H 
Ent.er t.he -,an ror t.he dislribut.1on 1 .38 
Queue auaber l already has a capacity of 25 
Uould you lik• t.o chaag• t.hat. capaclt.y? IY/N)I N 
Ent.er the aean for the dist.r1but.1on I .SS 
Eat.er a standard devlat.ion that. is graater than 9,9 1 .935 
Shult.le aa•e: TRANSFER1 
Capacity• 0 Rank. Q nueber. Uork Center. J/0 • Distribut10 
)l,FIF0,2,CNCLATHE,O,T 
En~er t.he "AXI"U" QUEUE SIZE I Return• tnrinitel I 10 
. 
Eat.er a st.andard deviation \hat. 1s great.er t.han e.e I .825 
ROJOT-2 Shvt.t.le na-' 
Capaclt.y • 0 Rank, 0 au•ber • Uork Cent.er. l/0 • D1~t.ribut.1on 
)1,fIF0,4,HC-DRILLl,O,H 
Ent.er t.he Upper and Lower l1•1t.s ror t.ne Triangular dist.ribut.1onl .S,.3 
Ent.er t.he "ode of the dist.r,but.ioal .42 
N 
°' I-' 
Enter the MAXIffl.Jl1 QUEUE SIZE C Return• 1nf1n1le) I 18 
Ent.er lhe •ean for lhe dl.str1bul1on I .375 
Enter a atandard dev1at1on lhal ls greater than 8.8 I .ea7 
Shuttle 11a11e: ROBOT_a 
Capacity• 0 Rank• 0 nu•ber. Uork Ce11ler • l/0. D1str1bul1on 
>1,FIF0,4,INSPECTION,I,N 
Queue nu•ber 4 already has a capacity of 18 
Uould you like lo change lhat capacity~ (Y/N)I N 
Enter lhe •ean for lhe distribution I .39 
Enter a standard deulallon that ls greater than 8.8 I .8a4 
Shuttle na••' OUIT 
Uould you like your descr1pt1ons saved in a fllel( Y/N )? N 
'I 
**** UORK CENTER DESCRIPTIONS **•* 
Do you wish lo use NEU or EXISTING Uork Center Descriptions? 
Reply C NEU/OLD >: NEU 
Do you need lo see lhe inslruction sel ?(YES/NO> NO 
How •any work centers are there in your system ?S 
Uork Center 1 LOAD,1,l 
Uork Center a CNCLAIHE.1.uc 
Uork Center 3 DNC_IULL.1.uc 
Uork Center ... NC-DRILL1.a.uc 
Uork Center 5 IHSPECTION,l,Ul 
Uould you like l~e Uork Cealer descriptions saved Ln a ftle? ( Y/N >1 N N 
°' N 
263 
Work Center Utilization Report 




Work Center: CNCLATHE 
Utilization 
Mean Variance 
0. 8 9 0.063 













Work Center: NC_DRILLl 
Utilization Blockage 
Mean Variance Mean Variance 
0.77 0.325 0.00 0.000 
Work Center: INSPECTION 
Utilization Blockage 
Mean Variance Mean Variance 
















Work in Progress and Production Report 
Work in Process 
Average number of parts in the system= 8.50 
Variance 
System Production 
Average Time in the System· 
Variance 
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1111 Part Descrtp\lons 1111 
This is \he beginning or the part lnpu\ sequence 
Enter a par\ na•e or •QUIT" I PART-1 
How •any operations are there ror \his par\?~ 
Eat.er \~e dlst.rlbu\lon na .. ror procesalng \1 .. aasocia\ed wl\h each operation 
and \!Mt par\ dispat.chlng rule. The 1npu\ lorea\ ls•• follows• 
Opera\ton 1 - dla\ribu\1on_aa ... d1spa\chiag_rule 
Opera\1oa 1 N.SNIQ 
Ent.er \he .. an for \he dia\ribu\loa I 6.5 
Ent.er a st.andard deviation \ha\ is great.er \hen e.e I .32 
' Nex\ you will en\er fro• 1 \o 18 work cent.er n•••• 
where operation 1 can be perforeed. 
The pro•p\ ror input ls">" and you can \ype 
"STOP' \o \erelna\e the lnpu\ sequence. 
>CNCLATHE 
>STOP 
Operation 2 T.SHIO 
En\er the Upper and Lower lialta for \he Triangular d1a\ribu\lon: 3.8,2.2 
Enter \he Rode or the d1atrlbution1 a.~S 
Nex\ you will en\er lroe 1 \o 18 work center naaea 
where opera\lon 2 can be per(or•ed. 
The pro•p\ for lnput la')" and you can \ype 






Operat.1oa 3 u.SNIQ 
Eat.er \JI• Upper and LOt1•r l1•lts tort.he Unltor• 
dastrlbut.aoaJ seperat.1ag U.• ualues Jiv a comma(.)I 2.1.1.73 
Nexi. vo• will ••\er fro• l t.o 11 work center na .. a 
where operat.lon 3 ca• be performed. 
ne prompt. for anp•t. ls 0 ) 0 and 11•• ca• t.vpe 
"STOP" \.o t.er•&nat.e t.h• input. aequeace. 
>NC-DRILLl 
)STOP 
Operat.1oa 4 N,SHIQ 
Ent.er t.he 1M1aa ror t.he d1st.rlbut.1on 1 1.s 
Ent.er a at.andard deut'at.1on t.hat. la great.er t.han e.e i .25 
Next. you will enter tro• 1 to 19 work ceat.er na•es 
where operation 4 can be perFor•ed. 
The pro.pt. for input. la 0 ) 0 and you can type 





The next. input. sect.ion inuolues apecltyl•f the aequ~nclng 
of operat.ioaa. Uh•n you •r• gluen an'*, as a proept. you 
can ant.er the op•rat.lon nuebera int.he order t.hat. they 
are t.o be performed a1e1lar t.o t.he following exaeple 1 
Aasllll8 t.lutre are 5 different. operations. the input. sequence 











Enter a part naae or "QUIT" PART_2 
H.)w .. nv operations are there ror thia part?4 
Eater U-e dia\rib•\ioa na .. for processing ti•• aasociat.ed with each operation 
aad,U.e part dispatch1ng rule. Th• input ror•at is as followsa 
Operation dis\ribution_na ... d1spat.ch1ng-r•le 
Opera\ioa 1 N,SNIQ 
Enter the .. an for the distribution a 5,5 
Eater a st.andard deviation that is great.er than e.e I ;34 
Next yo• will enter fro• 1 to 19 work center na••s 
where operation 1 can be perroraed, 
The pro•R\ ror 1nput is">" and vou can tvp• 
"STOP" \o1 \eraina\e the input sequence, 
>CNCLATHE 
>STOP 
Operation 2 U.SNIQ 
Enter the Upper and Lower lia1ts ror the Unlfor• 
di~\rib•\ionJ sepera\ing the values by a comaa(,)I 2,75.2.43 
Next vou will enter fro• 1 to 19 work center naaes 
where operation 2 can be perroraed. 
The proap\ ror input is'>" and you can type 
'STOP' \o terainate the input sequence. 
>DNC-IULl. 
>STOP 
Opera\ioa 3 U,SlleQ 
Eater Ute Upper aad lower ll•ita for \he Unifor• 




Hex\ vo• will eat.er fro• l lo le work cent.er ...... 
where opera\toa 3 caA be perloraed. 
The proaopl lor tnpu\ ts·>~ and vo• caa t.vpe 
"STOP" t.o t.erelaat.e \he lnpul s.equeace. 
>NC-DRILLl 
)STOP 
Operation 4 N,SNIQ 
Eater \he eeaa for \he dislribu\lon I 1.65 
Eater a s\andard dev1al1on \ha\ ls greater thaa e.e I ,375 
Hex\ vou will enter fro• 1 \o 18 work center naaes 
where operation 4 can be perforaed. · 
The proept for inpu\ 1s '>" and ~ou can tvpe 







The nex\ input section involves specifytn9 \he sequencing 
of operations. Uhen you are given an'* as a prompt you 
can en\er \he operation nuebers in lhe order \ha\ lhey 
are to be perroreed'•t•tlar to \he fol~owing exaaple I 
Assuae \here are S dilferen\ operalioris, lhe input sequence 
would look like lhe following I 
Operalio~ Sequence 





E~ler a part na•• or •OlJJT• CHANGE-OVER 
How 11any opera\1on• are there for lh1a part?~ 
Ea\e-r t.he d1str1bv\ioa aa .. for procesa1ng lie• associated with each operation 
~ \he par\ dispatchia9 rule. Th• input fo.-.al is as lollowal · 
Operat£oa dtstribvtto1L-na ... d1ap11tchiag_rvl• 
Operat1on 1 N.91110 
Eat.er the .. aa for the distribution t 3,5 
Eat.er a si.adard deviatioa that is greater than 8.8 t ,2 
Next yoa will enter rroe 1 lo 18 work center naees 
where operation 1 can be perlor•ed, . 
The proepl lor input is•)• and you can type 
"STOP" lo lereiaale the input sequence. · 
)CNCLATHE 
)STOP 
Operation 2 U,SNIQ 
Enter the Upper aad Lower lieils for the Unilor• 
dtslribultonJ separating the values by a co•••C.>: 2.S.2,8 
Next you will eater frOII 1 lo 18 work cent.er naaes 
where operation 2 can be perloreed. 
The proepl for input is">" and you can type 






Operatioa 3 U,SNIQ 
Eat.er \ke Upper and Lower l1•1\s for the Unilor• 
41s\rtb•\toa1 sepora\iag the values~ a co .. a(,)I 3.75,3.18 
H.xt you will ant.er fro• l to 1t work center 
where operation 3 caa be perlor•ed. 
Tke proept for input ta•)• and you can type 
0 STOP 0 to ter•Lnate tke input seqaeace. 
>NC-DRILLl 
>STOP 
Oporattoa 4 H,SHIQ 
Enter the ..,an for the d1str1butlon : 1.8 
na••• 
Eater a staadard devtat1011 that ls greater tha11 e.e r 
Next you will en\er fro• 1 to 19 work center 
where operation 4 can be perfor•ed, 
The proept for input ls ") 0 and you oan type 









Tke next lapu\ aec\lon 1avolves spectlylnf \he aequenctng 
or operations. Uhea you are glve11 aa •a as a proep\ you 
caa eater the opera\1oa'nuebera 1n \he order \ha\ \hey 
are to a.. perlorw.d a1e1lar \o \he followiag exa19ple I 
Aas ... there are S dillerea\ operations, t•• 1apu\ aequence 












>>>> Production Scheduling <<<< 
Eater• part .... or •QUIT" PART_2 
Enter the "lot aize• aad the "input frequency• 
$9perating the 1t....s bv a co .... 
: 38,H 
Th1s ls the beginning of the Production Schedule input sequence, 
Eater t•• .. an ror th• distribution I 7.S 
In this section you will be asked to 1nput three it••• 
to describe the production schedule. The three ite•s are the Eater 
part n•••• the lot s1ze, and the frequency for loading individual _ 
parts into the syst••· The production lots should be entered in the 
sequence you would like the• to b• processed, 
Enter a part na•e or •QUIT" I PART_! 
a standard deviation t•at is greater than 9,9 I 
Eater a part .... or •ouIT" : CHANCE-OVER 
Eater the "lot size• and the "input rrequeacy• 
seperating the ite•s by a co•••· 
1 1,H 
Enter t•e "lot size• and t•e "input frequency• 
aeperatiag the ite•a bv a co• ... Eater the •ean for the distribut1on: 9.0 
I 29,H 
Eat.er t•• .... for th• dlatribution r 8,t 
Eater a ataa4ard devlatioa that la greater than 8,8 
bl.er• part a... or "QUIT" I CHAHC£_0UER 
" 
Eal.er u. •to\ aiz•" au tu •1ap•t. r~· 
--,.rat.la, tu 1t.aa by a c-. 
,9 
Enter a standard dev1at1on that is greater than 0,0 I 
Enter a part naae or 'QUIT" I PART_l 
Enter the "lot s1ze• and the "input frequency• 
seperatlng the 1te•s by a co•••· 
I ~0,N 




Enter a alaadard dev1at1on that 1s greater than 0,9 I .9 
Eal.er U.. ... a ror t•e d1atrilnlt1on 11,1 
Enter a part naae o~ 'OUIT" • QUIT 




Eftt.er the start1ng and stopplng ti•es ror 
the ai•ulatlon seperattng the values by co••as, 
Ti•es • 0,'180 
Do you wish to use the TRACE opt.ton? (Ves/No) NO 
Do you wish t.o have statistics cleared 
aft.er a certain clock t.i•e? (Ves/Nol NO 
Uluat. is t.he TOTAL nu•ber or parts 
all°"'ed int.he systea at one t.iae? 
l'lax part.s • 24 
Uhat. lat.he Total nuaber or CARRIERS 
available int.he "•t.erial Handlin; Syat.e•? 




Uork Cent.~r Ut.1l1zat.1on Report. 
Uork Cent.er l LOAD 
UU lu11t.1on B loc;lc11!e "Down 
"EAN VARIANCE l'IEAN V RIANCE l'IEAN VARIANCE 
e.&e e.000 e.00 0.000 e.00 0.000 
Uorlc Cenler CNCLATHE 
Ut.1 lhelion Bloc;lcaxe ,C Down 
l'lf.AN VARIANCE "EAN V RIANCE l'IEAN VARIANCE 
e.1s 0, 185 0.ee e.000 0.00 0,000 
Uorlc Cellt.er I DNC_PIILL 
Ut.i l hat.lo• Bloc;lcac "Dow11 
l'IEAN VARIANCE M:AH V IANCE l'IEAH VARIANCE 
e.32 8,i!19 e.ee e.eee e.ee 0.800 
Uork Cent.er Ut.1l1z11t.1on Report. 
Uorlc Cent.er: HC_DRILLl 
UU llz11t1on Bloc;k11xe ll: Down l'IEAN VARIANCE l'IEAN U RIANCE l'IEAN VARIANCE 0,iH 8,185 e.ee e.eee • 0,00 0.000 
Uork Cent.er I INSPECTION 
Ut.1 lizat.10" BI oc;lc11xe ll Down NEAN VARIANCE l'IEAN V RIANCE l'IEAN VARIANCE e.ae 0, 161 e.ee e.eee e.00 e.000 















































Uork in Pro&ess and Production Report 
Llork 1n Process 





Average T1•e in the Syste• • 1~.661 
Uar1an&e • 0,681 
Part Production per unit ti•e • 0,068 
Uarian&e • 0,0000~5 




Queue Su•••rv Report 
Oueue Average Variance ~IN 
Nu11ber SiZe 
1 e.e1 e.012 e 
2 e.ee e.eee e 
3 e.ee e.eee e 
-4 e.ee e. e.l)e e 
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~ you aeecf t.o aee lhe iftalrvct1oa aet ?(YES/NO) NO 
How ... fty work c~ftt.era are there lft your ayale• ?6 
~rk Cent.er 1 LOAD,1.L 
Uork Cent.er 2 DRILL1, 1,UC 
Uork Ceftt.er 3 IULU,1,UC 
UorL: Ce•t.er .. DRILL2,t,UC 
Uork Cent.er 5 DEBUR,1,UC 
Uork Center 6 INSP,1,UL 





.. .. .. .. 
II 
u ., r:: 
r:: .. 
0 :, -...,, ,:r I-.., II a:: a.. .. 4: .... Q. .. .., 
IJ :, .. !" "" II r:: Q . 
I-.., .., ... .. .. :::, 
" "' :' a.. a. 




r:: .., .. .. 
r:: .. 
" "" .. 
In "' " ..Q .. 
" II .., .c r:: .., i...t .. .. .. .. 
.c 
I-
How •any operallons are lhere (or lh1a parl?S 
Enler l~e dtstrJb~lJon na .. for process,ng ti .. aasoc,alod with each operation 





Enter lhe Upper and lower lJ•tla for the Untfor• 
d&sLr1but.1onJ ~perattng lhe values by a co••a(,)I 2,1,5 
Nexl you will enter (roe l lo 19 work cent.er naeea 
where operalton 1 can be perforeed. 
The proept tor 1npul is")' and you can lype 
"STOP" lo lereinale the 1npul sequence, 
>DRILL! 
>STOP 
Operation 2 N,SNIQ 
Enter the mean for lhe dislr1bul1on : 2.75 
~ 
Enter a standard dev1al1on that 1s greater lhan 0,0 1 ,3 
Hexl you will enter lroe 1 lo 10 work cent.er names 
where operation 2 can be performed. 
The pronpl for 1npul ts ')" and you can lype 







O~ralion J U,SNIQ 
Ent.er lhe Upper and Lower li•ils for lhe Unilor• 
d1slr1but.ion: seperaling lhe values bv a co•••<,>1 2.25,1.85 
~xt. vo• will ent.er (roe I lo 19 work cent.er na•ea 
where operal1on J can be perfor ... d. 
The pro•pl for lnpul 1a ">" and you can lvpe 
"STOP" lo ler•1nat.e lhe 1np•l sequence. 
)0Rll22 
>STOP 
Operation 4 N,SNIQ 
Ent.er lhe ,oean (or t.he d·1st.ribut.ion I 1.75 
Ent.er a st.andard deviat.1~n t.hal 1s greater lhan 9.0 I .2 
Next. you will enler froM 1 t.o 10 work cent.er names 
where operat.1on 4 can be per(orMed. 
The pro~pl for input. is')' and you can type 
"STOP' lo terN1nale lhe input sequ~rce. 
>DE BUR 
>STOP 
Operation 5 H,SNIQ 
Enter lhe •ean for lhe d1atribul1on: 1.S 
Enler a standard deviation thal is grealer than e.0 I .15 
Hexl you will enter frOfl 1 lo 10 work cent.er na•es 
where operallon 5 can be perfor•ed. 
The proapl for 1npul ia ")" and you can type 











The nexl lnpul seclion involv•s apec;i(yin7 the sequencing 
of operalions. Uhen you ar• ;1ven an °1 as a pro.pl you 
can •nler th• operation nu•bers in lhe order lhal lhey 
are lo be p•rfor•ed s1•tlar lo the following exa•ple: 
Assu .. there are 5 different operaltons. lhe input sequence 





* 2 l J 
Operallon Sequencelng 




Uould you like lo eak• any change$? ( V/H )I N 
>>>> Production Schedul1ng <<<< 
This 1s the beginn1ng of the Prouucl1on Schedule input sequence, 
In lh1s section you will be asked lo 1npul three 1lems 
lo describe the production schedule. The three items are lhe 
part na~e, lhe lot stie, and the frequency (or loading 1nd1v1dual 
'parts Into lhe sysle•, The productton lots should be entered in the 
sequence you would ltke them lo be processed. 
Enter a parl na•e or 'QUIT' I PART1 
Enter lhe 'lot $lie• and the 'input frequency• 
seperal1ng lhe 1le•s by a co•••· 
I see.H 
Ealcr lhe •ean for the dislr1bulton I 4,5 
Eater a alaadard devlaltoa lhal 1s greater than e.e I .S 




<<<< Maler1al Handling Syale• Deacripl1on )))) 
How •any palha •••nale rro• alalion LOAD 
Enler lhe end poinl, lhe palh lenglh, and lhe lravel rale (or palh 
i DRILL1.se.N 
Enler lhe •ean for lhe d1alr1bul1on I~ tee 
Enler a alandard dev1alion lhal ia grealer lhan e.e I 5 
How •any palha e•anale fro• alalion DRILLl 
Enler lhe end polnL, lhe paLh, lenglh, and lhe lravel rale for palh 
t MILLl,20,N 
Enler lhe •ean (or lhe d1alr1bulion I 100 
Enler a alandard devia\ion lhal 1a grealer lhan e.e I S 
How aany palha enanale fro• alalion MILLI 
Enler lhe end poin\, lhe palh lenglh, and lhe \ravel rale for palh l 
a DRILU!,28,H 
Eat.er lhe .... for lhe dialribulton I 108 
Ealer a alandard devlalion lhal ia greeler lhan e.e I S 
Hool .. av palha .. aaat.e lr08 at.al1oa DRILU! l 
Eat.er lhe end poinl. lhe palh length, and lhe travel rat.. for path l 
l DEIUR1201H N 
CX) 
-..J 
taler \h• .... for \he dia\ribu\lo• r tee 
Enler a standard devia\1on \ha\ is grea\•r \haa e.e I S 
How •any pa\hs eeanat• fro• sl.a\ion DEBI.JR t 
Ent.er the ••d poin\, \he pa\h leng\h, and \he \ravel ra\e for path t 
t 1NSP,5e,H 
Ent.er \he •ean lor the dis\riba\ion I 188 
En\.er a standard dtrVia\lon \ha\ ts greater than e.e I S 
How •any paths e,aanate lro• a\a\lon INSP 8 
Uould you like you l'la\erial Handling Syate• Deacrip\iona saved in a file? 




$h•llle na .. : EXl 
(apacily. 0 Rank. Q nuaber. Uork Cenler. J/0 • Dislribulion 
~1.FIF0,1,LOAD,O,C 
Ealer lhe l'tAXIl'IUft QUEUE SIZE (Return• tnrlnile) I 
Enler lhe value tor lhe conslanll ,S 
~hult.le na .. r Ex.? 
Capac,t.y, • 0 Rank• Q nuaber, Uork Cenler • I/0 • D1slr1bulion 
>l,SPT,2,DRllll,I,C 
Enler the MAXIMUM QUEUE SIZE C Return• 1nfinite> 5 
Enter the value for the conslantr .S 
Shuttle naael EXJ 
Capac1ty, Q Rank, 0 number, Uork Center, I/0, Dtslr1but1on 
)1,FIF0,3,DRilll,O,C 
.. 
Enter lh~ MAXIMUM QUEUE SIZE C Relurn • Jnftnilel 5 
Enter lhe value for t.he conslant: ,5 
Shut.lie name: EX1 
Capacity, 0 Rank, 0 nueber, Uork Cent.er, I/0, D1slrtbul1on 
)1,61T,~.Mllll,J,C 
Enler lhe flAXIMlffl QUEUE SIZE C Return• 1nr1n1le>: 5 
Enler lhe value for lhe const.ant.: ,5 
Shult.le naael EXS 
C.pacil\, • 0 Raak • Q nuaber • Uork Cenler • J/0. Dtalrlbulion 
>1.r1ro.s,"1tt1.o.c 
Eat..r llle MXUIUlt QUEUE SIZE ( Rehrn • inl.lni le l r 5 




si.11t.t.le na•el EX6 
Cap,ac1\~, Q Rank, Q nueber, Uork Cent.er, I/0, Dislribu\ion 
}l,$PT,6,CIRILLa.1.c 
Ent.er t.he l'IA..~Inul'I QUEUE SIZE (Rot.urn• 1nfin1le) I 5 
Ent.er \he value fort.he constant.I .5 
Shut.lie noeel EX7 
Copac1\.y, 0 Ronk, 0 nu•ber • Uork Cenler, J/0. D1st.r1bul1on 
)1,FIF0,7,DRILL2,0,C 
Enter the MAXIMU" QUEUE SIZE I Return• inf1n1t.el I 5 
Ent.er lhe value for lhe conslanL: .S 
ShuLLle na•el EXS 
Capacity, Q Rank, Q nu•ber, Uork Cent.er, l/0, D1st.r1but1on 
>1,SPT,8,DEBUR,I,C 
"' 
Enler, Lhe MAXIMUM QUEUE SIZE I Rel.urn • Jnf 1nile) S 
Ent.er the value for the conslant.1 ,5 
Shut.lie na~el EX9 
Capacity, 0 Rank, 0 nueber, Uork Cenler, l/0, Dist.r1but.1on 
)1,FIF0,9,DEBUR,O,C 
Enter t.he ~I"'-'" QUEUE SIZE ( Relurn • 1nf1nllel I 5 
Eat.er t.he value fort.he const..nt.1 ,S 
Shult.le,. ... , EX1t 
Capac1t.v, Q Rank, Q nueber, Uork Cent.er• J/0 • Diat.ribu\ion 
>1.FIF0,18,IKSP,I,C 
Ent.er the PIAXIMl1" QU£UE SIZE ( Re\urn • infinllel I 5 
Ent.er \he value for the conslant.1 ,5 
Shult.le na .. 1 OUIT 




Uork Cent.er Ut.ilizat.ion Report. 




Uork Cent.er I 
Ut.1 li :n t.1011 
l'IEAN VARIANCE 
0,38 0,236 













MEAN V RIANCE 
e.ee e.eee 





"EAN VARIANCE e.ee e.000 
"Down 





EXAMPLE MODEL IV 
292 
>>>> Production Scheduling (((( 
This is the beginning or the Productioa Schedule input sequence. 
Eater• pert aa .. or •ouIT" PART_2 
Ent.er the "lot a1ze• ead the •1apu\ rreq¥encv• 
~~ratlng the 1t.e.a by• co .... 
: 38.N 
Eat.er the .. an lor the d1s\r1b¥\lon I 7.5 
Ia th1s section you will be asked to input three 1\eea 
to deacr!be lhe producl1oa schedule. The three 1te•s are the Eat.er 
pert na ... the lot size, and lhe lrequeacv ror loading ind1u1dual 
a at.andard dev1al1on that la gr .. t.er th•• 1.8 I 
parts into the syslee. The production lots ahould be entered ia the 
$8quence you would like thee to be procesaed. 
Eat.er a pert aa .. or "QUIT" ; CHANCE-OVER 
Enter a part na•e or "OUIT" 1 PART_t 
Enter lhe •tol size• aad lhe "input lrequency• 
sttperallag the 1te•• by a co .... 
I a.,N 
Eater tlut .... for the dia\r1but1on I 8.t 
Eat.er• ataadard deu1a\1oa lhal ia 9reatar than 1.8 I .9 
Eal.er a ,-rt JUUN1 or 0 QUIT 0 I CHANC.E'.-OUER 
Eat.er Ue •to\ a1se• &Ad tb "l•p•t trecpeacv• 
aeperatl .. \he 1\eaa bye c-. 
I l,N 
Eater the •tot size' and the •1aput (requeacy• 
separating the !lees by a co•••· 
1 1.N 
Eater the eean ror the distr1but1oa; 9.8 
Eater a staadard deu1at1oa that is greater than e.e I 
Eater a part naae or 'QUIT" PART_t 
Enter lhe 'lol s1ze• and the "input rrequency• 
seperatlng the 1tees by a co•••· 
I 48,N 
Eat.er lhe .. an (or the distribution I S.e 
.85 
.75 
Eater a staadard deu1at1on that 1s greater than e.e: .9 
Eal.er U.. ... a lor \ha 41at.rllna\loa I 1e.e 
Ea"-' e al.aJMl&rd devlatloa Ua\ la gre.t..r Uaa •·• a .S 




Eater t•e .. an for the diatribut1on 1 ,55 
Enter a atandard deviation that &a great.er than e.e I .tsa 
Shutt.le••••; R080T2 
Capac1t.y • Q Rank• Q nu•ber • Uork Cent.er• l/0 • D1atr1but.aoa 
>t.FIFO.B.CNC_l.ATHE.I.N 
Queue •••bar B already •a•• capacity of II 
Uould you like \o cha•1• I.hat. capacity? (Y/N)I N 
Ent.er I.he .. an for I.ha dlat.r1but.1on I .47 
Eat.er• at.andard deviat1oa I.hat. ta great.er than e.e 1 .e32 
Shuttle aa••• EX? 
Capacity• Q Rank. Q nu•ber • Uork Cent.er• l/0 • Diat.ribution 
}1,FIF0.9,CNC_LATHE.o.c 
Ent.er the "AXINUN QUEUE SIZE< Return• infinite) 1 11 
Ent.er the value for the conatan\l .~6 
Shut.I.le namel EXS 
Capacity. Q Rank• Q nu•ber. Uork Cent.er• l/0 • D1atr1bution 
>1,FIF0,18.DEBUR,l,U 
Enter the "AXINU" QUEUE SIZE (Return• infinite) 1 11 
Ent.er I.he Upper and Lower li•i\a for the Unifor• 
d1str1bul.ionJ aeperal.ing the valuea by a co••a(,)I ,25,,166 
s•ut.t.le na•e• EX9 
Capacity. Q Rank• Q nu•ber. York Center• l/0 • D1atr1but.1on 
>1.FIF0.11.DEBUR.o.c 
Que•• •••bar 11 already haa • capactt.u of 11 
Uould yo• like \o ch••t• \hat capacity' (Y/N)t N 
Eat.er t•• value for I.he conat.eat.s .45 
Sh•t.t.le aa .. 1 E>Cll 
Capacil.y • Q Rank. Q all9ber. Uork Cent.er. l/0 • Dial.ribut.ion 
>t.FIF0.12.INSP.I.C 
Ent.er I.he "AXI"U" QUEUE SIZE ( Ret.ura • infinite) 1 11 
Ent.er \he value for I.he conat.eat.s .s 
Shut.I.le••-• QUIT 




Eat.er t.he IIAXIl'IUl'I QUEUE SIZE C Ret.ura • ialintt.e> I 5 
Ent.er I.he value for the coaa\ant.: .s 
~ut.t.le .... , EX& 
Capactl.y • Q Ran•. Q au•ber. Uork Caa\er • J/0. Dtat.rtbut.~oa 
>1.SPT.&.DRILL2.o.c 
Eat.er t.he IIAXll'IUl'I QUEUE SIZE< Return• tnlina\e) I 5 
Ent.er t.he value fort.he cona\ant.l .5 
Shut.t.le naee: ROBOTI 
Capaclt.y • Q Rank• Q nueber. Uork Cent.er. I/0. Dtat.ribut.1on 
)1,FIF0.7.DRILLi!.I.N 
Ent.er t.he "AXll'IUl'I QUEUE SIZE I Rat.urn• inf&ntt.e> r 18 
Ent.er t.he •••n fort.he d1at.ribut.1on I ,5 
£at.er a at.andard devtat.ioa t.hat. ia great.er t.han e.e I .835 
Shutt.le naee: EX& 
Capacil.y. Q Rank. Q nu•ber. Uork Ceat.er • I/0 • Diat.r1but.1on 
>1.FIF0.6.DNC_ft(LL2.I,C 
Queue nu•ber 6 haa a ranking cr1t.erta of SPT 
~ou apec1fied I.he new crtt.eria aa FIFO 
Uould you like I.he •NEU• or •oto• raaklng cr1t.erie? 
Ent.er ICHEU/OLD)? NEU 
Queue number 6 already ha• a capactt.y of 5 
Uould you like t.o change I.hat. cepactt.y? (Y/N)I H 
£at.er \lie value fort.he conat.eat.1 ,5 
Shut.I.le_, ROIOTi! 
Cepactt.y. Q Rea•• Q n ...... r • Uork Cent.er. I/0 • Dlat.rlbut.toa 
>1.FIF0.1,DNC-RILL2.0.N 
Eat.er I.he MXI .... QUElE SIZE C Return• 1alln11.e) I le I'\) \0 
l11 
Shuttle aa .. 1 EXl 
Capacity, 0 Rank. 0 nu•ber, Uork Center• l/0 • Distribution 
>l,FIF~.1.LOAD,O,C 
Eater the NAXJ"UII QUEUE SIZE (Return• tnfiait.e> I 
Eater the value for the coaatanta .5 
Shuttle aa•e: EX2 
Capactt.y • Q Rank• Q nu•ber. Uork Center. l/0 • D1str1but1on 
)t,SPT.2,DRILLl,l,C 
Enter the ftAXINUN QUEUE SIZE< Return• 1nfinite>: 5 
Ent.er the value for the constant.I .S 
Shuttle namel EXJ 
Capacity , Q Rank , Q nu11ber • Uork Center • l/0 • Dist..ribution 
)1,FIF0.3.0RILLt.o.c 
Ent.er the MAXIMUM QUEUE SIZE (Returns infinite> : S 
Enter the value for the constant.I .S 
Shutt.le na•e• EX4 
Capacity. Q Rank• 0 nu•ber • Uork Center• l/0. Distribution 
>1.SPT,4."ILLI.I.C 
Enter t•e ftAXIIIUII QUEUE SIZE (Return• infinite> 1 S 
Enter t•• value for the coaatant.1 .S 
Shuttle aa .. 1 EXS 





Uork Cenier uitlization Report. 




Uork Center I 
Ut.1 l hat ton 
"EAN VARIANCE 
8,38 e.aJ& 













l'IEAN V RIANCE 
e.ee e.8ee 













Uork 1n Process end Production Report 
Uork ,n Process 
Average nu•ber ol parts ln \he sys\e• • 1.83 
Uer,ance • e.22 
Sys\e• Produc\1on 
Average T1•e in the Sys\e• • 1~.661 
Uar,ance • 8.681 
Par\ Production per uni\ \i•e • e.868 
Variance • e.eeee~S 
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